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Thoughts for the Road

We chose July Fourth to be the official birthday
of Escapees because, just as the Statue of Liberty
represents America, the Escapees Club represents
the principle of independence.
Individually, we are those with the courage to trade
conventional homes for ones on wheels so we can
have the freedom to move when we want, where we
want. Collectively, Escapees Inc. is a proud experiment in banding together for the common good of
all, for the sharing of knowledge and friendship and
for the dedication to the principle that we all have the
right to be different.
That is what gives Escapees distinction. That is what
sets us apart.
And what makes us special is the willingness to share
what we have learned so that those who wish to do so
will have the chance to enjoy what you and I enjoy. For
those who do not know how, for those who do not even
know such a possibility exists, we must lead the way.
With freedom comes the responsibility to help others
who wish to be free. We have an obligation to pass on
what we have learned.
Your membership in Escapees is a lighted torch. You
can selfishly shield your torch so that only those closest
to you can see its glimmer, or like the Lady who
symbolizes America, you can hold your torch so high
it will be a beacon to guide all those “yearning to
breathe free” through the darkness of doubt to the
“golden door.”
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN ESCAPEES MAGAZINE,
JULY/AUGUST 1986 ESCAPEES.COM/ABOUTUS
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“When life gives
you lemons...make
lemonade.”
Up until now, the year 2020 has
been quite interesting. But, even
through the hardships and sacrifices many of us have experienced,
it seems that those people who
have a positive attitude can still
find a positive view of almost any
situation they find themselves in.

Magazine

In corresponding with an old friend
recently, our previous editor, she shared with
me her view of the current situation. She
said, “I believe it is giving people a chance
to stop and smell the roses. And they don’t
even realize all the benefits: less traffic, no
air pollution, getting to know your partner
all over again, eating food you wouldn’t have
considered putting in your shopping cart,
working from home and learning to Zoom.”
When life gives you lemons, you can either
chew on the sour pulp and complain, or
make lemonade. Once we are free to travel
the world and venture out to our favorite
gathering spots, we’ll probably never look at
our daily lives the same again. We’ll be more
cautious of what we handle and how we
socially interact. And that doesn’t have to be
a bad thing.
Take some time to clear the cobwebs out
of your mind in the serenity of the great
outdoors. Our wide expansive country
provides endless nature adventure opportunities that can fill us with knowledge and new
bucket list-worthy experiences. As you head
out to parts unknown this summer and fall, I
hope you will keep the health and well-being
of yourself and others a priority and also be
inspired to share the joys of your travels with
those who may be looking for the freedom
that only the RV lifestyle can provide.
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On the Cover: Robert Lytle #117667
took this lovely photo of his RV while
camping at Meadow Creek Mountain
Ranch, in Parrottsville, Tennessee.
He says, he and his wife, Laura, were
parked here while attending their
son’s wedding. The “RV park” consists
of two rows of utilities in a pasture
that is primarily used by folks with
horse trailers with living quarters.
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If you’re RVing away from hookups, water is always in
short supply. Wouldn’t it be great to have a bit of extra
water onboard? Sure, but what do you do with the empty
water container when you don’t need it? I’ve experimented
with inexpensive collapsible water jugs in the past, but
they never seem to collapse back into a tidy package when
empty and don’t hold up if you actually use and abuse
them. Well, the folks at Smart Bottle have solved those
problems, and then some!

water-hose adapters that allow filling and emptying a
bottle with a freshwater hose. They also have some great
water filtration kits.
I really tried to break them. My test bottles (a one-gallon and a five-gallon) were dragged across concrete and
dirt when full and dropped on concrete from shoulder
height without a leak or any visible damage. These things
are really tough! If a spare water jug is something you’d
like to have in your RV, this is the one you want.

mart Bottles are lightweight and incredibly
strong. When empty, they are designed to fold
completely flat, and when filled, they become
stable square containers that are easy to handle
and use. Available in various sizes, the cleverly designed
handles are built-in and surprisingly functional. There are
a variety of spouts available, including male and female

WOLVERINE TUFF SMART BOTTLES®
Smart Bottle Inc.
81 Monticello Rd.
Weaverville, NC 28787
828-658-0912
smartbottleinc.com
Average price: $6–$20, depending on size.

S

SHARE YOUR FAVORITE RV GADGET!
E-mail your innovative RV gadget to techquestions@escapees.com.,
CONDITIONS AND RULES FOR PRODUCT SUBMISSIONS AT GADGETBOX.ESCAPEES.COM.
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A TOTAL SUPPORT NETWORK FOR ALL RVERS

Escapade

JOIN ESCAPEES’

LARGEST GATHERING
IN MARCH 2021!

Plans are underway for the 60th Escapade, March 21–26, 2021
when we’ll return to the sunny Southwest city of Tucson, Arizona.
Registration will open in September. We hope to see you there!
Duane and Jean Mathes #115955
Escapade Directors
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND FURTHER DETAILS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT

www.escapees.com/escapade or call 936-327-8873
July/August 2020

Join fellow Escapees for HOP events: theme-related
venues and activities at unique and scenic locations!
FOR EVENT DETAILS AND A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL HOP EVENTS, VISIT OR CALL

www.escapees.com/hops

Magazine

registration@escapees.com | Land HOPs: 936-327-8873 | Cruises: 855-757-8881
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UPCOMING HOP EVENTS
BALLOON FIESTA HOP
OCTOBER 2–11, 2020

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Option #1: October 02–07, 2020, $999–$1110
Option #2: October 07–11, 2020, $989–$1,095
Option #3: October 02–11, 2020, $1,245–$1,355

July/August 2020

THE BLACK HILLS AND
BADLANDS HOP
(HEAD OUT PROGRAM)

ROSE PARADE HOP
PASADENA TOURNAMENT
OF ROSES

THE EASTERN
CARIBBEAN HOP

OCTOBER 6–10, 2020

DECEMBER 27, 2020–JANUARY 3, 2021

Rapid City, South Dakota
Price Range: $695–$995

Pasadena, California
Price Range: $927–$1,825

Port Canaveral, Florida
Price PP: $868–$1,138

JANUARY 3–9, 2021

HAWAII CRUISE HOP
JANUARY 16—FEBRUARY 2, 2021

San Diego, California, Price Range: $2,354–$3,364 pp

Join us on this fantastic 17-night round-trip
cruise from San Diego, circling four islands and
with five stops.
Enjoy seeing the beautiful Hawaiian Islands
aboard Holland America’s Ms. Koningsdam.
These islands have crystal-clear ocean waters,
pristine beaches, beautiful flowers and
breathtaking natural beauty.
Ms. Koningsdam has a two-story music
walk, three dining rooms and six entertainment venues, truly a destination all her own!
There is so much to explore while cruising on
this ship! Plus, there will be HOP socials to
attend.
We encourage you to bring your camera so
you can capture beautiful breathtaking photos
to share with your family and friends!

ESCAPEES
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NEW ORLEANS HOP
APRIL 25–30, 2021

New Orleans, Louisiana
Price Range: $745–$1,399

MOAB OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
HOP (HEAD OUT PROGRAM)

MAINE LEAVES AND
LOBSTER HOP

MAY 27—JUNE 1, 2021

SEPTEMBER 27—OCTOBER 1, 2021

Moab, Utah
Price Range: $655–$955

Bar Harbor, Maine
Price Range: $895–$1,295

ailabl
Option avot available with
N
OPs.
cruise H

Head Out Programs are created and
customized for all RVers.
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SKP Stops

LUNENBERG—CANADA

UNESCO World Heritage and National Historic site
119 Cumberland Street, P.O. Box 129, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Canada B0J 2C0
902-634-4410, www.explorelunenburg.ca

Magazine

One place epitomizes what we envisioned when we first
considered an RV trip to Eastern Canada: Lunenburg.
Located one hour southwest of Halifax, on the scenic
southern shores of Nova Scotia, this entire town is a
UNESCO World Heritage and National Historic site. The
compact community, home to only 2,000 inhabitants,
contains colorful pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods,
fascinating galleries and museums, and jaw-dropping
waterfront views. Best of all, for RVers, there’s an RV
campground located right on the edge of town, allowing
easy access to the area’s many appealing features.

ESCAPEES
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T

he British built Lunenburg as a colonial settlement in 1753, and many of the town’s attractive
churches, homes and commercial buildings date
back to that era. These well-preserved, historic
structures attract plenty of visitors and help support the
area’s significant tourism economy, but, while tourism
is important to Lunenburg, its wharves are even more
vital. Lunenburg’s port is still active; big fishing and
shipbuilding companies share space along the docks,
and there is an almost constant hum of activity along the
waterfront. The importance of fishing to the community
is also obvious from the striking waterfront memorial
that commemorates the many local fishermen who have
perished at sea since 1890. We were astounded both
by the number of casualties as well as the recency of
some of the inscriptions. Fishing, after all, remains an
extremely dangerous occupation. Visitors can learn

July/August 2020

more about the history and perils of the profession by
visiting the Fisheries Museum of the Atlantic, which
houses an excellent aquarium, exhibits about the town’s
history and a theater.
Lunenburg’s waters host some of the most beautiful
and unique ships in the world. During our visit, the
Europa, a tall ship registered in the Netherlands, happened to be at the port, along with the Bluenose II, a
replica of a famous racing and fishing schooner that was
lost in 1946. The Bluenose II is considered the “sailing
ambassador” of Nova Scotia and docks in Lunenburg for
several months each year. One night during our visit, we
noticed the decks were open to visitors, so we climbed
aboard to have a look. The ship, which was fully restored
and renovated in 2012, is simply magnificent!
But you don’t have to board one of these historic
vessels to get out on the water. Tour companies offer all
kinds of sailing excursions from the waterfront. We took a
two-hour sunset cruise on a small schooner and marveled
at the coastal scenery and jaw-dropping yachts that
were anchored throughout the bay. Other water-based
adventures include deep sea fishing, whale watching and
kayak tours. If you’d rather stay on land, local outfits
offer walking tours and horse-drawn carriage rides.
We meandered the colorful neighborhoods, wandered
into some of the art galleries and gift shops, and enjoyed
several delicious meals at small, independent restaurants
like the Salt Shaker Deli and South Shore Fish Shack.
While seafood-focused restaurants are prevalent, there

SKP Stops

The photogenic towns of
Lunenburg and Peggy’s Cove
are located on the southern
shores of Nova Scotia.
PHOTOS BY LAURA GREENE #142767

are plenty of other options. One standout was The Knot
Pub, which offers a cozy and friendly place to unwind.
We found it especially inviting on gray or rainy days. If
you’re a fan of adult beverages, don’t miss Ironworks
Distillery. This former blacksmith shop turned local distillery produces small batches of artisan vodka, brandy,
rum and gin. Visitors are encouraged to come in for free
samples of their signature libations.

visiting this spot, as the waves are famously unpredictable and unforgiving.
Before heading out, be sure to stop by the local
restaurant, Sou-Wester, for a bite to eat. This large
dining room has been a staple at the village since 1967,
offering delicious seafood and a large two-level gift shop.
If you’re more in the mood for a sweet treat, don’t miss
Dee Dee’s for some of their stellar ice cream.

Peggy’s Cove

The Swiss Air 111 Memorials

July/August 2020
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One place I wanted to see during our visit to Nova Scotia
was the memorial to the victims of the 1998 Swissair
Flight 111 crash. The flight, containing 229 passengers
and crew, took off from John F. Kennedy Airport en
route to Geneva, Switzerland, on September 2, 1998,
only to crash just off the coast of Nova Scotia.
After the crash, members of the communities of
Peggy’s Cove and Bayswater assisted local authorities
with the recovery mission. Both towns have memorials.
The monument in Bayswater lists the names of those
who perished and is the final resting place for many of
the victims. The memorial in Peggy’s Cove is located
near the lighthouse. Perched on an overlook commanding sensational views of the coastline, it is a solemn and
striking remembrance.
If you’re traveling between Lunenburg and Peggy’s
Cove, the memorials are located between the two
locations and are well worth a visit.
Laura Greene #142767
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Located one-hour east of Lunenburg, Peggy’s Cove is a
tiny, picturesque fishing village, and home to the iconic
and oft-photographed Peggy’s Point Lighthouse. The
current lighthouse dates back to 1914, but the village
has existed much longer. It is spectacular. So spectacular, in fact, it almost feels like a movie set. Tiny brightly
colored wood-frame buildings line docks piled high with
lobster traps, while simple wooden rowboats bob in
the water. Catch this pristine village at sunset, and your
camera will be working overtime.
The iconic lighthouse at Peggy’s Cove is the main draw
here for good reason. The structure itself, its location
perched high on the rocks, and the way the last sunlight
of the day illuminates it combine to create a mesmerizing picture. It’s like stepping into a painting.
We were also awed by the powerful surf that
surrounds the village. The waves were massive and
relentless and, as we later learned, can sometimes be
deadly. Visitors should take extra precautions while
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Polar bears can be seen in the Churchill
area during the summer.

MANITOBA—CANADA

Discovering Manitoba’s Big Five
140 Kelsey Blvd, Churchill, MB R0B 0E0, Canada, 800-663-9832, frontiersnorth.com
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I walk through a meadow of wildflowers—lavender, white
asters, purple vetch, white yarrow and delicate pink
prairie roses framed in lush green summertime grass. I am
with a group of like-minded travelers and a Parks Canada
naturalist. We’re in Riding Mountain National Park on our
way to see a bear den. Although it’s not winter and the
bear won’t need the den until the snow flies, I keep thinking
he or she might be just around the next corner.
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I

am assured there is no danger, and I follow the line
of other adventurers to the den. We are told, as we
stand near the den opening, that black bears have
extremely good eyesight and exceptional hearing.
“Their sense of smell is unparalleled,” the naturalist says.
“It’s more than seven times greater than a dog.
“Their shorter curved and sharp claws allow them to

“Our excursion is part of Frontier
North Adventures’ Big Five
Safari. I am excited at the prospect of actually seeing a black
bear as well as moose, bison,
polar bears and beluga whales.”
July/August 2020

climb trees, which they do to escape predators, find
food, sleep and rest,” she explains.
Our excursion is part of Frontier North Adventures’
Big Five Safari. I am excited at the prospect of actually
seeing a black bear as well as moose, bison, polar bears
and beluga whales.
Shortly after our hike in the woods, we all see a
bear eating berries at the side of the road. It alternates
between being on all fours to standing on its hind legs to
reach higher-up fruit. On this same game drive, we see
two more, one almost completely hidden by tall grass
and the second staying much longer in the fringe area
between the forest and the grasses.
Our game drives are always in the morning and late
afternoon when the animals are most active. On one of
the drives, we see a moose, a young male without any
antlers. We’ve ticked two off our list. In the park there is
one more animal to see.
The park’s bison are kept in a cordoned-off area. The
area is 1,200 acres, so there’s no guarantee of seeing
the relatively small herd of 40. The first time we visit,
it is nearly dark when we see several in the distance
grazing, but the next morning we are in luck. We find a
group eating along the side of the road.
It’s fun to watch them at this close proximity. They
are within feet of our van. We watch and photograph
them as young males show off, calves nurse and the
herd grazes.
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Polar bears can be seen in
the Churchill area during
the summer. Black bears are
often seen along the edges
of roadways eating their fills
of berries. Beluga whales
closely follow the Zodiac.
There are an estimated
2,500 moose living in the
national park.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF FRONTIERS
NORTH ADVENTURES

Churchill

If you go:

Frontiers North Adventures offers the Big Five Safari
during July and August. For more information:
www.frontiersnorth.com; 800-663-9832.
Article and photos by Marilyn Jones,
Guest Contributor
July/August 2020
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The last animal on our list is a guarantee, and we
know it as soon as we look out over the Churchill River.
The whales look like whitecaps bobbing in the rough
water.
About 3,000 whales make their way to Churchill
every year from the Hudson Bay to have their calves and
feed during July and August.
We have two opportunities to see whales up close: a
boat trip to the 18th-century Fort Prince of Wales and a
zodiac adventure where the whales can come right up to
the rubber raft-like vessel.
They seem very curious of both boats and are easy
to spot just under the water and when they pop up and
dive again.
After spotting my last Big Five animal, I am on my way
home with a nice collection of photographs, interesting
new knowledge about these natural Canadians and
memories to last a lifetime.
For a lover of nature and animals, this trip is for you!
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Churchill is famous around the world as the “Polar Bear
Capital of the World” and the “Beluga Whale Capital of
the World” with good reason.
During October and November, once it freezes over,
polar bears migrate back to Hudson Bay to hunt for their
primary food source, the ringed seal. The best time to
see the bears is during this timeframe, but there are also
opportunities to see polar bears in the summer months.
Tourists safely view from specially modified vehicles
called a Tundra Buggy. It is built to navigate the terrain.
Utilizing a set of trails created by the Canadian and US
military, responsible tour operators are granted permits
to access these trails for wildlife viewing.
This day, we are all assembled in a Tundra Buggy
heading out to find polar bears. The locals tell us that it’s
been a good year for spotting bears. Soon after we start
our journey in this 30-ton vehicle with tires taller than a
man, we see one off in the distance.
At first it looks like a rock, but as the buggy lumbers
slowly closer, “the rock” gets up and starts meandering
along the shore, highly visible against the bright purple
of the blazing star flowers. The scene is just as beautiful
as any I have seen photographed in the snow of winter.
Later we come across an older male content to lie at
the edge of a pond and sun himself. We get rather close.
He just raises his head, looks around and then rests his
head on his paws again.

SKP Stops

FLAMING GORGE

A spectacular day trip
95 North 100 West, Manila, UT 84046
435-784-3154, utah.com/flaming-gorge
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On one of our Escapade planning trips to Rock Springs,
Wyoming, we spent an afternoon driving along the spectacular Flaming Gorge Scenic Loop. It’s a beautiful stretch
of road that follows the Flaming Gorge Reservoir via
Highway 530, eventually crossing Flaming Gorge Dam and
beginning the journey north again. Overall, the drive can be
done in about three to four hours and is approximately 160
miles long. Though we started in Wyoming, the southern
portion of the loop took us into northern Utah.

ESCAPEES
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t was a cold, crisp fall day. In fact, most of Wyoming
was expecting their first snow of the season to hit later
that week. The trees were still heavily covered in their
fall foliage; vibrant shades of amber, golds and oranges were everywhere, and the sky was a brilliant blue.
Traveling south, not far out of town we caught the
movement of a couple of elk down in a draw between
two ridges. We stopped to take a better look. As we
watched them from alongside the road, more and more
elk came into view, until the draw held close to 40 cow
elk. Suddenly, bringing up the rear of the procession was
what looked to be the big daddy of them all, a huge bull
elk. We were too far away for photos and just watched

“If you’re traveling through Rock
Springs, consider spending time
exploring Flaming Gorge.”
July/August 2020

them from a distance. The bull must have felt our presence and cautiously began to lead his herd up the other
side of the draw and eventually out of our view. We were
fortunate to be in the right place at just the right time to
witness such a large herd. Throughout the day, we had
other animal sightings, several deer, another herd of elk
and some Rocky Mountain sheep.
The Flaming Gorge Dam is 502 feet high and separates the reservoir from Green River as it spills out the
bottom of the towering dam. Both sides are beautiful,
and there are several good lookouts where you can take
in the views. We drove a short road that led us below
the base of the dam where we watched fly fishermen
preparing to launch boats onto Green River, hoping
to catch what is said to be an abundance of trout that
thrive in those waters. The reservoir itself is home to
30-plus-pound lake trout, rainbow trout, brown trout,
kokanee salmon and smallmouth bass.
At the recommendation of the folks from the
Sweetwater Events Center, we had lunch at Red Canyon
Lodge, just west of the dam. What a hidden treasure,
with a rustic ambiance and a friendly staff. We were
entertained throughout lunch by the hustle and bustle
of Steller blue jays gorging themselves at a bird feeder,
as well as a flock of wild turkeys meandering through
the property at their own pace. The lodge boasts
hand-crafted cabins, fine dining, a cute gift shop and
on-site recreational opportunities nestled into a peaceful
setting alongside their own private lake.

SKP Stops

Guidelines for SKP Stops Submissions

Helpful Hints

• Deadline: Material for each issue will be selected based on location and
the migration of seasonal travel.
• Words: Submissions of 300 to 500 words are ideal. Due to limited
space, submissions will be edited.
• Photos: High-resolution photos are included on a space-available basis.
Include the name of the photographer and anyone in the photo.

• Share unique and off-the-beaten-path RV travel destinations.
• Keep submissions brief and include only pertinent information.
• Include the best season to visit the destination.
• Include information on RV parking and accessibility.
Send submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351, or to editor@escapees.com.
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Before long, we intersected Interstate 80 and soon
were back in Rock Springs. We had an enjoyable afternoon and saw a small piece of the country that’s off the
beaten path. Although not as well-known as the national
and state parks in Wyoming, Flaming Gorge is a gem.
If you’re traveling through Rock Springs, consider
spending time exploring Flaming Gorge. There are
several beautiful campgrounds in the area and abundant
recreational opportunities. Flaming Gorge Dam has its
own visitor center and offers free guided tours. The Red
Canyon Visitor Center sits perched on the rocky cliffs,
with commanding views of Red Canyon below. Weather
permitting, the Red Canyon Visitor Center is open daily
from 10:00 a.m to 4:00 p.m. (Call 435-676-2676 to
verify time.) The Red Canyon rim hiking and biking trail
begins at the visitor center, winding along the rim of the
canyon and passes campgrounds and other trails. Even if
you only have a day to explore, as we did, you’ll find it to
be a very rewarding road trip.
Jean Mathes #115955
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Unfortunately, because we were there so late in the
year, the Red Canyon Visitor Center had already closed
for the season. However, we walked the interpretive
trails at the nearby Red Canyon overlook, which led us to
deep crevasses, dramatic drop-offs and stunning views
of the water as it snakes through the canyon hundreds
of feet below. It’s quite fascinating to see how the Green
River formed the canyon centuries ago.
On the eastern side of the loop, we took a side road
called Sheep Creek Geological Loop. It’s a 13-mile loop
that winds through dramatic geological twisted rock
formations caused by the Uinta Fault. Gorgeous scenery
awaited us around every bend in the road, and the fall
foliage only added to its beauty.
We stopped at a small campground alongside the
road and walked to the creek. There we were surprised
to see Kokanee salmon spawning in the small stream.
Kokanee is a type of land-locked sockeye salmon, native
to the waters in the area. After watching them and
exploring the campground, we were back to our drive.

Tips
Helpful Hints, Ideas and Solutions for Today’s RVer
Read these and other tips online at WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BLOG.
E-mailed submissions can be sent to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

Stove Igniter
Replacement
Magazine

My Suburban propane stove came with the
standard rotary piezo igniter. Over 28 years of
full-time RVing, I have found those igniters to
be noisy, cumbersome and not entirely reliable.
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I did some research and decided
to replace the igniter with an
electronic unit commonly used
to ignite propane barbecue
grills. The installation was
almost plug and play; however, I did have to enlarge
the opening where the rotary
piezo igniter had been to accompany
the new electronic unit. The unit operates on a single
AA battery that is mounted within the igniter unit.
The change has been 100-percent successful and now
getting a spark to ignite a burner is simply a push of a
button.
You can find the electronic unit online at https://www.amazon.com/Ignitor-Durable-Generator-Appliances-Excluded/dp/B07MQXK9WZ.

Jack Brinckerhoff #38227
July/August 2020

TRANSPORTING MY 40LB RV PROPANE TANKS
Inspired by Mark Nemeth’s article on page 31 in
the March/April 2020 issue of Escapees magazine
I would like to share the way I carry a standard
propane tank in the bed of my pickup truck when
taking it to be refilled.
I have a square plastic milk crate. It is the proper
dimension to carry a propane tank and keeps it
in a vertical position, the same way it sits when
on my trailer. The more common rectangular
crate can also be used with something else
in the crate, such as a towel, to narrow the
space. The advantages of using this type of
crate includes the ease of
carrying the full tank
by two older people
(I’m 85) and the ability
to use the crate for
other purposes when
not needed for carrying around the tank.
Sam Crabtree #136477

Tips

RV MIRROR SAFETY
Everybody has mirrors on their tow vehicle,
so here are tips on how to adjust them properly.
These suggestions are for trucks towing trailers, but a
lot of the information applies to motor homes as well. Your
mirrors need to be set so you can see a narrow strip of your
trailer, about one fourth- to one half- inch on the inside edge
of the mirror. You should be able to see the side of your
trailer and the lines painted on the highway designating
your lane should look straight alongside your trailer.
You should also be able to see the marker light on
the rear corner of your trailer (required by DOT
for semi drivers).

S

With a fender mirror you can see what could
be next to your front wheels and doors.

The bottom of your flat mirror should be the
back of your rig. The Convex mirror shows
alongside your rig.

ESCAPEES
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o where is the back of your trailer?
When passing or backing into a site or parking
space, it is important to locate the back of your trailer.
Follow this guideline: park in a safe place and have
someone stand at the rear of your trailer. You should be hooked up
and straight. Have your helper stand even with the rear of the trailer.
Put a mark on the ground at this spot. Stay in the driver seat, in your
normal driving position. Your helper should come to the mirrors and
place a horizontal line on the mirror even with the mark they placed
on the ground. The mark only needs to be an inch long on both sides
of the mirrors. This will show you where the back of your rig is at all
times. Any space above this mark, and other objects in the mirror, is
the space you have between the back of your rig and that object.
This mirror is set so the bottom of the flat mirror is even with the
back of the rig.
The convex mirror is a helpful mirror. It should be set so the
ground is visible at the rear truck axle and that the trailer wheels are
visible as well. It should be turned to the outside as far as possible
but continuing to see the edge of your truck and trailer. These mirrors will show you what is on either side of your rig and you will also
use it when making turns. By looking in this mirror you will be able
to watch your trailer wheels and make sure they miss running across
a curb with any right-hand turn, and avoid crowding (or hitting) any
cars when making a left-hand turn.
The fender mirror: This additional mirror is common on commercial trucks and lets you see the blind spot by your doors. Fender
mirrors can be added to any tow vehicle. I like my fender mirror
beside the fender, most of them are now mounted on top of the
fender. Either way, you want it to show the area from the front wheel
to alongside the door. This will allow you to see the area next to your
truck, and it makes a good point of reference for the right fender in
tight spaces.
Caution: always look up as well. Do not break your mirrors or
awnings because of a crown in the road or deep storm grate. The
more sloped the road, the more your rig will lean to the right. The
top of your trailer can hit any object along a road. This could be
telephone poles, street signs or tree limbs.

Article and photos by Glyn Carson #103499

Twolanedrivingtips@hotmail.com

Be careful of the crown (slope)
on many streets.
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RV Checklist
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We have all been there, ready to hit the road and
anxiously anticipating that next destination. It’s easy
to get excited and forget to double-check everything
outside and inside the RV. An RV checklist is valuable
in making sure everything is secure and ready to go
before you head out to new destinations.

We have driven off without securing our TV only to find
the corner smashed on the couch when we arrived. Now
we double, and triple-check everything before the wheels
start rolling. I have created a checklist to look over before
hitting the road, so you can travel with peace of mind and
live in the excitement of your next stop. Below, I explain
each item on the list, and you can find the printable version
online at UnravelledThyme.com. Please feel free to print
one. It’s better to be safe than sorry.

Inside:

Outside:

• Secure the TV: This simple task is easy to overlook in the midst
of everything you have to prepare.
• Secure drawers on heavy objects: Our gigantic desk drawers
flew open our first trip pulling the desk forward.
• Take down objects on counter-tops: We pile all of our random
decor underneath my desk. We’ve also used two plastic tubs
where we just load everything inside and it’s so easy. Anything
that is loose on counter-tops needs to be secured.
• Close doors: Open doors will flap open the entire time you drive,
which can chip paint or cause damage.
• Shower Items: We place all of our shower gels, shampoos, etc.
onto the shower floor so they don’t fall off while driving, but you
could put it all in a container on the shower floor. Then, secure
the shower door with the latch provided.
• Turn off AC: It is always smart to turn off your AC while you drive
and it will start up easier when you set up at your next stop.
Our RV dealership said this is recommended to do every time
you set out on your next adventure.
• Double Check Roof Vents: The vents you use during the week
to get air circulation or let smoke escape while you are cooking
can be easily forgotten. If you leave one raised when you start
driving, the wind could easily damage it or knock it off.
• Glass containers: We have mason jars full of baking mix, wine
bottles and other glass bottles that we usually have out on the
counter. Instead of risking a glass breaking and having a wine
catastrophe we got a spare wine box from our local liquor store
that has dividers to keep them secure and safe. We slide it next
to the bed and it stays secure.
• Turn off all lights: There’s nothing worse than leaving lights on
and draining your battery while driving.
• Black tank cleaner: After dumping our black and grey tank, we
always pour a small amount of cleaner down our drains and
toilet. This allows the liquid to slosh around while you drive and
clean the inside of your tank! It keeps smells at bay and keeps
your tanks cleaner! Some RVers pour ice into the tank to knock
off debris from the sensors as it sloshes around.
• Pour out water containers: We empty the water out of our
Keurig coffee maker and dog bowls before we leave so they don’t
slosh and spill.

• Trailer Brakes: Make sure to double-check that you have
plugged in your trailer brakes and also check them on a road
that isn’t busy before you are on the highway! We cannot stress
this enough. It is the worst feeling being on a busy road and your
brakes aren’t high enough or they are too high and about send
you through the windshield the first time you use them.
• Lights: It is smart to double-check that your brake and other lights
work well on the road. Once plugged in, have your travel companion
or a friend help you check the blinkers, brakes and flashers while you
stand behind and check, to make sure it all works properly.
• Sway Bar: If you have a bumper-pull trailer, we absolutely
recommend a sway bar. A sway bar attaches near your trailer
hitch and helps any unnecessary shaking or swaying especially
in the wind. Before you are out on the highway, it’s good idea to
see if the tension needs adjusting. In our case, the tighter it is
the smoother the ride.
• Wheel chocks and stabilizing blocks: I come around after my
husband raises the stabilizers and grab the wheel chocks and
stabilizers. Stabilizers are a little more obvious, but I have seen
someone run over a wheel chock before I could stop them. We
always look underneath the trailer to make sure something
hasn’t been left behind.
• Use a drill for stabilizers: We learned this trick from our RV
dealership. Use a drill to lower and raise stabilizers for quick and
easy set up and put down. If you use a hand crank to lower the
stabilizers, then you totally understand how difficult that can
be. We use a ¾-inch socket to lower and raise the stabilizers.
• Tires: always double-check your tires and fill them up with air
before you leave. You do not want to be on the side of the road
with a blow out or flat tire. A portable air compressor is handy
to carry along. Check your two vehicle tires as well.
• Outside compartments: Lock these compartments for extra
precaution to keep them secure while you drive.
• Unplug water and electric: This seems obvious but if you are in a
hurry you could drive off with one still plugged in.
• Final walk-around: My husband usually gets the outside ready to
go while I work in the inside of the trailer. To be confident everything is done, before we leave we switch places and double-check
each other so I final check outside and he final checks inside.

RV life is so amazing. You can take your home on wheels wherever the wind blows, and I hope your home on wheels takes you on
many adventures to places that form the most incredible memories.
Paige Marley, guest contributor
Opinions, advice and information contained in “Tips” are offered solely to inform members about matters that may be of interest or helpful to
them. Material is compiled from submissions by Escapees members who do their own research. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility for
what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may not acknowledge receipt of material.
If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
E-MAILED SUBMISSIONS CAN BE SENT TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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PASSPORT

AMERICA

The “Original” & World’s Largest 50% Discount Camping Club

Name:

Receive the All-New International Camping Directory,
personalized 50% Discount Travel Card and RV decal.
FREE All-New and Improved MY PASSPORT AMERICA
mobile app - featuring nearby parks, trip routing, new
utilities and more!
FREE weekly Newsblast about Passport America
campgrounds plus related RV news.
FREE Trip Routing, Campground Updates & valuable info
online 24/7 at www.passportamerica.com
Economical rates (up to 25% savings) on MyRVmail.com Passport America’s mail forwarding service.
FREE online edition of the RV America magazine with updates
on new parks.
Plus, a friendly and professional staff who is always happy
to serve you!

Address:
Phone:

Email:

$88

Reg.

BEST
VALUE

$132
Reg.

$44

Plus 3
Months FREE

$79

Plus 4 Months
FREE

$109

Plus 6
Months FREE

www.passportamerica.com • 1.800.681.6810

(You Save $11.00)

(You Save $24.00)

(You Save $45.00)

Different Viewpoints
RVers’ Opinions and Advice from the Road
Submissions that are sent by e-mail can be directed to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

A LEARNING ADVENTURE
In 1999, my husband, a retired 747 pilot and I, a former stewardess sold our
home in Miami, bought a 40-foot converted bus towing a Jeep Grand Cherokee,
and became nomads. We didn’t have GPS, an iPhone, or some ingenious voice of
navigation that called out the next intersection and exit. Inexperienced greenhorns, my husband Ian and I didn’t anticipate the initial hurdles.
After refrigerator contents spilled from a sudden stop, damaged awning arms
banged against the windows, an engine needed repair, and one problem
followed another, we thought, maybe our friends were right when they
warned us about this adventure. However, when friends invited us to stay
at their home to relax for a few days after a harrowing drive to Long Island,
they were disappointed that we wouldn’t. Despite the problems we’d encountered, we still preferred to be at home in our bus.
Ilona Duncan, Guest Contributor

Magazine

Adapting to Change
When I had the privilege of being Escapees magazine editor, 1998 through
2012, in the beginning, I came in with both guns blazing, thinking of all the
changes I wanted to make to the magazine. A few of these changes were
implemented and are still being used throughout the magazine. However, I
received many complaints from the old-timers of the club, saying something
like, “Don’t change OUR newsletter.” (Yes, the magazine was called a newsletter for many years.) I realized then how difficult it is for some people to
accept change. As difficult as it is for me to believe this, now I’m an old-timer.
And, as I read the magazine and note the changes, I’m so very proud of the
younger generation who have the fortitude and foresight to roll with the
punches and come up with new programs and new ideas. It is these people
who will keep this wonderful club on an even keel and keep it going strong.
Adapt, people; don’t be an old fogey.
Janice Lasko 14104

Escapees National
Headquarters
Holiday Closures
for 2020
The Escapees RV Club National
Headquarters observes
national holidays to coincide
with post office closures. For
your convenience, the dates for
2020 are listed below. Please
remember that Escapees mail
service and the club business
office will be closed on these
dates, so be sure to call ahead
for your mail.
July 3—Independence Day
September 7—Labor Day
October 12—Columbus Day
November 11—Veterans Day
November 26 & 27—
Thanksgiving Day (2 days)
December 24—Christmas Eve
December 25—Christmas Day
December 31—New Year’s Eve
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Opinions contained in “Different Viewpoints” are not necessarily those of the Escapees RV Club, its officers or the membership in general. Escapees
RV Club accepts no responsibility for what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may
not acknowledge receipt. If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
SUBMISSIONS THAT ARE SENT BY E-MAIL CAN BE DIRECTED TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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TV That Travels With You

Escapees Exclusive Offer

GET 50 OFF
$

A DISH OUTDOORS SATELLITE
ANTENNA BUNDLE*

USE CODE: ESCP
DISH Outdoors In 3 Easy Steps
1

2

3

Choose a DISH Outdoors
compatible satellite antenna.

Add a Wally® HD
receiver.

Call 1-877-740-5082
to activate.

Portable, automatic, HD satellite
antenna for your adventures.

Bundle a receiver with your antenna
to take advantage of more savings.

Pay As You Go from $42.99/mo*,
with no contracts or commitments.

Visit DISHForMyRV.com/Escapees or call 1-877-740-5082
*Requires antenna and receiver purchase. Monthly fees and limits on number and type of receivers will apply. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers
subject to change without notice. All charges, including monthly programming, pay-per-view and equipment upgrades, must be paid in advance; failure to pay by due date will lead
to service disconnection within 24 hours. Offer available for new and qualified former customers. Offer ends 7/15/2020. Additional restrictions may apply.

Escapees members and Care
residents,Wayne and Beth
Roberts #12463, relaxing on
their front porch.
PHOTO BY CINDY WILLIAMS.

Give YOURSELF
The
of

Gift

CARE

Wayne and Beth Roberts #12463, former Escapees
Escapade directors, now enjoy sitting on their covered
porch at CARE. Retirement here, with fellow Escapees
visiting at Rainbow’s End, is a bit like living in a rally. Folks
know how to find them. They look for Beth’s 10-foot-tall
windmill in their yard. As I was chatting with them, it was
obvious they were blessed with a life well-lived.
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raveling extensively since 1969, they RV-traveled
all 50 states and vacationed in Hawaii, Alaska,
New Zealand and Australia. During their travels, they have helped raise a lot of money for
Escapees CARE, Inc.
Escapees members since 1989, Wayne and Beth have
attended at least 30 Escapades. Their eyes light up
when talking about this annual event. They were CARE
booth representatives in the late ‘90s and Escapade
directors from 2002 to 2007. Last year was the last
Escapade they would attend.
Wayne and Beth spent many October months in
Livingston, Texas, at Rainbow’s End, attending the
annual homecoming (now known as Octoberfest). In
1993, they purchased a deeded lot in the south end of
the park. Later, Wayne built a house on their lot with
help from their son and neighbors.
Throughout the years of living in the park, Beth
donated her time to the CARE Center, working as the
front desk receptionist. Beth also served on the CARE
Board of Directors for two full terms. Both she and
Wayne have volunteered for the local food bank, known
as MannaFest (www.mannafestlivingstontexas.org), for
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15 years. They have also dedicated their time to Faith
Ministry (faithministry.org), preparing care packages for
U.S. troops for 10 years, and continue to volunteer for
both organizations every week.
Beth says, “We love CARE, we have always planned
to come to CARE.” They planned to become residents of
CARE as they were fascinated with the concept of living
independently in their own RV. Wayne says “We don’t
need it yet, but one day, we will need to take advantage
of a volunteer driving us to and from the doctor.”
In 2017, Wayne had to have foot surgery. When their
weekly yard mowing became a challenge, both Wayne
and Beth knew: “It’s time for us to go to CARE.” Selling
the house was easier than expected. While having a
garage sale to get rid of Beth’s many Christmas decorations, a couple walked up and said, “We would like
to buy your house.” Before they knew it, they became
official CARE residents. Wayne is relieved that he does
not have to mow grass, and Beth is thrilled that her
10-foot-tall windmill could go in her new yard at CARE.
Crystal Saulters #149374, Activity Coordinator

Escapees CARE Needs Volunteers and Donations!
Volunteers receive a free site, three meals per day, free WiFi in our
center and more. Volunteers give 24/32 hours a week for four weeks,
driving residents and taking phone calls. Donations (via www.paypal.
com/givingfund, www.iGive.com, www.escapees.com/store, or through
a bequest in your will) all help support Escapees CARE. For further
details, call 936-327-4256, e-mail carefd@escapees.com or visit
www.escapeescare.org |

Loving. Living.
Season 2 Streams

Tuesday July 7th

Anthony

www.TheRVers.TV

Peter

John

Tom

Cait

@TheRVersTV

From the Bookshelf

NATIONAL PARK HIGHLIGHTS AND
SURVIVAL TECHNIQUES
By MARCELLA GAUTHIER #12371

For this magazine issue, I’m reviewing two books that
are quite different. The first book highlights national
parks. During these difficult times, they may or may not
be open, or may only be partially open to visitors. Before
visiting these parks, be sure to check on their availability. The second book is a guide about how to survive in
trying times with backwoods survival tactics and techniques. Whether it shows you how to grow your own
survival garden or catch fish with self-designed and
manufactured fishing gear, both books may be useful to
RV travelers.
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
THE NATIONAL PARKS:
ALL 61 TREASURES FROM COAST TO COAST

Magazine

ERIKA HUENEKE, CENTENNIAL BOOKS 2020, ISBN: 978-1951274146,
HARDCOVER $24.99
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Almost 150 years ago, President Ulysses
S. Grant signed documents designating
Yellowstone National Park as the first
national park. Since that time, numerous
areas have been declared national parks,
treasured places in this country visited by
American citizens and world travelers by
the millions. Erika Hueneke has produced
this colorful, photo-rich book highlighting
all the parks in the lower 48 states and includes parks in Alaska, Hawaii
and U.S. Territories such as American Samoa and the Virgin Islands.
This book includes brief details of the histories and features of these
parks, but it is not a travel guide to the parks as there is no specific
lodging, routes, food services or maps for them. It is primarily a beautiful
introduction to some of America’s “best ideas.” An RVer’s project might
include traveling to each of these parks from the Pacific Northwest and
West, through California, the Midwest and finally the East and never
having to leave the lower 48. Alaskan parks are available by various
roads and alternate travel means, though travel to Hawaii, American
Samoa, and the Virgin Islands would require additional means of transportation. Each chapter ends with historical sites, noted lodges, lakes,
lighthouses or other local features that are not part of the national park
system, but are local sites still worthy of checking out. This large format,
9x11-inch book, with its lovely photos, would be a welcome addition to
any travel library to encourage browsing and enjoying the loveliness of
this country’s treasured national parks.
July/August 2020

BACKWOODS SURVIVAL GUIDE:
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR THE
SIMPLE LIFE
JIM COBB, CENTENNIAL BOOKS 2020, ISBN: 9781951274139, FLEXIBOUND EDITION: $19.99

Jim Cobb is a recognized authority
on disaster readiness. His common
sense, practical advice has been
gleaned from his career as the
editor-in-chief of Prepper Survival
Guide magazine and his extensive
speaking and instruction seminars. His magazine is a popular
publication for anyone wishing to
be ready for lockdowns, shelterin-place or any other unforeseen
events. In these uncertain times,
knowing survival skills, which you
might never need to use, still gives
a sense of security. Whether you
are seeking information on growing
a survival garden, gleaning wild
food, harvesting clean rainwater
or treating an injury or sickness
when professional help is not easily
available, Jim offers guidance. He
even demonstrates how to create a
DIY waterproof oilcloth tarp from a
thrift store bedsheet. The colorful
illustrations are extremely helpful
in identifying insects, wild plants
with medicinal properties, first aid
procedures, healthy produce to
grow, food preserving methods and
multiple other techniques and skills.
This well-written and well-organized
guide is a book that should be found
on your survival bookshelf. Even if
you never need to use these skills,
it is still an interesting and entertaining read.
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Premier Transfer Flow
Fuel Tank with ReliaSteel®

Only Premier Steel Fuel Tanks Will
Keep Up with a 6,500 lb. Truck.
Since 1983, Transfer Flow has been engineering excellence and crafting
premier fuel tank systems from the highest quality American materials.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks are made with ReliaSteel®, U.S. aluminized
steel, to withstand strong weather elements and heavy use.
Plastic aftermarket tanks are made using rotational molding, which
results in varied thickness and may require additional parts,
including expensive underbody plates for protection.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks ship complete with
everything needed for installation. Rest easy
knowing that your Transfer Flow fuel tank is
safe, legal, reliable, and backed by our 6-year,
unlimited mileage warranty to keep your
adventure going mile after mile.

®

REPLACEMENT TANKS REFUELING TANKS

(530) 809-3945 I TransferFlow.com

IN-BED TANKS

TOOL BOX COMBOS

Weight and Safety
The RVer’s
Ultimate
Survival Guide
TO ORDER, CALL
936-327-8873, OR VISIT
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/STORE.
AVAILABLE IN BOOK OR CD

?

Do You Know
the Height
of Your RV

RV Height

By JIM KOCA #86367, Escapees RVers Boot Camp Instructor

Magazine

As you travel down the highways, have you come across a bridge or overpass
that looked lower than what is posted? Have you seen overpasses that do not
have the height posted? So, the question is, do you know the height of your RV?
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As you drive down the highways, there are many challenges. One of these
challenges is the height of overpasses, bridges, canopies or wires across the
road. These unexpected hazards can ruin your day if you remove what is on
top of your RV. There have been many RVs that have been scalped as a result
of hitting a gas station canopy or a low bridge. When the road surface is
repaved, there is a chance that the clearance under the bridge has changed,
but the signs have not. As responsible RV drivers, we need to be especially
aware of the clearance signs that are posted along the highway.
Generally, if a bridge crosses over an Interstate Highway System, by law,
it is required that the clearance height be posted. For obstacles that do not
display height, there are helpful apps you can use on your mobile device.
There are also overhead protection devices you can purchase for your RV.
When preparing your RV for your next trip, be sure to measure the height
of your RV. After you have the height, write this number down and place it on
the dashboard so it will be handy whenever you come upon that questionable height at a bridge or gas station canopy.
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The SmartWeigh program provides
accurate individual wheel weights
for your RV, toad and tow vehicle,
and it will help you to trim the
pounds if needed.

WEIGH IN!

Weighing appointments are available
Mon—Fri, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Other
times may be available. Call for information.

BUSHNELL, FLORIDA
Sumter Oaks • 240-291-8603

CONGRESS, ARIZONA
North Ranch • 509-999-4429

LIVINGSTON, TEXAS
Rainbow’s End • 936-327-8873
SmartWeigh weighing
is available at Escapade!
www.escapees.com/
smartweigh

“We have so much more freedom
camping off grid.”
Freedom is what’s most important to Olivia and Kyle Brady. That’s
why they left their jobs, sold everything, and became open road
nomads. Now, they’re embarking on a new journey, the renovation
of a ‘79 Airstream Argosy, and they know exactly where their power
is coming from.
“Battle Born has played such a huge part in our renovation journey.
We’re confident their batteries will keep us powered, even in the
most remote locations.” — Kyle and Olivia Brady,“Drivin’ and Vibin’”

Less Limits, More Adventure
• Only weighs 30 lbs.
• 10 year warranty
• No maintenance, no venting
• Drop-in replacement
• 2-3x the power in the same space

Get out there, stay out there.

SM

BattleBornBatteries.com

LARGEST RV CONSIGNMENT DEALER IN THE USA!
Let The Experts Do The Work For You!

Sell Your RV! It’s Simple, PPL Can:
SELL YOUR RV ON CONSIGNMENT.
TRADE-IN YOUR CURRENT RV ON ONE
OF OVER 750 IN OUR INVENTORY.
BUY YOUR RV FOR CASH.

Call Today For A Free RV Appraisal!

SHOPPING AT PPL IS LIKE GOING
TO AN RV SHOW FOR USED RVS!
Hundreds Of Pre-Owned Motor Homes,
Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels &
Toy Haulers Priced To Drive Away!

3 Great Locations!

Great Buys On
Parts & Accessories!

(Houston & Cleburne Locations)

10777 Southwest Freeway • Houston, TX
5270 IH-35 North • New Braunfels, TX
2408 North Main • Cleburne, TX

PPLmotorhomes.com • 800.755.4775

Viewfinder

RV LIFE IN A PHOTO

I found this tiny led lampshade at
the Quartzsite RV show. It goes
perfectly in my tiny Casita alongside
my beads from New Orleans, Redwoods book marker, mock US flag,
beach bicycle pillow and calendar of
upcoming destinations. In my fourth
full-time year, these are fun tokens
of my RV life.

This was the first day of summer 2019 at Seedhouse Campground, north of Steamboat Springs, Colorado, for our family
of four, three months into our full-time RVing adventure.
At least we got to test out our Airstream in winter conditions.
BY JOHN SCHLUMPF #143480.

My view of a ship sailing by while camping in Port Aransas, Texas.
BY ALICE GLICK #41492.
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BY SUSAN TATE #131213

SHARE YOUR VIEW—A NEW THEME EVERY ISSUE
With each submission, include your name, Escapees membership
number, a description of the photo and the name of the photographer,
even if you took the photo. Only a few photos will be selected for each
issue. Submissions do not qualify for payment.
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SO20 (Due July 10-deadline extended) RV Garden Show us a photo of
how you’ve integrated gardening into the RV lifestyle?
ND20 (Due July 10) RVing Patriots Show us a photo of how you show your
patriotic pride or what you’ve seen while traveling.
JF21 (Due September 10) Off-roading
MA21 (Due November 10) Scenic serenity
MJ21 (Due July 10) historic landmarks
TO SUBMIT PHOTOS FOR “VIEWFINDER,” SEND UNALTERED DIGITAL PHOTOS AS E-MAIL ATTACHMENTS TO VIEWFINDER@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Mark, My Words
Your RV Questions
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
Send your questions via e-mail to techquestions@escapees.com

Slide-out
Rollers

TOWING
OPTIONS
Q. I have a 24-foot Four Winds RV equipped for towing. So far, my camping

Q. I have a 2016 Fleetwood Flair.
One roller on my slide out barely
touches, and the other roller touches
too much. Is there a way I can adjust
the rollers so they roll evenly?

A. Check out the RV Driving School at www.rvschool.com. They provide
in-your-RV driver training, and they have instructors located all over the
country.

has been for long weekends at short distances. As the prospect for retirement approaches, I want to travel further. Here are my questions.

Kathy
A. Adjusting a slide properly is not
an easy task, and it’s not something I
recommend that RVers without tech
training try to do. In your case, the
seemingly misadjusted rollers may
be a symptom of a larger problem,
like wear on the slide mechanism,
or an alignment issue with the slide
itself. I’m all for doing it myself, but
some things are better left to experienced repair shops. Your rig is fairly
new; your slide mechanisms may still
be under warranty. Have a qualified
shop or dealership take a look at it,
just to be sure (and safe).

Where can I get training on how to drive while towing a vehicle?

Celia

What kind of towing options are there? Dolly, towbar or other method?

A. Cars can be towed four-wheels-down on a towbar, or on a tow dolly,
or even trailered on an open or in an enclosed trailer.

What’s the easiest way to tow a vehicle that has to be hitched and unloaded
by one person?
A. Without doubt, towing four-down with a towbar is the easiest way to
go. Towbars are easy to hook up, and do not require precise alignment
behind the motorhome to connect to the towed car. This makes them
ideal for solo travelers. Some vehicles can be towed four-down without
modifications, others may require either a transmission lube pump or
a driveshaft disconnect. For a comprehensive list of vehicles that can
be towed four-down from the factory, check out www.motorhome.com.
Click on the “Dinghy” tab at the top of the page, then on “Downloadable
Dinghy Guides.” You have to enter your name and email in order to
access the guides.

Is there a list of dos and don’ts for towing?

A. Motorhome.com also has some great articles on towing basics under
Dinghy/dingy towing which are excellent primers on the subject!
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PROPANE GAS REGULATOR
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Q. We have a dual tank, automatic switching regulator on
our travel trailer. It is only a few years old, but it seems
that every spring we have trouble getting the gas to flow
properly from the tanks, heater, stove, etc., the first time
or two after it has been in storage. The gas is super slow
and usually the flame will go out many times, over several
hours, before we can get a steady flame. (The gas literally
sucks the flame out.) Is this a regulator defect or is there
something we are missing when we winterize our travel
trailer?
Jennifer
A. It’s possible that the problem is caused by the excessflow safety device built into the propane tank valves. It is
supposed to prevent propane flowing at high rates into a
leaking or open pipe. This happens with barbecue grills,
too. For example, if you hook up a propane tank to a grill
and one of the grill burners was left on, when you open
July/August 2020

the valve on the tank, only a small amount of gas will flow.
That’s the tank’s protection device operating, because it
sensed a high-flow rate when you opened the valve. The fix
is to close the grill burner valves, and then close the tank
valve, wait a moment, then open it again. Now gas will flow
normally. In the case of your travel trailer, when you first
open the propane tank valves after a long storage period,
the lack of pressure in the system can cause the same thing
to happen. Just make sure all the propane appliances are
off, and then close the tank valves, wait a few moments,
then open them again. I’ll bet that will fix it, but if it doesn’t,
it’s possible that the regulator is sticking or developing a
problem. Regulators are not repairable, so you would need
to replace it as an assembly. Thankfully, those regulators
are easy to access and replace and aren’t terribly expensive. If you do replace the regulator yourself, be sure to
spray or brush some soapy water on all the connections to
test for leaks. If a connection is leaking, you’ll see bubbles.

Mark, My Words

Boondocking
and Battery Life
Q. My wife and I are planning to become full-time RVers,
and we’re planting our fifth-wheel on a property with no
power. My questions are: 1. How many batteries should
I hook up to our large fifth-wheel with a 50-amp service
for dry-camping full-time? Should it be two, four or six
batteries? Is four or six even possible? 2. How long will
those batteries last before they need recharging with
“normal use” or a best-and-worst-case scenario? 3. What
size generator will I need? 4. How many hours will it take
to recharge the batteries? (Considering the number of
batteries you recommend my getting.)

David

Frank
A. A lot of larger fifth-wheel trailers are coming from the
factory with LT tires, so they are definitely an option. ST
stands for “special trailer,” and they are tires designed
for typical trailer use, which is not necessarily the same
as RV use. STs are great on utility trailers and do tend
to be a bit stiffer, but they don’t last as long as LTs (in
my experience). LTs will offer you a wider choice of tires
and brands. The Michelin XPS rib is an excellent tire; we
see them a lot on the bigger 5vers. There are not many
G-rated ST tires out there. You have a big trailer, and
you may be happier with a G tire, but have you weighed
the rig? The right place to start is knowing your actual
weights. Once you know the heaviest corner, you can
make a better-informed decision on what load range
you need. Are you near any of our SmartWeigh sites?
Here’s a list of wheel-by-wheel weighing providers: http://
fifthwheelst.com/wheel-by-wheel-rv-weighing.html. If
weighing is not an option right now, then you can’t go
too far wrong with the Michelin in a G rating, especially
since your rims are rated for the heavier tire, but you still
need to know your weights to inflate them properly.
As for the jacks, I’ve never owned a 5ver with leveling
jacks. I wouldn’t be surprised if the jacks could lift it, but
if it were mine, I’d just level the trailer up on the jacks as
usual, then use a bottle jack at each wheel to raise it. I
always place the jack on the spring pad under the axle
behind each wheel. This way feels safer to me. Stands
can be used if you need to pull multiple wheels.
DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR MARK? Submissions must
not contain commercial advertising or consumer advocacy
issues. Due to the large volume of material and correspondence submitted, we may be unable to reply or acknowledge
receipt of your material. Material will be edited. Questions and
answers with the highest general interest may be repeated in
subsequent issues. Questions can be sent by mail to “Mark, My
Words” Column, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
or to techquestions@escapees.com.
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO TECHQUESTIONS@ESCAPEES.COM
July/August 2020
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I hope that gets you started!

Q. Even though we have been campers for 40 years, we just
bought our first fifth-wheel, a 2014 redwood 36FL. I have been
told by several people at campgrounds that I need to get the
E-rated China Goodyear marathon tires off as soon as possible
and go to F- or G-rated. One RV repair center told me 80 percent
of his blown tires are these marathons. I did verify with Sendel
wheel that our wheels are rated at 110 PSI and 3,750 load,
which means we could go to a F- or G-rated. I read an article
on tires, and now I’m more confused than ever. It seems that LT
tires can be used instead of the ST type with Goodyear G614
235/85R16 or Michelin XPS rib the common choices. Others
say you have to use the ST-type tires because sidewalls on LT
tires are not strong enough. What is your opinion of using LT
tires in a F- or G-rated? Also, we have 6-point level jacks and
have heard people say they use these jacks to raise the RV to
remove tires and use jackstands under axle. Is this safe?

ESCAPEES

A. First, you said “planted.” Does that mean the rig will
never see the road? If so, then the more batteries the
better. If you intend to travel, then the battery bank will
be limited by weight-carrying capacity and compartment space. Two batteries is the minimum, and four is
better for an RVer who wants to boondock. Have you
considered solar for charging? My experience is that
you’ll be able to go one to three days between generator
recharging if you don’t have solar. That will depend on
how conservative you are with your use of 12-V power.
The generator should be big enough to run your air
conditioner(s) if you are in a climate that will require A/C.
That’s generally about a 3000-W generator for a single
air, and about a 5000-W for running two A/Cs. If no need
for A/C, then a 3000-W will probably suffice. Either scenario, your generator will be large enough to provide for
plenty of battery charging, You’ll really want to install a
good three-stage charger to receive the fastest recharge
times. For two batteries, that charger should be 60–100
amps; four or more batteries, the largest you can get,
at least in the 150–200-amp range. Charge times are
essentially amps out vs amps in. And, if you draw out
200 amp-hours before charging, a 100-amp charger will
take two to three hours to get the batteries close to fully
charged, then maybe a couple hours more to get them
to 100 percent. That’s because as batteries charge, their
resistance increases, and that reduces the current they’ll
accept. There’s a lot more to this. I suggest you visit my
12-v side of life pages at www.marxrv.com/12volt/12volt.
htm for some basics on batteries and charging. Then,
check out the sites below. They are about solar systems,
and the worksheets and info are useful in understanding
how to design a system for your needs.
www.rvsolarelectric.com/index.php?route=
directory/directory&directory_id=3
www.jackdanmayer.com/rv_electrical_and_solar.htm
www.solar-electric.com/learning-center/mobile-marine-rv/
rv-solar-electric-systems-information

TRAILER TIRES

Did you know students who completed
RVers Boot Camp may qualify for a
discount on their RV insurance?*
For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

EDUCATION

Keep Your RVing
Knowledge in Shape

GAIN CRITICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN:
Hitch-up | Basic RV Systems | RV Driving | Tire and Weight Safety | Fire and Life Safety | Personal Safety

NEXT TRAINING
OPPORTUNITIES:
NOVEMBER 13–15, 2020
Rainbows End, Livingston, Texas

ESCAPADE, MARCH 18–20, 2021

For more information, call

APRIL 16–17, 2021

or to register for an event, visit

Tucson, Arizona

SKP ACRE, Dillard, Georgia

936-327-8873

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BOOTCAMP

Day’s End

FREE AND LOW-COST PARKING FINDS
Compiled by GUY GIPSON #84383. Download the entire online directory at www.daysenddirectory.com.

The Day’s End Directory is a valuable tool
to help you save money and find safe overnight parking recommendations from fellow
Escapees RVing members. These parking
selections highlight seasonal boondocking
options for your RV travels.
IDAHO

Elk River: Dent Bridge (over Dworshak Reservoir) overlook, pkg lot. No
facilities. Free. No prohibitive signs. At Orofino, ID, go E from US 12 on
Michigan Ave, cross over Clearwater Riv. TL on Riverside Ave/SR 7), take
1st R, go a few feet to “T” intersection, TL on Dent Bridge Rd/Wells Bench
Rd, follow winding twisting rd to lot overlooking bridge. Many lg RVs.
Bill Garmire #85439
Myrtle: McKay’s Bend Rec Site CG (BLM and ID Fish and Game). 15-,
30- or 50-A E/W/S sites, concrete slabs with tables and grills, $18.

Grassy area and 2 lg sites for tents (RV BD unk) $10. Addl vehicle
$4. All S/A Pass 1/2. Fire rings, flush toilets/showers, potable W. 14day limit. Open all yr. US 12, 15 mi E of Lewiston, 7.9 mi E of split
of US 12 and US 95. N46 29.902 W116 43.466. Level, paved rds
and sites, well maint, lg rig OK, access to Clearwater River. Free D at
nearby RA. Tim Fogarty #115174

MICHIGAN

Coldwater: Willowbrook Mall, pkg lot. Free. No signs, most stores
empty except Gander. I-69 x13, go W to 1st St (Willowbrook), go
1/4 mi N. Use N or W end of lot. A few trucks across lot, quiet. Stayed
June 19. Al and Greta Boldt #137250.
Fennville: Ely Lake county park. 73 primitive sites (incl 16 OK for
horse camping). Tables, grills, vault toilets. $17, age 62+ 1/2. Open
all yr. Go 3 mi S from town on Wilson St/57th St., TL (E) on 118th
Ave, go 1/4 mi, TR (S) on 56th St., go 1 mi, TL (E) on 116th Ave, go
2.9 mi, TR into park. 5020 116th Ave. Swim beach, lake access for
no-motor boats, hiking trails, cross-country skiing. allegancounty.org
Andy Shears and Lezlie Garr #137035
Grand Marais: Pictured Rocks Natl Lakeshore CGs (NPS). BD,
tables, firepits, vault toilets. $20, S/A Pass 1/2. Reservations
required, recreation.gov or 877-444-6777. nps.gov/piro
1) From SR 77 in town, go W on H 58,12 mi, to Hurricane River
CG. TR into 2 entrances (upper and lower loops). 46.66348
-86.16388. 21 sites. Some sites max 42'.
2) 15 mi from SR 77, TR on Twelvemile Beach Rd, go 1.6 mi to
Twelvemile Beach CG. 46.64042 -86.21411. 36 sites. W (well).
Size restrictions.
3) 29 mi from SR 77, TR on Little Beaver Lake Rd, go 2.8 mi to
Little Beaver Lake CG. 46.55837 -86.36226. 8 sites. Max 36'
RV, 42' with trailer. Larry and Betty Malcom #122042
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Blackfoot: Sinclair Truck Stop, lg level gravel lot. I-15 x93, go 0.2
mi W on US 26, on R. N43.20053 W112.36753. Truck noise, but
better than Potato Museum (no trains). Good fuel prices. Elev 4504'.
Steve and Gail Ault #41031

PHOTO COURTESY OF NPS.
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American Falls: Power County FG. Eight back-in sites with 20-A E/W
along trees to W. 24 back-to-back open-sky sites with 30-A E/W, suitable only for short rigs, although spaces could be used as pull-thrus for
longer rigs, resulting in approx.12 sites with 30-A E/W. $20. I-86 x40,
N side, make immed R turn on 1st rd (signed to FG), go 0.4 mi to CG
entrance on R (entrance is immed R after bearing L onto fairgrounds
rd. Look for sm sign!). 42.80247 -112.8295. D and fresh W at N
end of cinderblock bldg to N of CG (has own entrance off fairground
rd). Rest rooms E of this bldg, may be closed except during events.
Tim and Jan Johnson #37844

Lake Superior, Pictured
Rocks National Lakeshore,
Grand Marais, Michigan.

Day’s End
Kaleva: Village Roadside Park. E sites $20, $100/wk, $300/mo. BD
$15, $50/wk, $150/mo. D $10. W side of town on 9 Mile Rd. 231362-3366. Villageofkaleva.com. Al and Greta Boldt #137250

MONTANA

Townsend: Silos CG, Canyon Ferry Lake Rec Area (BOR). 30+BD sites
along lake. Vault toilets. $10, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit. 6.8 mi N of
town on US 12/287, MM 70, just before the 2 lg red silos, TR (E) on
Silo Rd, go 1 mi (passing the KOA), TR before boat launch. 46.40822
-111.5736. Or, 24 mi SE of I-15 in Helena on US 12/287. tinyurl.
com/ktzr5ey. Steve and Gail Ault #41031
West Yellowstone: Six to eight dispersed BD sites (NF). Fire rings. Go
approx. 8.6 mi N of town on US 191, TL (NW) on US 287, go approx
4.6 mi, TR (N) on Red Canyon Rd (good dirt). Sites between MMs
1 and 3.5. 44.82113N 111.19696W. Rd and sites can get muddy
during heavy rain. Easy access to Hebgen Lake. Bill Garmire #85439
West Yellowstone: Baker’s Hole CG (NF). 33 E sites, 40 BD. Tables,
fire grates, W spigots, vault toilets, W at entrance to fill tank, trash
pickup. No D. $20, S/A Pass 1/2. $8 extra for E, $8 for extra vehicle,
no discount. No reservations. 16-day limit. Approx May 15—Sep 25.
From town go 2.6 mi N on US 191, TR to CG. 44.70349 -111.10183.
Elev 6600'. Paved rd, gravel sites, some up to 75', several pull-thrus,
some by river. E sites fill by 9 a.m. in summer. Some shade. Firewood
for sale. Fishing, scenic areas, wildlife. Minimal noise from airport and
hwy. Verizon good. Only 3 mi from W entrance to Yellowstone NP nps.
gov/yell. D at Madison Junction CG in NP, 14 mi from W entrance.
tinyurl.com/nprdf3x.
West Yellowstone: Truck pkg. No facilities. Free. O/N OK. 2 mi N of
town on US 191, both sides. Each has 5 lanes long enough for a tractor
trailer, motorhome, or multiple smaller RVs. Laurie Krusinski #103725

WISCONSIN

Antigo: Antigo Lake RV Park (CP). 12 lg-rig 45' level asphalt 50-, 30or 20-A E/W/S sites, 7 lg-rig 45' level grass 50-, 30- or 20-A E-only, and
7 sm-rig or tent 26' level grass 15-A E-only. Tables, firepits. Showers,
rest rooms, WiFi (715-623-3633 for access codes, or reservations).
E/W/S $20, E-only $10. No stay limit. From US 45/SR 47/SR 64 in
town, go 3 blks E on 2nd Ave, then 1 blk S on Hudson St. 815 Hudson
Street. 45.14344 -89.14622. Firewood (donation). Ballfields, parks,
shelters, multi-use trail. Walk to downtown. Bicycles avail, free to use.
antigo-city.org/campground. John and Bonnie Archer #113438
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Cameron: Crossroads Café, pkg lot. O/N OK. No facilities. Free. US 8 in
town, N side, directly behind café. 101 N 1st St. 45.4088 -91.73438.
Packed-dirt lot, solid when dry, may be muddy when wet. 2 entrances.
Ronald Jones #106236
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Potosi: Grant River Rec Area (COE). 73 paved sites with 30- or 50-A
E. Flush toilets/showers. Potable W faucets throughout park, D. $20,
S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit. From post office in ctr of town go 1.8 mi
SW on SR 133/Main St. TL on River Lake Rd (becomes River Lane Rd),
go 1.9 mi, TR on Park Ln, go 0.2 mi to entrance. N42 39.021 W90
41.959. Level sites both shaded and sunny, some can handle 40' RVs.
Playground, boat ramp. Good Verizon. Along Mississippi River. Close
to RR, runs frequently. Bill and Margit Confer #97484
Verona: Military Ridge State Trailhead/Ice Age Trail Pkg, lg paved
area. BD. $5. Signed 48-hr limit. From US 14/Beltline Hwy, go 4.6 mi
S on US 18 to x81, TL on Old PB, go 0.1 mi, TR into trailhead pkg.
42.99354 -89.51412. Larry and Betty Malcom #122042

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Cache Creek: Star House restaurant, 300'x170' gravel pkg lot.
O/N OK. Free. No signs. S side of town, W side of TCH 1 at Old Caribou hwy, N side of restaurant. 50.80361 -121.32456. Trucks use.
Dana and Nu Young #111687
Canal Flats: Whiteswan Lake Forest Service Rd BD areas and PP.
Approx. 3.5 mi S of town on PH 93/95, turn E on Whiteswan Lake
Forest Service Rd (good gravel), go 6 mi to an old level gravel pit,
50.1349N 115.6594W. Free open area. Any size rig. No cell signal.
Quiet at night, some rd traffic during day. Views of mtns and stars.
Close to Lussier River fishing. Nancy Holmes #95280
Merritt: Juliet Creek Rd, pullout. Fire rings. Approx1/2-way to Hope
on PH 5/Coquihalla Hwy. N49 44.573 W121 0.551. Just off the
hwy. Room for a couple lg rigs. Along creek. Margaret Burke #137064
Smithers: Safeway store, pkg lot. No prohibitive signs. TCH 16 KM
352, in town, E side, next to bank and liquor store. Room for 3–4 lg
or 5–6 sm—med rigs, but crowded at times, park as far away from
store entrance and other stores as possible. Avoid during day. Quiet.
Dana and Nu Young #111687

NEW BRUNSWICK

Edmundston: Grey Rock Casino, paved pkg lot. No facilities. Free.
Check in with casino security to verify pkg location; if too unlevel,
request to park in main lot. TCH2 x19, go N, TL. Or, x18, go N, TR
on frontage rd, TL. 100 Chief Joanna Blvd. Next to truck stop, noise.
Rick and Ellen Yarker #87386
Grand Falls: Municipal park, paved pkg lot at rec complex. Free.
No stay limit. Tourist info ctr asked if we needed HUs and, if not,
why pay for camping? From ctr, go S on Hwy 130, TL on Victoria
St (just past Burger King), go 2 blks, TL on Chapel St. to lot on R.
47.0481 -67.73456. Sm RVs can also use a sm lot at the tennis
courts, 1 blk farther on Victoria St. Near ctr of town. Close to pay CG,
public pool, playground, porta-johns. 2 blks from Blvd Broadway
with restaurants, shops, free concerts seasonally. Easy walking trails.
Marianne Edwards #105918
Kedgwick: Centennial Park/Kedgwick RA. Tables. Flush toilets. Free.
No prohibitive signs. PH 17, S end of town. 4 Rue Saint-Jean. 47.6457
-67.35714. Playground, ponds, creek.
Miramichi: Ritchie Wharf. Tables. Public rest rooms (daytime). Free.
No prohibitive signs. From King George Hwy/PH 8 turn S on Ledden St,
follow signs to wharf. RV pkg is past the replica lighthouse. 47.00574
-65.56286. Police patrol waved hello and passed on, locals stopped
to chat. Playground, kids water park, waterfront boardwalk. Popular
tourist wharf with shops, restaurants, boat tours. Busy until dark, then
quiet. Joyce Findlay #112256

QUEBEC

La Pocatiere: Municipal rest area. Pkg area, tables. Free. No
posted stay limit. TCH 20 x 436, go 1/4 mi S to PH 132, TR,
go 1.2 mi. N47.33903 W70.09124. 5–6 rigs. Take-out restaurant and clean wash rooms. Quiet, beautiful view overlooking
St Lawrence River. Walk and bike paths, climb lookout tower.
Marianne Edwards #105918

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool for helping you save money and find safe overnight parking recommended by fellow Escapees members.
“Day’s End” listings are submitted by traveling members. Please be aware that these listings are not verified by Escapees magazine, and the
information is subject to change without notice. Want more? Order online or write Guy Gipson, 107 Rainbow Dr., #755, Livingston, TX 773991007. Online Search and Download: $15/year. Include your complete name and Escapees membership number.
ORDER THE DAY’S END, GOOD GUYS AND BOONDOCKERS JOURNAL DIRECTORY BY VISITING WWW.DAYSENDDIRECTORY.COM
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Gas/Electric Kit for Your

You can not
leave me alone
unless you have a

RV FURNACE

Fridge Defend®

GAS OR ELECTRIC

by ARP

at the Flip of a Switch
Endorsed by

"RV Doctor"
Endorsed by

"Trailer Life
Magazine"

425-408-3140
www.rvcomfortsystems.com

Our patented ARP Control
introduces a new level of
reliably and safety for your
RV fridge by automatically
controlling boiler
temperature, thereby
helping to prevent fridge
failure and catastrophic fires!

Can you afford not to be fire safe?

A Small Investment Yielding www.arprv.com
Huge Returns—Your Safety! 406-494-1959
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Camping Kids
It’s no secret that the family segment
within the RVing community, as a whole,
is growing rapidly. Modern day technology has made remote working and home
schooling increasingly possible. The Xscapers group, catering toward working-age
RVers, is seeing a rise in the numbers of
those who are RVing as a family.

W

e talk a lot about the history of the club in
various places throughout the magazine
and on the website, but as a refresher:
When Escapees was founded in 1978, 40
percent of its members were under age 50, the majority
were still working part-time, and nine of the first 100
member-families were traveling full-time with their kids.
There were plenty of social opportunities for parents
and children, such as Fun Days, which took place over
the summer and provided classes and fun activities
throughout the day. Over time, the demographics
shifted, with the membership and programs that were
once successful began fading away.
This is why it has been refreshing to see an increase
in the number of families joining the club and attending
events. While Xscapers does not cater directly to
families, its focus on the working RVer and relaxed
atmosphere have attracted many families and brought
them together. And Escapees members have taken
quick action to unite and to provide a means of getting
together.

Make Plans to Attend Annual Bash

PHOTO BY BRANDON HATCHER AND KERENSA DURR #115527
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Annual Bash is the biggest event of the year for the
Xscapers group. Last year, there were around 750
attendees, and 110 of them were kids! The Bash differs
a little from a regular Convergence because the schedule
fills up quickly, meaning there may be activities taking
place earlier in the day. The schedule is truly jampacked, which also makes it the best opportunity for
children to socialize because there are daily activities
to keep them entertained and interacting. This year,
members Kevin and Emma Ridley #129123 led the
activities and organized several craft sessions, DJ dance
parties, an art auction for CARE and so much more!
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Kids gather at Annual Bash to create art for an
auction with proceeds going to CARE

ESCAPEES

MAXIMIZING
CONNECTIONS

Here are the top ways
you can use your Escapees
membership to connect with
other traveling families.

Camping Kids

Escapees BoF, Nomadic Families,
serving drinks at Annual Bash
Below: Eric Highland and “Little Nomad” #124763
PHOTOS BY BRANDON HATCHER AND KERENSA DURR #115527

online. They also have a Facebook group, where they
post regularly about get-togethers and which club events
they will be attending. To learn more and to join, visit
nomadicfamilies.club.
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Resources in the Community
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Make Plans to Attend Escapade

The rise in family attendance has also found its way to
Escapade, which is the largest event Escapees has to
offer. For the last several years, For the last several years,
we have been pleased to provide the Kidscapade program. The structure is similar to the aforementioned Fun
Days program. The program offers themed activities for
children during the day, providing them with the opportunity to socialize and for parents to attend seminars. We
continue to seek new ways to develop and expand this
program and keep it thriving for many years to come!

Join the Nomadic Families BOF

Longtime Escapees members Sky Renfro #78690 and
Erica Thomas #130660 took action last year and officially launched the Nomadic Families BoF. Their mission was
simple: to create a safe place within our organization for
families to share the lifestyle and gather in person and
July/August 2020

I highly encourage you all to join in on the conversation
in our social media channels. This is a great way to stay
connected with the community online and meet others
who you may meet face to face at an event soon. You
can also ask questions, get advice or share some of
your own! Our two most popular Facebook groups are
named Xscapers (public) and the SKPs-Escapees RV Club
(member only).
Your active Escapees membership account also gives
you access to one free year of membership to Fulltime
Families, an organization catered to you. They provide
resources for families on the road and also hold several
events throughout the year. To take advantage of this
offer, please login to your Escapees account and visit the
“Members Discounts” page and look under “Benefits.”
No matter how you choose to participate, I hope
you will find your road family and your home within the
Escapees organization.
Your advice for RVing with children could appear in a
future “Camping Kids” column! Send tips for organization, storage, safety, socialization or other aspects of
traveling with children to melaniecarr@escapees.com.

It’s easier than ever
to have the Cleanest
Air in RVing!
Now available at WalMart, Camping World,
and RV dealerships nationwide! Remove
dust, pet dander, pollen, and mold spores with
our industry-first MERV 6 RV AC air filters.

The Last ROOF
You’ll Ever Need!
Booking Appointments

July & August
N. California, Oregon
& Washington

100% Maintenance Free

Before

10 YEARS to get this
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For our full list of filters
visit www.rvair.com.

3 DAYS to get this!

V ET ER A N S

10 Year Material & Labor
No Leak Guarantee
Work performed at
our location or yours
Financing Available

DISCOUNT PROGRAM

888-847-7010

www.rvroofingsolutions.com

SAVE
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DIY Kits Now Available

% JOIN!
When You

An Oderless, Tasteless and Toxic Danger

CARBON
MONO IDE
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Magazine Technical Advisor

THIS IS AN UPDATED AND REVISED VERSION OF AN ARTICLE PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN THE JULY/AUGUST 2008 AND NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 ISSUES OF ESCAPEES MAGAZINE.
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“WITHOUT
A CO
DETECTOR,
YOU’LL
NEVER BE
AWARE
THAT CO IS
PRESENT
UNTIL
IT BEGINS TO
AFFECT YOU.”

It is a tragedy to have lives lost
when a small amount of prevention could have saved them. That
prevention is a functional carbon
monoxide (CO) detector, also
called a CO alarm, installed in your
RV. If you don’t currently have a
CO detector in your rig, I’m going
to try to convince you that you
need one. In fact, by the end of
this article, I hope to convince you
that CO can pose a real threat to
your health and your life.
You’ve Got Gas

Carbon monoxide is a highly toxic gas that
can kill at small concentrations of 300
parts per million (ppm) or less. Carbon
monoxide gas is produced when fossil fuel
burns incompletely because of insufficient
oxygen. Properly installed and maintained
fuel-burning appliances produce only small
amounts of carbon monoxide, but malfunctioning appliances can be deadly. Anything
that disrupts the burning process or results
in a shortage of oxygen can increase carbon
monoxide production. Wood, coal and charcoal fires always produce carbon monoxide,
as do gasoline engines.
Potential sources of CO in or around your
RV can include a malfunctioning propane
furnace or ventless heater, exhaust from a
generator or gasoline engine or a wood or
charcoal-fired barbecue or stove. (See RV CO
source diagrams, at left.)
RVs can be even more dangerous if CO is
present because a smaller space increases
the concentration of carbon monoxide.
For instance, operation of a defective,
unvented gas heater in a 1,680-square foot
home might raise CO levels to 30 ppm. In a
200-square foot RV, the same heater could
quickly raise the CO concentrations to a
dangerous 200 ppm or more!

Colorless, Odorless, Tasteless

The fact that CO is a colorless, odorless,
tasteless and non-irritating poison compounds the problem. Without a CO detector,
you’ll never be aware that CO is present until
it begins to affect you. When exposed to
high concentrations, a person will become
dizzy, unable to stand or move to fresh
July/August 2020 ESCAPEES Magazine
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air and often collapse. The brain does
not receive sufficient oxygen during a CO
exposure, resulting in confusion.
Because it takes several hours for the
body to remove carbon monoxide, it is
a cumulative poison. The amount of CO
in the body continues to increase while
unknowingly breathing it from surrounding air. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) places the maximum
allowable concentration for continuous
exposure for healthy adults in an eight-hour
period at only 50 ppm!
Not convinced yet? Well, consider this:
Gas kitchen ranges release unvented combustion products into the interior of your RV.
The amount of CO in combustion products
varies widely, from a few ppm from a
properly operating gas burner to 20,000 to
30,000 ppm from an improperly operating
gas burner.
Contrary to popular belief, carbon monoxide can, and often is, produced from a
blue-burning flame. Using the range hood
to exhaust the combustion products, along
with cooking odors, grease and moisture
produced during cooking, is a great idea, but
the vent may not be enough to protect you
from carbon monoxide exposure. And you
should never use the range burners to heat
your RV.

“Detectors are easy to install,
operate and will give you peace of
mind along with serious protection.”
Many RVers who dry-camp have installed
unvented propane space heaters. These
units are terrific for saving propane and
battery power, but they can be a source of
indoor air pollution, and that includes CO.

Oxygen Depletion Sensors

When properly maintained and adjusted,
gas heaters produce low amounts of CO.
One cause of carbon monoxide poisoning
from unvented heaters—incomplete combustion caused by lack of air—has been
virtually eliminated in newer heaters by
use of oxygen depletion sensors (ODS).
Unfortunately, the ODS does not respond to
incomplete combustion caused by improper
gas pressure, dust, dirt or rust on the burner
or disruption of the burner by air currents.
Even a properly maintained and adjusted
42
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vent-free heater can cause dangerous levels
of CO inside an RV if adequate ventilation is
not provided.
Standard RV forced-air furnaces are safe,
as all combustion gases are vented outside
of the RV by a forced-air blower system.
However, as these units age, the furnace
combustion chamber can corrode or split,
causing combustion byproducts to enter the
RV and build up. In the case of such a malfunction without a functional CO detector
installed in your rig, your only early warning
signal will be the onset of flu-like symptoms,
nausea or dizziness as the levels of CO rise.
You may fail to recognize these symptoms as
warnings of CO poisoning until it is too late.
Still not convinced that you need a
detector? If you have a generator installed
in your rig or use a portable unit, you need a
detector even more.
The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) ran a 5.5-horsepower gasoline-powered pressure washer in
a double garage with both doors open, the
window open and a vent open. In only 12
minutes, CO concentrations in the garage
rose to 658 ppm. The rate of emission from
a typical gasoline engine is so large (30,000
to 100,000 ppm) that it is difficult to provide
sufficient ventilation.
NIOSH warns, “Do not use equipment and
tools powered by gasoline engines inside
buildings.”
Even with a properly installed exhaust
system, carbon monoxide from your running
generator, or even your neighbor’s, can still
enter your RV through small cracks or waft
into your rig through an open window.
As the above NIOSH test proves, just
because the windows in your rig are open
doesn’t necessarily protect you from potentially dangerous concentrations of carbon
monoxide.
I hope all of the above has convinced
you to protect yourself by installing a CO
detector. They are not terribly expensive,
and even the best ones will set you back less
than a tank of fuel.

Easy Installation

Detectors are easy to install, operate and
will give you peace of mind along with
serious protection.
I believe the best detector to purchase
is one with a digital display. That lets you
monitor even lower levels of CO that may be
too low to cause an alarm but high enough
to be dangerous with long-term exposure.

Most detectors with digital readouts also
capture and hold the peak CO reading since
the last reset. This is worth keeping an eye
on, too.
There has been a recent move by some
manufacturers to combine a CO detector
with an LP gas detector in the same unit. I
was of the opinion that this was a bad idea,
because I thought CO was lighter than air.
Well, it is, but only slightly (three percent
at room temperature). Studies show that
CO tends to diffuse equally throughout an
enclosed space, so a combination detector
mounted near the floor is as effective as a
CO detector mounted higher on the wall.
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21536403)
The National Safety Council (NSC) states:
“You should not choose a CO detector solely
on the basis of cost; do some research on the
different features available. Carbon monoxide detectors should meet Underwriters
Laboratories Inc. standards, have a longterm warranty and be easily self-tested
and reset to ensure proper functioning.”
The RV environment is hard on CO
detectors due to exposure to heat,
humidity and exhaust gases while
rolling down the road. While any
detector is better than no detector,
your best bet is to purchase one that is
UL-listed for RV use.

Are you back from the store? Do you
have your new detector in hand? Let’s
install it.

• Read the manual and install the batteries.
• Locate and mount the detector as
recommended in the manual. Make sure
the detector is not behind curtains or
furnishings.
• CO must be able to reach the detector
for the unit to work. Avoid installing the
detector close to the kitchen stove or
propane heater, and keep it out of moist
bathroom areas.
A single detector placed centrally in your
rig will provide reasonable protection, but
you may want to place one in your sleeping
area as well.
Follow the instructions in the user manual
that came with your unit. Test it regularly
and keep it free of dust and dirt, and it will
continue to provide you with peace of mind
for years.
In 1997, MARK NEMETH quit his job,
sold his house, bought an RV and joined
Escapees. He has contributed to Escapees
magazine and served as a technical advisor
for 19 years. He still maintains an RVer’s
resource website with technical articles, tips
and information at www.marxrv.com.

Carbon Monoxide Safety Resources
Informational sites on CO and safety for RVers:

• rvingwithmarkpolk.com/2012/05/22/rv-101-carbon-monoxide-safety-awareness/
• roadtreking.com/rvers-biggest-danger-carbon-monoxide-poisoning/

For more information, you might want to check out these agencies:

• EPA: www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/carbon-monoxides-impact-indoor-air-quality
• OSHA: www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_General_Facts/carbonmonoxide-factsheet.pdf
• Wayne State University CO information: www.coheadquarters.com/CO1.htm
• Iowa State University CO information: www.extension.iastate.edu/Pages/communications/CO

Online links to CO detector sources and manufacturers:

• Dometic Mobile Products: https://www.dometic.com/en-us/us/products/safety-and-security/
safety-solutions/gas-detectors
• First Alert: www.firstalert.com/products/detectors/carbon-monoxide
• Kidde: www.kidde.com/home-safety/en/us/products/fire-safety/co-alarms/
• Marine Technologies, Inc.: www.mtiindustries.com  
• Pro-Tech: www.protechsafety.com/catalog.html
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ART
ABANDONMENT
By EVANNE SCHMARDER #65409

The wonderful and well-stocked guest library at Ghost Ranch, near
Abiquiu, New Mexico, is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Spoiled by the terrific libraries at Escapees parks, where I can often be
found nosing about, I wandered into the Ghost Ranch library one July
evening to see what was on offer.
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It’s a serious space, full of
dark bookcases, sparse tables and rows and rooms
that seem to twist and turn
deep into the building. As I
searched the shelves, looking for nothing in particular,
I came across a small, clear
plastic bag with a hangtag
that read, “Free art, this is for
you! Take it home!”

A

s though I was in a spy movie, I
slowly looked around to see if
anybody was there. No, just me. I
picked up the bag. Inside I found
a lovely little bottlecap milagro, a small
religious folk charm, along with a note. It
said that this piece of art had been left here
to be found. If it spoke to me, I was told to
take it and enjoy it. And so I did.
This made perfect sense to me. An
exceptionally peaceful retreat and education
center, Ghost Ranch was once the summer
home of artist Georgia O’Keeffe, the prolific
painter considered the “Mother of American
Modernism.” It’s where she painted some
of her most famous (and dare I say most
beloved) paintings. Of particular interest
to O’Keeffe was Cerro Pedernal. She once

Chimney Rock desert colors
at Ghost Ranch.
PHOTO BY WILLIAM HELMS
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Want to dive
deeper into
the topics of
this article?
Explore the life and art of
Georgia O’Keeffe at
https://collections.okeeffemuseum.org
Take a virtual tour and learn
more about visiting Ghost
Ranch at
www.ghostranch.org
Join the Art Abandonment
Facebook group at
www.facebook.com/groups/
ArtAbandonment

said, “It’s my private mountain. It belongs
to me. God told me if I painted it enough, I
could have it.” She painted Pedernal over 20
times and, after her death, her ashes were
scattered atop the summit.
People flock from all over the world to
spend time in this spectacular landscape
where they, too, can contemplate the
ever-changing light and shadow on Pedernal,
try their hand at capturing its beauty, hike
the colorful cliffs and rekindle inspiration.
Fortunately for us, in addition to the
cabins and other lodgings on site, they have
a campground set in a canyon, surrounded
by picturesque red rocks with a small
stream trickling through. There you’ll find
tent camping, water/electric RV camping and
a few full hookup sites, a bathhouse with a
communal ice machine and refrigerator and,
at most sites, picnic tables. It’s a short walk
from the community center where you can
enjoy meals at the dining hall, workshops,
talks, music and, of course, the library.

Giving Art

Read the how-to book,
The Art Abandonment
Project: Create and Share
Random Acts of Art,
available on Amazon
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Lovingly, I took my found piece of art and
was eager to learn more about where it
came from. In the note, the maker directed
me to the Art Abandonment Facebook
group, a gathering of more than 50,000 individuals from all across the country making
art for strangers. The group was started in
2012 by artist Michael deMeng, in an effort
to spur random acts of kindness and keep/
develop interest in the arts.
Though not an original concept, secretly
gifting beauty and art is the premise for Art
Abandonment. You don’t have to be a professional artist or have art-school training. If
you create any type of art or craft, you can
participate. Pieces range from painted rocks
to knitted caps, to watercolored bookmarks,
to beaded jewelry, to mixed media, to
mini-paintings, to pottery, to poems, to
handmade cards, magnets, boxes, dolls and
more. It’s up to you what to create. Be it an
art showpiece or a humble home project,
take it from me, it will thrill the finder.
Create pretty, clear, waterproof packages
for your art and include a note giving the
finder permission to claim it. Tell a little
story if you wish. Add the URL of the
Facebook group and encourage them
to post their find. Then abandon it. Hide
your art packages in public, conspicuous
places, ready to be found and adored.
On the artist’s site, group members post
pictures of their pieces pre-abandonment
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and their plans for sharing them. In addition
to the inspiration the group provides, it is
a wonderful place to ask questions, share
techniques and see what others are creating.

Guerilla Art for Everyone

Though I didn’t find my milagro angel in
the group, I fell in love with this guerilla art
concept. Many of us are makers, but there
usually comes a time when our friends and
family simply do not need another (fill in
the blank). We may want to expand our
circle of giving, spreading the joy of our
work, but aren’t sure how to do that. Art
Abandonment is the answer.
It’s an especially attractive concept to
those of us who travel. You might make
pieces that correspond with stops along
your travels, your traveling lifestyle or
your on-the-road philosophy. You might
set a goal, abandoning something at each
campground you visit. Perhaps you want to
leave a themed piece where you think it is
most needed. It’s a project that the entire
family can get behind. Whether you are a
boomer-aged couple making the most out
of your retirement years or a family on the
road, teaching your children creativity and
generosity, this act-of-kindness movement
affects everyone it touches in a positive and
uplifting manner.

Making a Difference

The Art Abandonment Facebook group is
rife with stories about someone that was at
their rope’s end and finding a piece of art
that spoke to them, changing their outlook
or perhaps their immediate intentions. Art is
powerful. Giving is a blessing. For those of us
lucky enough to be able to do so, spreading
joy and hope can be an epic contribution to
our world. It’s an opportunity to be part of
something greater than ourselves. And what
better purpose is there than promoting love
and harmony to our fellow man and womankind through beauty and benevolence.
Peace out.

EVANNE SCHMARDER is sure she got the
wanderlust bug from her grandparents.
In 2000, she and her husband, Ray, set
off on their own adventure in search of
a sunny place to settle down. Eighteenplus years later, they’re still roaming the
country, sharing interesting destinations
and cooking up delicious RV kitchen recipes in
their popular RV TV series, RVCookingShow.com.

Shopping for Insurance
is not like comparing apples to apples…

All apples are different

Mu
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Home • Autos
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Travel Trailers
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Manuf. Hm

Personal Umbrella
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Mobile Homes
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Boats

Snowmobiles
Motorcycles
ATVs
Medium Duty Trucks
5th Wheels
Personal Watercraft

www.gomillerInsurance.com
SW Willow Lane
1-800-622-6347 5805
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

WE BUY

RVs!

It's time to CASH IN
on your RV. We are
the solution.

Call us today. We are
ready to BUY your RV!

(800) 349-5542
Or visit us
on the web at:

www.BuyMyRVUSA.com

Central Florida

RV Center

Central Florida RV

AS SEEN IN ESCAPEES MAR/APR 2019 ISSUE
Don’t be fooled by the imitators. Do your research. Not all RV
Roof solutions are the same. Call today for a free estimate on the

Original Sprayed On Roof, FlexArmor.

is a leading buyer of
pre-owned RVs.
We are always looking to buy.
We purchase all classes of
RVs, paid for or not. We buy
nationally, have expert appraisers and work with a reliable network of dealers.
We are striving to be your
#1 RV specialist!

2401 Worthington Suite 148
Denton, TX 76207
(817) 692-2696 Mark@DFWRVRoof.com

(800) 902-9022
www.cflrv.com

What Can Go Wrong?

LP GAS
By PAUL UNMACK, PE-CSE, ME #116483, www.arprv.com

Escapees Boomer gathering in Quartzsite, Arizona.
PHOTO BY GEORGIANNE AUSTIN #131681
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Liquid propane gas (LP) packs
a large amount of energy into a
small package. As a result, it’s
an economical choice for RVers,
and it is used for heating, cooking
and to power the RV refrigerator
when AC power isn’t available. My
wife, Mao, and I run our business
for six months of the year from
our RV, never using shore power!

T

he story begins when we were
camped at Boomerville, in
Quartzsite, Arizona, for the annual
January get-together. Mao and I were
performing installations of our product,
Fridge Defend®. A group of folks was
gathered around having a good time,
seeking knowledge and sharing stories
while I worked. This is simply the way
we Escapees operate, and we love
helping other RVers in need. That is
what we are about! A gentleman came
over and asked me if I was an RV tech.
I said, “No, but I can help you with
your refrigerator if you have an issue.”
I finished my work and went over to
investigate his problem.
I learned that he began having
problems with his propane system
after he filled his LP tank. He had
replaced his LP regulator but did not
know why it had failed. His main issue
was his refrigerator. When he found that
it was not cooling on LP, he was wise enough
to discontinue its use. I say wise because he
could have created a dangerous situation by
continued use. I’ll cover this issue more later.
Being Boomerville, we were all boondocking.
He was able to power the refrigerator with
his generator, but no one wants to run a
generator all day and night as it’s too much
exhaust and noise nuisance for happy
neighbors!

Visual Inspection

Because the refrigerator worked on AC
power but not LP, the first thing we did was
open the burner housing to perform a visual
inspection. We found there was brown oily
residue below the burner (See image on the
next page). This was the proverbial smoking
gun! We immediately understood why his LP
regulator failed and why his refrigerator was
not working on LP. When his tank was filled,

he got a batch of oil in the LP. It’s rare, but it
happens. The oil can get into the system and
destroy the LP regulator, plug burners and
filters.
This was the first time we have witnessed
such an extreme case where oil actually
came out of the refrigerator gas jet and collected on the bottom of the burner housing.
The refrigerator was at least 18 feet from the
tanks, and it takes a lot of oil to flow this far.
Ordinarily, oil contamination in the LP
system is checked for in one of two ways:
The first and most scientific method is to do
a pressure test somewhere in the LP lines
to make sure that the pressure regulator is
supplying 11 inches of water column (11" WC)
gas pressure. The LP bottle and regulator
are to the left. A drawing of a manometer

Safe operation of liquid propane gas

Let’s Talk Tanks
By PAUL UNMACK, PE-CSE, ME #116483, www.arprv.com

My family and I have used liquid propane (LP) gas for 60 years and, in
our experience with its use, I feel it is safe. However, I know of others
who have experienced unfortunate incidents due to lack of knowledge
on LP gas care and use. Most of the problems were caused by overfilling the tank or using it in an incorrect manner.
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Safe Operation of
Liquid Propane Gas—
Let’s Talk Tanks
This article is a continuation of my last article,
published in the September/October 2018 issue.
You may want to consult
this former article for a
primer on how the liquid
propane tank works.

Gas Jet
Pressure
Test Port
ONE MUST BE
QUALIFIED TO
PERFORM THIS
PRESSURE TEST.

attached to the LP regulator test port
shows the principles behind the pressure
test; the purple represents the water in
the manometer. One must be qualified to
perform this pressure test, so we will not go
into manometer details here. What is to be
understood from this drawing is that, if the
pressure is 11" WC at the regulator, and then
the manometer is moved to the fridge solenoid-operated valve (SOV) ‘gas jet pressure
test port’, and say 8" WC is measured, then
lower pressure is measured. The probable
cause is a plugged SOV gas filter.

Cleaning the Filter

This brings us to the second method. After
reading the above, one can understand
what can go wrong, and then go directly to
the suspected problem. This is exactly what
we did. We were not carrying a manometer
with us; we knew that there was an oil
July/August 2020 ESCAPEES Magazine
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Above: Brown oily residue
in the burner-housing.
Bottom Left:
The Norcold refrigerator
solenoid-operated valve has
a foam filter that can be
removed with a toothpick.
At right: The filter, placed in
91 percent isopropyl alcohol.
The brown specks are the oil
that was plugging the filter.

contamination issue by the evidence in the
burner of the fridge, so we proceeded to go
directly to the LP filter within the SOV valve.
We disconnected the LP supply line from
the SOV valve after turning off the LP gas
at the tank and bleeding off the residual
pressure by lighting a burner on the stove.
Once the inlet line is removed from the SOV

“Oil contamination can be a problem
in LP gas systems. It is introduced
during a fill of the LP bottle…”
valve, the Norcold refrigerator SOV has a
foam filter that can be removed with a toothpick. (For most Dometic refrigerator SOVs,
the filter is ceramic and has to be cleaned in
place by flushing with 91 percent isopropyl
alcohol.) The Norcold filter was placed into a
glass jar with 91 percent isopropyl alcohol.
Finally, because of all the oil in the burner
housing, we knew that the LP jet was contaminated. This was quite evident when, after
removing the line from the SOV to the gas
jet, oil began running out of the line. Once
50
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the jet was removed, we could look through
it into the sunlight to see how restricted it
was. We put it into a glass jar with the 91
percent isopropyl alcohol to soak. Naturally,
we flushed out the line from the SOV to the
jet, but it was getting dark and we had to
finish our job before we lost light.
To finish the job, we installed the Fridge
Defend®. Why? As mentioned above, when
the fridge is not cooling, it is because the
boiler on the refrigerator is overheating. The
only way to tell that the boiler is overheating
is to install the Fridge Defend®. Thus, as
stated above, the owner of this fridge was
wise, because he could have overheated his
boiler to the point that it ruptured. This is
how refrigerator fires occur.

How Fridge Defend® Helped

You may ask, with the propane supply
partially blocked by oil, how can the fridge
overheat? If the blockage was complete, and
there was no flame at all, it wouldn’t harm
the fridge. However, because of the design
of the boiler, too little heat is almost worse
that too much! If the flame is too low, the
reduced heat at the boiler will still boil off
the ammonia without causing the necessary
pumping action, leaving the cooling system

Left: Oil running out
of the line upon
removing the line from
the solenoid-operated
valve to the gas jet.
Bottom Right:
Jet plugged with oil.
Above: Jet cleaned
and ready to power
the refrigerator again.

stalled. No circulation in the cooling system
will allow the boiler to run dry and overheat.
We buttoned up the job during a beautiful
Quartzsite sunset, started the fridge on LP
and checked for normal boiler temperatures
on the Fridge Defend® display. Satisfied, we
headed into the desert to enjoy the evening.
The next morning, we called to see how the
evening went with the repaired refrigerator.
Well, we had an unhappy customer because
the Fridge Defend® turned the fridge off
during the night. We explained that the jet
and/or the filter was probably plugged with
oil again, resulting in overheating of the
fridge boiler. Hearing our explanation, the
customer was pleased to find that the Fridge
Defend® had done its job by protecting him
and his RV. We went out to the RV again and
did our best to flush as much oil out of the
lines as possible and suggested that the
owner have the system flushed again if
the problem continued.

Conclusion

Oil contamination can be a problem in
LP gas systems. It is introduced during a
fill of the LP bottle, and the oil can plug jets
and filters in the LP system. Oil in the LP
system is particularly dangerous for Dometic

or Norcold refrigerators because they have a
filter in the SOV valve, and the gas jet is very
small. Oil accumulation in the LP jet or filter
can result in the fridge cooling unit boiler
overheating, and only the Fridge Defend® by
ARP can protect the fridge if this happens.
The oil contamination can be cleaned out
of the system by disassembly and flushing
with 91 percent isopropyl alcohol. Acetone
can also be used to clean the pipes, but you
must not let it touch any rubber or plastic
parts. Be sure to leave the LP system open
long enough for the solvent to evaporate. If
you know that you have oil contamination in
an LP bottle, when the bottle is empty the
valve can be removed, and the tank can be
turned over to flush and drain the oil.
PAUL AND MAO UNMACK Paul and Mao
Unmack are both professional engineers
that conceived, developed, patented, and
now manufacture the Fridge Defend®.
The Fridge Defend brings your Dometic or
Norcold RV fridge up to international standards using the design principles established
by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
which surpass all RV refrigeration safety standards.
www.ARPRV.com.
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Chapter 8, Mexican Connection

Traveling Caravan-Style
By HERB AND KATHY BALDWIN #126874
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“For nearly 40 years, Escapees Chapter 8
‘The Mexican Connection’ has organized
caravan-style RV rallies to Mexico.”
We all know that traveling and living, whether part-time or full-time, in
our RV is a great lifestyle But sometimes it can be a little lonely, too.
There’s definitely something to be said for enjoying the peace and solitude of waking up to the cloudless sky in the Western desert or fishing
along a northern midwestern stream and camping in a shady forest
service campground, especially off season.

H

owever, maybe it’s time to mix it
up a little bit. Have you given any
thought to traveling with other
RVers in caravan-style? It can be a
wonderfully rewarding experience, especially if you travel with other Escapees!
For nearly 40 years, Escapees Chapter
8 “The Mexican Connection” has organized
caravan-style RV rallies to Mexico. We have
the experience to do it safely and efficiently.

Club members from far and
wide have come together to
learn how to:

• Safely and inexpensively
travel in Mexico and
enjoy its scenery, traditions, food, culture and
folklore.
• Travel south of the
border and give back
more than the enriching
experiences we gain, through
charity donations and business
patronization.
• Enable Chapter 8 members to feel
comfortable with returning to Mexico for
future rallies as well as their own road-trip
adventures.
Our caravans are generally 10 to 20 days
in length and often have “add-on” trips for
those who want to continue on in their
exploration of this beautiful country.
Chapter 8 is a not-for-profit organization and uses all volunteer labor
to plan, organize and implement the
caravan trips, thereby keeping attendee costs to an absolute minimum.

We begin our rallies at a campground just
over the border in the U.S. where we have
our orientation and introductions to make
sure all attendees understand the necessary
guidelines of the trip and can feel safe and
ready to move forward.
We then travel across the border and
continue our trip(s) in small groups of six or
seven rigs, each with a group leader and a
sweep vehicle in each group so that we make
sure everyone stays together. We
generally stay a few days at two
or three different locations.
While a quality experience, a penchant for charity
and an educational opportunity define our efforts, it
is also the most economical
way you can experience the
warm-hearted Mexican people and enjoy a broad range
of events and entertainment.
Watch for more detailed information about our upcoming trip in
the next issue of Escapees magazine, and
we hope you will plan to join us for the next
Mexican Connection rally in February 2021.
In the meantime, you can learn more
about Chapter 8 and this event by visiting
www.mexicanconnection08.com.
HERB AND KATHY have been full-time RVers
since 2016. They volunteer and work-camp
during summer months, and their winters
are spent at Rover’s Roost SKP Co-Op
park in Casa Grande, Arizona. Herb serves
on the Board of Directors of Chapter 8 as
chapter historian.
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LGBTQ RVers

NOMADIC

UNITY
from Coast-to-Coast
By RENE AGREDANO #103274

On a warm August morning, Jowanna
and Edonna ate breakfast at Waffle
House. In their haste to check out of
the busy hospital a few miles up the
road, Jowanna still wore the patient
ID bracelet wrapped around her
wrist. She studied the plastic band,
feeling grateful to have survived a
suspected heart attack. Before her
food arrived at the table, Jowanna
knew it was time for a change. “We
need to do it—now,” she told Edonna, eyes wide open with astonishment. After two years of listening to
her wife’s dreams of full-time RVing,
this 48-year-old human resources
executive was ready. The following
weekend, they held a yard sale. Less
than one year later, in June 2018, the
Georgia women happily hit the road.
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Nomadic Unity Across the Country

If you only see the United States through the lens of
television news and Facebook, it’s easy to think that
Americans cannot agree on anything. From pandemics
to religion and every topic in between, we appear to be
hopelessly divided. But if you get into your RV and drive,
you’ll see that our nation isn’t as fractured as it appears
to be. Jowanna Tillman and Edonna Koon #144363
discovered this the day they became full-time RVers,
and so have thousands of other nomads who are part of
the LGBTQ+ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Queer/
Questioning and other gender identities) community.
From 20-somethings to Boomers and every age in
between, RVers have an insatiable need to explore and
to experience new places. A house on wheels isn’t always
the easiest or cheapest way to travel but, if you love
RVing, you don’t mind. Having the ability to carry creature comforts often lends itself to a more satisfying travel
adventure. We also get to make meaningful connections
with other like-minded souls who might never have
crossed our paths. And while we might not share the
same culture, opinions and life experiences, none of that
matters when we’re spinning tales around the campfire.
RVing is an equalizer that brings people together, and
the Escapees organization knew this from our club’s
beginning: “A core principle of the club is that everyone
is treated equally, regardless of religion, race, political
beliefs, etc. We have practiced that philosophy since day

SKY RENFRO #78690

JOWANNA TILLMAN AND
EDONNA KOON #144363

one. As an example, we’ve always welcomed all types
and styles of RVs, and people who come from all walks
of life. We are inclusive rather than exclusive, says Cathie
Carr, President Emeritus of Escapees RV Club.

Putting Core Principles into Action

In the late 1990s, Escapees put the club’s core principles
to the test. A handful of LGBTQ+ Escapees and allies
met with the club’s board of directors to present their
idea for a new Birds of a Feather (BoF) group. They called
it Stonewall to honor the Stonewall Uprising of 1969
(https://bit.ly/StonewallHistory) that ushered in the fight
for LGBTQ+ rights in America. Lifetime member and
Xscaper Sky Renfro #78690 was a founding member of
the new BoF. It was a natural extension of the camaraderie that developed among like-minded Escapees who had
already been converging at Escapades, LGBTQ+ Pride
events and Quartzsite, Arizona.
“Those of us who made our presence known and
pushed for the BoF surmised there were others among
us, but they were not nearly as vocal or out as that initial
group,” Renfro recalls. The new BoF idea was approved
by the board without hesitation, but not every Escapee
was onboard. “By this time in Escapees, there were a
number of BoFs in place, comprised of members who
had a certain view of who the club was for. One of those
groups made it clear they did not think that we fit in
their model.”

Renfro doesn’t recall any outward hostility toward
Stonewall members, but the whispering and glances
of disapproval from a few SKPs were obvious. After
the BoF was announced in the winter 2001 edition of
Escapees magazine, the disapproving leader of another
BoF took Escapees founder Joe Peterson aside to voice
his opposition. Coincidentally, Renfro was standing nearby and caught the end of the conversation. “It became
obvious that Joe was not going to concede to whatever
that guy wanted him to do,” he recalls. “The fellow’s
voice became loud and clearly aggressive when he said,
‘If you let those people join, then my (the name of his
BoF) will leave and take all of our members with us.’”
Peterson listened politely, then put Escapees principles into action. “I watched Joe put his hand on the
fellow’s shoulder in the way that Joe often did when he
wanted you to know he was sincere (he had a wicked
sense of humor). Then Joe said ‘Well, we’re gonna
miss you then.’ “The end result was clear,” says Renfro.
“Escapees is for every RVer.”
Over two decades later, the Stonewall BoF and the
BoF that threatened to leave both continue as part of the
Escapees experience. And just as the Xscapers lifestyle
group infused youthful energy into the Escapees organization, a new blast of energy is reviving the Stonewall
BoF. It’s now being managed by 29-year-old nomad
Sean Miller #158316, a crowdsourcing consultant who
recently migrated the group away from the old Yahoo
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TOP LEFT: RICHARD COOK
AND RAY BYRD #122994
TOP RIGHT: SEAN MILLER
#158316
BOTTOM LEFT: DANIEL AND
TIMOTHY LOREDO-PUGH
#133977

e-mail listserve and into a private Facebook
group. Miller’s goal to boost engagement
and connections in the Escapees LGBTQ+
community is already underway.

LGBTQ+ RVers Discover Real America

Twenty-one years after the Stonewall BoF
formed, the RVing community reflects a higher
level of acceptance and tolerance. “In general,
I think the RV community is reflective of our
culture at large,” says Renfro, who today
travels with his teenage son, Gage. Meanwhile,
he says the Stonewall BoF purpose has shifted
to being more of a meet-and-greet committee
for new LGBTQ+ RVers. “In the infancy of the
BoF, the ability to meet up and share a campfire or an event or just relax with folks like us
was the best thing. Now, folks like us, means
so many other things. The fact that we are
gay/queer/non-binary identified is secondary
to the family that is RVing. At least that is my
experience. At one time, our sexual orientation defined us in ways that could make travel
difficult, and safety was important. Now, our
defining moments are really in authentic lives,
being a part of the RV community and sharing
common interests that have nothing to do
with sexual orientation.”
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Based on interviews with 14 different
LGBTQ+ RVers for this article, it appears
that RVers’ common appreciation for all
things camping is demonstrated in the
most unexpected places. “Most RVers don’t
give a damn about who you love, what you
believe and who you’re voting for,” says
Danielle Woolfrey, creator of LezGetLiving.
com. “All they seem to care about is letting
you know about a cool hiking trail down
the road that leads to a magical waterfall
where you can let the dog off to run free,
and making sure you know that Joe is the
best RV guy in the area and can help you
out if you need anything done while you’re
in town.”
Wherever they go, Jowanna and Edonna
enjoy the same experience. “We have stayed
in campgrounds where more than one-third
of the RVs were flying the Confederate flag.
We met the nicest people in that park,”
Jowanna says. Encouraged by their many
international travel experiences, they feel
that people are generally kind. Jowanna has
helpful advice to newbie LGBTQ+ nomads.
“Be open to meeting new folks. It’s amazing
how far a smile and a ‘good afternoon’ will
get you in an RV park.”

Attitudes are changing and diversity is
growing in campgrounds. Richard Cook and
Ray Byrd #122994 have witnessed these
changes since they started RVing in 2004.
“People are not any more or less tolerant
than the rest of the world,” says Cook. Since
they’re typically the only interracial male
couple in the campground, he says they’re
used to standing out, but that difference
usually isn’t an issue. “We do get the ‘sideeye’ sometimes, (but) we just ignore it and
keep on going. We have never felt threatened in any campground.”
Danielle James and her fiancèe have also
experienced quiet disapproval from a few
campers, but it hasn’t stopped them from
RVing. “When people are nice, they are nice;
when they are not, they don’t say anything,”
says Danielle. “I think the acceptance we
have found as a lesbian couple and as a
trans woman has been very affirming.”
Christopher Daneco and his husband,
Aiden, two military veterans traveling with
five dogs, have always been impressed by
the kindness of other RVers. “My husband
and I were quite nervous about traveling
in conservative states and being gay,” says
Christopher. “Fortunately, we have been
greeted by nothing but hospitality. Every
campground we’ve been to has been kind
and welcoming. So much so, it blew down
the stigma we were expecting to see.”
When Shannon & Amy Hicks #148770
left Cleveland, a very LGBTQ+friendly
city, they were also happily surprised
by people’s attitudes. Amy recalls one
incident in a Texas campground when
they were approached by a father and
son who made it a point to tell them that
it was “refreshing” to see diversity in a
campground. “We were a little concerned
we might end up in some places that we
didn’t feel welcomed. I’m happy to say,
though, that hasn’t happened,” she says.
The small rainbow flag on the outside of
their camper helps them meet like-minded
travelers while keeping judgmental people
at a distance.

Don’t Let Fear Hold You Back

RVing isn’t for everyone, but if you’re
interested, it’s worth a try. “It’s a
different kind of fun,” says RVer
Eddie Vandermark. “It’s a fun where
you can be yourself in a fun environment, where you can be super
adventurous with hiking, canoeing,

swimming, etc., or relax by a campfire, sleep
until noon, or simply nestle yourself under a
tree with a book. You can make it whatever
adventure you want or need it to be.”
The make-your-own-fun spirit of RVing
also beckoned to Traveling Jason #136919,
in 2018. He loves it so much that he even
became a lifetime member of Escapees.
“My biggest regret has been in not doing
it sooner,” he says. The former city boy is
now a confident camper, and being part of
Xscapers has played a huge role in his shift.
“I definitely had a lot of fear about camping
in remote places by myself,” he says. The
fear hasn’t completely gone away, but being
part of the Xscapers community has enabled
him to test the waters of everything from
solo dry-camping to converging in Baja
California with Xscapers.
Carrie Fay #135479 echoes Jason’s
enthusiasm. “The people in this community
are glowing examples of the caring and
sharing principles Escapees was founded
on, and new members are accepted
with open arms! If you’re an LGBTQ+
individual who feels reluctant to try out
the RVing lifestyle, joining Escapees will
alleviate that fear,” she says. As Escapees
social media manager and member of the
LGBTQ+ community, Fay enjoys watching
people make life-long friends at their
first Escapees or Xscapers events, then
continue traveling together afterward. “It’s
a great feeling knowing you have a community of friends watching your back while
out on the road!”
As of press time, the 2020 coronavirus pandemic has prevented club
Convergences and RVer get-togethers in
person, but it hasn’t hindered anyone’s
spirit. Daniel Loredo Pugh and Timothy
Loredo-Pugh #133977 are still just as
enthusiastic as ever about the lifestyle.
Since 2016, the two Texans and their
macaw parrot have roamed the continent
without regret. Tim doesn’t hesitate when
asked for his best advice to future nomads.
“It’s better to live life doing than it is to ask,
‘What if?’ and ‘What could have been?’ I
say, ‘Live. Go. Do it!’”
RENE AGREDANO, Jim Nelson and their
dog, Wyatt, are enjoying their 14th year as
full-time RVers and location-independent
entrepreneurs. Their adventures are
chronicled at www.LiveWorkDream.com.
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NEW

RVERS BOONDOCKING POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
As thousands of new RV enthusiasts join us on the road, it is more important than ever to be good stewards
of our environment. Protecting and preserving our public lands should be our honor and must be our
pledge. Whether we choose a national park, national forest, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) site, or
other public lands, these practices always apply.
Remember, camping on public lands is a privilege, not a right. Abuse can create tighter regulations, raise
maintenance fees, and have an overall negative impact on public lands and our ability to use them in the
spirit in which they were intended. With the help and support of our advocates, the Escapees RV Club has
created a condensed list of “Best RVing Practices” to ensure that our public lands will remain beautiful
treasures that we can retreat to as we travel.

Public Lands Parking Etiquette

RVers Boondocking Policy
1. Respect the Rules of the Land. Observe posted signs, obtain permits when necessary, follow
usage limits, and camp only in designated areas and pre-established campsites, which vary
depending on agency and state regulations. Bear in mind, some of these lands fall under federal
laws, not state laws.
2. Treasure the Terrain. Camp on durable surfaces. Avoid damaging surfaces or modifying terrain
by digging, moving large rocks, cutting plants, etc. Stick to predesignated paths without widening
them or creating new ones. Remember, there are native plants, organisms, and ecosystems that
interplay here and can be easily damaged.
3. Respect Your Neighbors. Avoid overcrowding an area or blocking your neighbors’ view. Orient
your RV so that your generator isn’t directed at them and respect quiet hours. Rules vary but are
generally between 10pm-8am. Maintain a tidy campsite. Keep noise to a minimum so everyone
has a peaceful experience. Drive at a campground speed and be aware of kids, wildlife, pets, and
your dust trails.
4. Respect Nature and Wildlife. Keep pets under control and clean up after them, even in the
wild. Don’t entice, feed, or approach wildlife. Limit or eliminate use of pesticides. Check for burn
bans; be mindful of firewood rules and make sure your fire is fully extinguished. (Remember,
exhaust pipes on vehicles and generators can trigger fires.) Consider a propane fire pit that you
can carry with you and snub out easily.
5. Pack it In, Pack it Out. Keep your holding tanks closed! Secure fresh water from approved
sources and dispose of trash respectfully in public trash receptacles. Lower your impact with
bio-degradable products.
Always leave the area cleaner than you found it!
Take only memories, leave only footprints.
As RVers, we should be good stewards of the land to protect this privilege for future generations. Not
following these practices can have serious consequences and could be detrimental to all RVers. Public
lands can be closed to camping because of overcrowding, damage to the land, and guests overstaying the
time limits. Following the best practices will help ensure that we all remain good neighbors to each other
and the land. If you feel that someone is unaware of these practices, share these resources with them in a
positive way.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

For more information and resources on boondocking best practices, please visit www.escapees.com/rvers-boondocking-policy

Doug and Jane Kirkby SKP #814 CM# 28 Serving Our Escapees Family since 1979

pROdUCt deSCRIptIOnS

Be Electrically
Independent

www.RVSolarElectric.com
480-443-8520 • 800-999-8520
Call for our free catalog and design planner.

Rv solaR kits—panel, mount, regulator, wire, hardware & instructions.
NoEl’s solaR-iNvERtER kit—A complete AC & dC power system.
MPPt CoNtRollER—Can increase solar output with fewer solar panels.
iNvERtER-ChaRgER—Use virtually any appliance without a generator.
solaR systEMs—Work silently to recharge your RV battery without fuel.
CatalytiC hEatER—Keep warm without using battery power.

Is this bridge going to damage
the roof or AC unit on your RV?
Know the exact height of the
bridge with the GiraffeG4 System.

GiraffeG4.com 877-543-1087

TIRE DISCOUNT

15%

DISCOUNT FOR

ESCAPEES MEMBERS

SAVE AN AVERAGE OF $90!

(ACTUAL SAVINGS WILL VARY WITH TIRE SELECTION AND QUANTITY PURCHASED)

STACK YOUR ESCAPEES DISCOUNT
WITH GOODYEAR REBATES FOR
EVEN MORE SAVINGS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

www.escapees.com/benefits/partner-discounts

At the time of this writing, we are
still under semi-isolation here in
Texas. Four days ago, our governor gave us a bit more freedom
to wander, but not a lot. During
this time, as a lawyer in Loring
& Assoc., a firm associated with
Escapees, Inc., I have had several
people ask me for guidance on
how they can get reimbursed for
their canceled trip or canceled
tickets. All such trips and tickets
were canceled due to the uncertainty of the coronavirus. Some
companies are offering everyone
reimbursements; some are offering new dates for the trips. Since
this is unchartered territory, at
least for now, I will give you ideas
and suggestions, but, due to the
virus,really I cannot give you a
more concrete plan.
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S

ome of you may recall the funny,
poignant movie, Breaking Away, that
came out in 1979. In it, the main
character and his three friends are
trying to figure out where they “fit” now that
high school is behind them. They live in the
college town of Bloomington, Indiana, but for
various reasons, none of them is attending
college.
Actor Dennis Christopher plays the main
character, Dave Stoller, who dreams of being
an Italian bicycle racing champion. In reality,
though, he is living with his parents and
has unclear goals for his life. So, his father
suggests he come to work in his used car
lot. Dave has no choice, really, so he goes to
work for his dad. On about the second day
of the job, his father has sold a sports car to
an unsuspecting college student. The sports
car barely makes it off the lot before it stops
running. The college student pushes it back
onto the lot and demands a refund. Dave,
the son, gives the college student a refund.
The next scene shows the dad, seemingly
having a nervous breakdown, saying,
“Refund? Refund? Refund?” as he tosses and
turns in his bed.
I can only imagine many business owners
currently doing the same. What will these

REIMBUR$EMENT
In the Age of a Pandemic
By K. SUSIE ADAMS #134068

“I have had several people ask me for guidance on
how they can get reimbursed for their canceled trip
or canceled tickets.”
businesses offer their customers if, for
reasons beyond their control, trips have
been canceled? I can also imagine various
customers having to seek such refunds.
Suppose you are a retired couple who, six
months ago, bought tickets for an upcoming
RV excursion. You are part of a group of
RVers who had planned to travel together
across, say, Canada. To ensure your place
on the trip, you paid the excursion company
half the price of the trip upfront. You were
careful, though, and bought trip insurance.
Now, however, the trip is being postponed.
The company has offered you the chance to
go on a trip in six months. That’s the only
offer. The new trip date isn’t feasible for
you, so you request a refund. The excursion
company says, “Sorry.” What can you do?
Suppose you are a retired couple now
living in your RV. Six months ago, to
celebrate your 35th wedding anniversary,
you bought tickets on a cruise. You would
be parking your RV at Galveston, Texas, or
Seattle, Washington, or Miami, Florida, and
then setting sail on a 10-day cruise. The trip
was canceled. Instead of giving you your
money back, the cruise line promises you
a future trip. You, however, have decided
that taking a cruise, after the coronavirus

scare, is not what you want. You bought trip
insurance. You are now requesting the cruise
line refund your money or that you get paid
back through insurance. Both refuse. What
can you do?
Finally, suppose you and your spouse were
able to take the cruise right before it was
apparent that the mysterious virus had found
its way onto your ship. You are quarantined
on the ship that is not allowed to dock for
two more weeks. When you are finally able
to dock, you are kept in quarantine for two
more weeks. During that time, you and
your spouse test positive for the virus. You
become mildly ill, then get better; however,
the ship set sail knowing that other ships
were not leaving port due to the virus, and
you have new expenses due to being stranded there. You have now suffered quite a bit
from this whole ordeal. What can you do?

Who is Responsible?

As we struggle through these next few
months and years, one recurring issue will
remain: Who is responsible when these acts
of God or force majeure events occur. And,
is a pandemic actually considered such an
event?
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When potential clients have asked my
legal advice on similar claims and if and how
they can get a refund, the first thing I ask
is to look at everything they have in writing
with the vendor.
Part of the problem, however, is to
determine the vendor. You have probably
already discovered this if you have ever
attempted to cancel, say, a hotel reservation
and have learned that because you reserved
the room through a third party, you can’t
necessarily cancel by contacting the hotel.
The same has also been true for airlines. The
vendor might be the company who sold you
the airline ticket. The airline, itself, might not
be able to help you get reimbursed because,
technically, they didn’t sell you the ticket.
So, if you are trying to figure out with whom
you actually entered into a contract, the
answer can be quite complicated.
If your need for reimbursement comes
from that cruise you no longer wish to take,
you will need to first check the ticket that
you might have received before the planned
trip. Cruise ships all have designated places
where they can be sued. For any given cruise
line, you will need to check to see exactly
where they can be sued. Then you need

“These are extraordinary times. If you
feel that you should be reimbursed
for events that are being postponed
or canceled due to this pandemic,
check the fine print of everything…”
to check to see what statute of limitations
might apply. For example, usually a contract
dispute has a four-year statute of limitations,
meaning you can sue within four years of
the breach of a contract. However, when it
concerns a cruise line, you only have one
year whether it’s due to a contract dispute
or negligence, which otherwise usually has
a two-year statute of limitations. There are
special cruise lines statute-of-limitations
periods in which they can be sued, and
the Supreme Court has weighed in,
saying such time limits are legal.
Then there’s trip insurance. There
are already several class-action suits
concerning trip insurance and the coronavirus. Some claims concern whether trip
62
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health insurance covers this virus. That will
be litigated. There’s also trip insurance for
deciding that you just do not want to go on
the cruise you already booked. To claim
fear of catching the virus as a reason for not
taking a future-planned and already-paid-for
trip will not be covered by trip insurance.
That, too, is being litigated.

Force Majeure

Finally, in many contracts, whether it is with
the cruise line, the travel company or the
insurance company, there’s a force majeure
clause. That clause says that their usual
reimbursements will not occur if there is a
force majeure, an “act of God,” that prevents
them from completing the contract. The
insurance companies, cruise lines and travel
agents may claim that they were unable to
complete the terms of the agreement due
to no fault of their own. Some force majeure
clauses actually mention “pandemic” as
one such “force.” Some don’t. Whether
that language matters when you try to get
reimbursed may also be litigated.
If you have heard it once during this
pandemic, you have heard it countless
times. These are extraordinary times. If
you feel that you should be reimbursed
for events that are being postponed or
canceled due to this pandemic, check the
fine print of everything you have in writing.
Then go online and research who else may
be requesting a similar reimbursement
from the same company. See what they
have done. Then begin writing impassioned
letters to the company explaining why you
desperately need the reimbursement. Look
to see if there’s a place to send complaints,
then send them there. If that fails, contact
an attorney and let them give it another
look, just to make sure you haven’t missed
something that might help you get your
money back.
And remember, you are on a very tight
time frame with whatever action you want to
take. Finally, remember that everyone has
been impacted by this recent pandemic; so
please, be kind.
K. SUSIE ADAMS has been a lawyer for over
30 years, spending 15 of those years as a
trial lawyer. She also taught legal writing at
the University of Houston Law School. From
2011–2016, she was executive director of
Childrenz Haven, the Child Advocacy Center
of Polk County, Texas. Susie and her husband,
James Frost, reside in Livingston, Texas.
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"Here we are in our masks made
by our friend in Kentucky. They
go everywhere with us."
Dan and Lisa Brown #128499
Photo by Always on Liberty.
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A Message From The Board

A Curse and a Blessing
By SHAWN LORING #76442, CEO, Escapees RV Club

Magazine

On July Fourth we will begin our 42nd year as a club.
Normally, at this time of year, we dedicate this column to
celebrating this truly wonderful lifestyle—full of travel and
adventure. Unfortunately, as we author this installment,
we are still in the throws of the Covid-19 crisis. Our core
message for over four decades as been to enthusiastically
encourage you to take to the open road. So, it is with
heavy hearts that we are forced to recommend the
opposite: hunker down and shelter-in-place.
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s we struggle to make sense of this crisis, we can
find some clarity about the effect it has had (and
is having) on the RVing community in an ancient
Chinese curse: May you find what you are
looking for! (Please note, while we focus on the impact
this crisis is having on our community, we are deeply
sympathetic to the immeasurable human suffering and
economic devastation many experienced or are experiencing. And we sincerely hope that you and your families
remain safe, healthy and unaffected by the sorrow and
loss with which so many are now forced to cope.)

May You Find What You Are Looking For

How can such a lovely sentiment be a curse? Who
among us doesn’t want to achieve their goals and have
their wants and needs met? These words become a
curse because of an implicit corollary—wishes come
true, not free. You may be among the many other RVers
who adopted the nomadic life of an RVer for the freedom
July/August 2020

it provides. The lifestyle has a hidden promise that
you can come and go and that you will be a welcomed
benefit to the communities you visit and explore.
Unfortunately, in the midst of this crisis as various
governments issued shelter-in-place orders, the approximately one million full-time families were forgotten.
Shelter-in-place assumes that you have a place to
which you can retreat. At the same time, RV parks were
deemed nonessential under the auspice that they are
for recreational activities. However, to our community of
full-time RVers, RV parks are essential. Moreover, some
campgrounds that could have remained open opted
to close out of fear that RVers would bring Covid-19
to their communities. At one point during this crisis,
approximately 50 percent of all campgrounds, public
and private, closed. These sweeping closures created
a nationwide game of musical chairs as full-time RVers
scrambled to find available full-hookup sites.
We joined a caucus of industry leaders, and, at
times, stood alone, who tried to encourage and compel
governments (and even private campgrounds) to enable
campgrounds to remain open. As we often say of our
advocacy efforts, we cannot promise results; we can
only promise action. We struggled to protect your ability
to find a place to hunker down. During this crisis, we
suffered as many defeats as we had successes. (At press
time, while our official recommendations are to remain
sheltered-in-place, we are relieved to note that public
and private campgrounds are beginning to reopen.)

At the time of this writing, we were experiencing daily protests across the county, in support of
the “Black Lives Matter” movement. In response to that movement, We would like to share the
following message:
Freedom is a powerful word. Whether whispered or shouted it evokes deep emotion. We will defend it
with our lives and cling to it desperately when it becomes jeopardized. And, freedom is the most important
principle that binds us together as a club.
It comes as no surprise that we feel restricted by the lack of freedom as we defend ourselves against COVID-19.
As if that were not enough, we are confronted with an even more divisive epidemic—that of inequality.
Scientists around the world are working together to find a vaccine for Covid-19, now, we the people
must work together to end racism.
Since its inception, the Escapees RV Club’s most revered principle centers on equality. We’ve taken great
pride in the fact that we are an inclusive organization that welcomes people from all walks of life, regardless
of race, religion or political orientation. We have gone so far as to revoke memberships when individuals
have not complied. It is not always easy to stand up for what is right, but if we don’t, we tarnish everything
that our club and our country have been built upon.
We will get through this time of turmoil. One day soon we will dance and sing and, hopefully, hug again! Let’s
pledge to be even more united than ever before.
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We know that our low moments create unsung
heroes. Sing their praises. (We mention this often.
But it seems particularly fitting, now more than ever.)
If a fellow Escapee paid you a kindness that you wish
you could repay, let us honor them with a Peterson
Spirit Award. You can find more information about
the Peterson Spirit Award and the application in the
“community” section of escapees.com.
When we write that you are not alone, that sentiment extends beyond your fellow members. Know
that, as a club, we have the most dedicated, talented
and hardworking staff. If you get a chance, thank
them. They have put themselves in harms way to keep
your mail forwarding and our parks operating. And
they have gone to great lengths to keep you entertained and connected to your fellow RVers through
virtual events and through resources such as this
magazine. Moreover, we have not been ideal. Behind
the scenes, we are working diligently to bring you a
host of new benefits, which we will launch when the
time is right.
As we look back on 42 years of history, we can point
to other terrible moments where we have had to come
together to find the strength to soldier on. We must do
now as we had to do then; we remain hopeful. Know that
together our future is still bright and full of promise.
We offer you the following blessing. May you find
what you are looking for: your community, your
Escapees family.

ESCAPEES

Additionally heart-wrenching were the aspersions cast
upon RVers. Over more than four decades, we worked
(and continue to work) hard to combat the impression
some have that we only live this lifestyle because we
have no other options. In reality, most of us choose this
lifestyle. It is our expression of the American (or Canadian)
Dream. However, in moments like this, you may have
found yourself unwelcome in cities and towns, even in
places you call home. Sadly, as a community, we are lessened by the stigma that we are pariahs that carry with us
contagions. We sincerely hope that this moment in time
will not create lasting negative impressions about RVers.
Many people who do not understand the RV lifestyle
overlook the fact that RVs are perfect social-distancing/
quarantine vehicles. Additionally, it is lost on many that
RVers can come to a community, observe recommended
safety procedures and create a great economic boon to
that area—at a time during which that community may be
experiencing economic hardships.
The essence of this curse is that your pursuit of freedom
and travel for which you are looking will bring with it a
measure of struggle and strife—in this regard, your freedom and mobility marks you as something to be feared.
However, these same words—may you find what you are
looking for—are also a blessing. When viewed as a positive
it is a wish that your wants and needs are met. In the same
moment that we are beset on all sides by confusion and
fear (some directed at us), we have each other. You are not
alone. Together we are strong. We lift each other.
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“Like all of you, we can’t wait to ‘hang out’ with our
Escapees friends again—but also like you, we want
to be able to do it safely. We are determined to do
everything reasonably possible to accomplish
both goals simultaneously.”
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One of our club’s core values is “caring and sharing.”
We’re going to adapt that phrase a bit for Escapees
Hangouts in the age of COVID-19: our mantra for healthy
events will be “caring without sharing”—or more specifically, taking steps to care for each other to avoid sharing
the coronavirus, flu or other communicable diseases that
can ruin your fun (or worse).

A

s we write this column in May, we’ve spent the
last few weeks working with the rest of the
national event staff and the Escapees board on
a set of detailed health and safety procedures,
based on the latest scientific, medical and governmental
recommendations, for Hangouts and other events where
Escapees gather. Although many of the changes will happen “behind the scenes” as part of our event planning
process, here’s an overview of some of the precautions
you may see at upcoming events.
First of all, Hangout registrations will be capped
at 25 rigs, instead of the usual 30 to 32, to ensure
that the number of participants stays at or below
50 people. This slightly smaller size will reduce the
number of potential contacts for each person—and
as a bonus, will make each Hangout an even more
July/August 2020

intimate event at which you can easily get to know all
the other participants.
You’ll also notice that we’ll be favoring outdoor
over indoor activities whenever possible. The natural
movement of fresh air helps to dramatically reduce the
transmission of all airborne diseases. Plus, who wouldn’t
choose an outdoor biergarten or invigorating hike over
sitting in a stuffy room? (Of course, this will affect our
choices of locations and seasons in some cases, too.)
When we must meet indoors, or we have to share a
bus to get to an offsite activity, we’ll ask you to follow
more extensive safety procedures such as wearing face
coverings at all times, sanitizing your hands before
entering and strictly maintaining social distancing from
others. You’ll also see the event hosts or other volunteers disinfecting high-touch surfaces such as tables,
seats and handrails.
As will be the case almost everywhere else that you go,
you’ll notice much more focus on health and sanitation.
Escapees will provide plenty of disinfecting wipes, gloves
and other supplies, and you’ll find hand sanitizer at the
entrance to each activity. At the start of each day’s activities, the hosts will screen each participant for fever by
using a non-contact infrared forehead thermometer. We’ll

NORTHERN UTAH
HANGOUT

SEPTEMBER 17–24, 2020

Winter
Blast
Hangout

Colonial
Williamsburg

Feb. 11–15
2021

Hangout

Cajun
Country
Hangout

Feb. 15–22
2021

Baja

Mexico

Oct. 19–26
2020

Florida’s
Forgotten Coast

Hangout

Nov. 9–16
2020

Hangout

Feb. 28–Mar. 11

2021

DAVID AND CHERYL GOLDSTEIN have been full-time RVers
since 2016, exploring the country in their 40' fifth-wheel
trailer. They are Escapees lifetime members and joined the
club’s national staff as Hangouts directors in early 2019.
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it’s necessary, we will cancel the Hangout and issue full
refunds to all participants.
These are just some of the myriad detailed measures
that we will be taking to care for each other so we don’t
share the novel coronavirus. Although some of these
steps may seem a bit annoying or even extreme, we are
confident that they won’t impair the adventure, active
experiences, fun and camaraderie for which Escapees
Hangouts have become known.
Like all of you, we can’t wait to “hang out” with our
Escapees friends again—but also like you, we want
to be able to do it safely. We are determined to do
everything reasonably possible to accomplish both goals
simultaneously. For the latest news on upcoming and
new Hangouts, be sure to regularly visit the Escapees
Hangouts page at escapees.com/hangouts or join our
Hangouts announcements email list from that page. Until
we can meet once more in person, stay healthy and well!

ESCAPEES

ask you to avoid physical contact with other participants—
our traditional Escapees hugs, as well as handshakes and
high-fives, will be off-limits for a while. We will also avoid
planning activities in which participants would be sharing
food or handling the same utensils—so instead of potlucks
and throwdowns, we’ll have more meals where you’re
served by someone. You’ll also see and hear frequent
reminders to wash your hands, to sneeze and cough into
your elbow or upper arm and to quarantine yourself in
your RV if you develop flu-like symptoms.
Our plans for “caring” also mean being prepared to
assist you if you do become ill during a Hangout. Your
Hangout hosts will know the locations of the nearest
urgent care facility and hospital emergency room.
They’ll also help to ensure that you can get to medical
care if it’s needed. And if you’re traveling alone, they will
arrange to check on you periodically and even bring you
food if you need it.
Finally, in the weeks leading up to a Hangout,
the Escapees national staff will closely monitor
federal guidelines, state and local regulations
and reports of outbreaks by public health
officials in the specific area where the event
is to be held. And, if the club determines that

THE PETERSON

SPIRIT AWARD
WINNERS FOR MAY 2020

As we celebrate four decades of serving RVers, we want to
observe and uphold the spirit of our founders, Joe and Kay
Peterson, and the feelings of community fostered through
caring and sharing. To do this, we have created the Peterson
Spirit Award, a prestigious honor to be granted to Escapees
members who demonstrate our core values by going over
and above the expectations of others in order to support a
fellow RVer in need.

Jeff Bohrer #141435

Jay and Tamara North #138663

Description:

Description:
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Event Date: November 2019
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Two ladies got stuck in the gravel
in the desert by Stewards Point
in Nevada. They weren’t Xscapers;
they were simply boondockers
driving on the wrong road. Jeff was
the first one who offered to pull them out. The van was
deep in the gravel, unable to move. Along with Malachi,
it took them an hour of digging in the dirt, but they kept
trying until they finally got them free. The ladies were
grateful; without their help it would have been costly to
hire a wrecker to pull them out of there.

Worthiness:

What is great about Jeff is that people don’t even have
to ask his help; he offers right away when he finds out
that you are having an issue with your rig. He is knowledgeable and is not afraid to get dirty. He helped me
multiple times and I know if I have a problem, I can count
on him. I believe he deserves this award and many would
agree; I believe he should be recognized.
July/August 2020

Event Date: January 2020

Jay and Tamara are always willing
to go above and beyond to help
others. Recently, they organized a
“Houseless for the Homeless” event,
which brought several families together
to stuff bags with snacks and toiletries for distribution
to homeless people. In addition to this good deed, they
recently traveled several hours away from where they
were staying to help out a fellow RVer in need during
an emergency, stayed with her overnight and then
helped out further by accompanying her to another city
several hours away.

Worthiness:

Jay and Tamara are always willing to help out other
RVers, often without being asked to do so. It is in the
spirit of Escapees to lend a hand if you can, and pay
it forward.

Diana and George Ruelens #77390
Event Date: December 2019

Description:

We nominate Diana and George
Rulens #77390, who always go
out of their way to help someone
or to lead Boomer BoF events. We
and hundreds of other Boomers have
enjoyed Quartzsite’s Boomerville, where they were
hosts for many years as well as the Boomer Crabfest,
which they also hosted for many years. In addition,
we have been the recipients of individual “caring and
sharing” when we have stayed in the dry-camp area
of Jojoba Hills Escapees RV Park in our truck camper.
When George or Diana knew ahead that we were
coming, they called and told us about events that
we may want to attend or asked if we wanted event
tickets. Since we don’t have a tow vehicle, it’s often a
nuisance to pack up and drive the camper to events
up the hill if the weather is bad or to take the propane
tank to be filled. George continually offered to pick
us up and return us to the camper if we needed or
wanted a ride. He took our propane to be filled and
brought it back. George even drove us to the store
in Aguanga, California, when we needed milk. When
we were leaving for a cruise for five weeks and had
to turn off our refrigerator, Diana refrigerated some
of our food for us. We used their address for our mail
forwarding and passports with visas for China when we
needed an address for the passport return. We and
many Boomers feel loved and cared for when Diana
and George are around.

Worthiness:
Kelly Beasley #120701

Event Date: November 2019

Description:

Kelly’s efforts set examples for others to follow and
help continue the values and philosophies Escapees
is founded upon.

Lawrence and Joyce Space #61818

Thank you all for your contributions
to the community!
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Worthiness:

Nominator Information
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Kelly is a great example of the
Xscapers’ spirit and directly
demonstrates Escapees values
through her efforts to protect and
preserve our beautiful public lands.
While boondocking on BLM land with a group of club
members, Kelly organized and initiated a trash cleanup that resulted in filling an entire truck bed of garbage
to be disposed of properly. I wish we could nominate
the entire group, but according to the award guidelines
it is too many people. The least we can do is nominate
Kelly for her leadership and initiative to take action.

We have always felt welcome at almost every SKP
park, but Diana and George went “above and beyond”
what anyone else has ever done to make us feel
welcome and cared for. As hosts of Boomerville and
the Crabfest, they also went beyond what most hosts
do at such events to be sure everyone felt welcome
and was included in the events.

NOMINATE SOMEONE!
You will need their name and member number (also
referred to as SKP #), plus your name, your contact
information, a description of the action or behavior for
which you are nominating them and an explanation of why
you feel this action is worthy of the award. Recipients will
be selected from the submitted nominations on a rolling
basis by the Escapees RV Club’s Board of Directors.
VISIT MEMBER.ESCAPEES.OM/PETERSONAWARD
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A MESSAGE FROM
XSCAPERS FOUNDERS

By travis carr #8, Escapees President, and MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees Vice President

It’s safe to say that after the COVID-19 pandemic, the
world will never quite be the same. Over the past several
months, life as we know it has been turned upside down,
and RVers have faced many challenges that put our ideas
and visions of freedom on hold. The “blursday blues” have
become a very real feeling, and we, as an organization,
have been taking things one step at a time with the hope
that we are able to return to some sort of normalcy soon.
However, it’s become increasingly evident that we will all
have to adapt to a “new normal” as states and counties
begin to relax their stay-in-place orders.
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e have felt the impacts of the virus in a big
way, but we feel fortunate that we were able
to quickly pivot to a more online format
since we already had a lot of the tools and
resources to do so. When our events scheduled from April
through August were canceled, our event and marketing
teams took quick action to put together months worth of
online activities such as happy hours and Saturday night
concerts. We understand how powerful connecting with
your peers can be. So, while it could never replace sitting
around a campfire with new and old friends, it has been
uplifting to see our members make the most of a difficult
time. Plus, seeing your smiling faces and comments during
this time has brought us immense joy.
Another major factor was that Escapees has a long
history of embracing the remote working culture. This
seems inevitable when you’re an organization that caters
to those on the move, which has prepared us to take on
sudden changes with a certain level of comfort and ease.
While we do have many jobs that cannot be taken on the
road (such as our customer service center, mail forwarding
service, etc.,), almost all of our marketing and event team
members are working remotely or from their RV full time.
We frequently use tools, such as Zoom and Slack, to stay
productive with our staff both in-house and remote. While
we watched other companies struggle because they did
not have proper resources, we have been proud to continue to serve our membership with little to no interruption.
It is not lost on us, though, the sudden awareness
that has been brought to remote working and the
opportunities that it opens up for those who dream of
working on the road. Employers are starting to realize
the benefits that come along with this style of workforce,
with more productive employees, less office space
needed, etc., which is leading to massive companies
such as Twitter and Nationwide Insurance saying they
will no longer require their employees to come into the
office. Our assumption is that not only will this open
the gates for those not yet on the road, it will provide
July/August 2020

more opportunity for those already on the road to find
something that will sustain their lifestyle for the long run.
On the other side of the spectrum are the employees.
A recent IBM survey reported that 54 percent of 25,000
polled individuals now want to work from home and 75
percent want the option to do it occasionally. We have
long advocated for the working RVer, and now that companies are taking note, we feel there will be no shortage
of opportunities for those looking to find something
suitable for their traveling lifestyle. With resources like
the RV Mobile Internet to help you stay connected while
working and the Escapees-powered RV Job Exchange,
there’re enough resources out there to help make finding
your dream remote job a reality.
So, while it can be easy to dwell on all of the negatives
surrounding the pandemic, it’s important to see the
silver lining in the potential and positives that can come
of this in the end. What this means for Xscapers is that
we are going to look ahead and stay vigilant. We are
always seeking new ways to improve our resources and
adapt to the needs of the community. While our events
may look and feel a little different from what we’re all
used to due to increased safety measures and protocols,
we can assure you that this time apart is going to make
it that much sweeter when we all come together again.
As we watch the new trends that will follow an increase
in remote working opportunities, we will pursue new
ways to improve our resources for the working RVer and
expand the RVers’ Job Exchange. Plus, if we do see an
increase of new RVers joining the lifestyle, we can look
forward to all the new friends we will make and the
laughter we will share around a real campfire soon!

Escapees Virtual Campfires bring the conversation around the fire into
the online world. Hosted live on Facebook by members of the Escapees
team, they cover a range of topics of interest to any RVer. Join the
conversation in real time with a running chat on Facebook!

XSCAPERS EVENTS
By JP SMITH #115625, Convergence Director

I think it’s obvious things have changed, and they changed
quickly. Our Convergences have always been about bringing
people together and helping to form a community. When you
can’t get together for happy hours and potlucks, this has
become a little more difficult. But it has brought us opportunities, and we have rolled with the punches and charted
a new course rather quickly. As soon as it was obvious we
would have to cancel our April 2020 Convergence, we had
a brainstorming session to come up with ways to help keep
Xscapers involved and engaged. I can’t say it’s been a perfect
replacement for our events, but I hope we have brought
some fun and entertainment to those who are quarantined.
Here are a few of the things we have done.

W

ithin one week of a nationwide lockdown,
we posted a yoga at home video that is on
the Xscapers Facebook page. We reached
out to Therees Julio, an active Xscaper and
professional Yogi who had led yoga sessions at a few
Convergences. She was eager to help out by adapting her
routines to be performed inside the smaller confines of
an RV. The video she filmed has been well-received and
is still available on Facebook. It’s a great way to be active
and get in a nice workout, even if you can’t leave the RV.
We also quickly began virtual happy hours. Joining
together in a virtual meeting is something those of us
who work from the road are used to doing. However,
having a zoom meeting with a cocktail in your hand was
a new experience for many of us. And what was new
and untested only a few months ago seems normal now.
We have an official zoom meeting set up Friday nights
at 6:00 CST. I host one week; then Cheryl and David

Goldstein, Escapees Hangouts coordinators, host the
next week. Everyone is invited. These meetings usually
consist of a catchup session and end with a game for the
entire group to play together. Some weeks we’ve had
over 100 people gathering together just to keep in touch
and relax after a long week.
Then, every other Wednesday, Travis and Melanie Carr
host a virtual campfire. This idea has been in the works
for a while, but the timing seemed to perfectly coincide
with moving events to utilize this virtual setting. Melanie
and Travis bring on guests and discuss current aspects of
Escapees Club and different parts of RV life. It is a great
way to stay up-to-date with the latest issues facing RVers,
and a great place to share knowledge and learn new tips.
On Saturday nights, we are entertained with our new
live-music showcase: Quarantine Live! It has featured
many musicians from within the Xscapers ranks, some
musicians that performed at Convergences and a few
that have been recommended by members. We have had
performances from the Xscapers house band, the Status
Crowes. Kyle Brady of Drivin’ and Vibin’ also entertained
us. We’ve also showcased our own nonprofessional
musicians, Scott Pleasents and Arlo Kipfler, and brought
in some of our favorites from the Annual Bash and other
Convergences such as Pop Gun Rerun and Matt Farris.
I hope that life will get back to normal as soon as
possible, and I can’t wait to give all my Xscapers friends
a big hug at a Convergence down the road, but until that
happens, we will try our best to keep our community
entertained and engaged virtually. If you have an idea
for a virtual event or a band that would be good for
Quarantine Live!, please reach out and let us know!
ESCAPEES
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Virtual Happy Hours keep the fun going for Escapees and Xscapers. We
may not be able to meet in person, but we can still be social online! Hosted
by our event directors, we’ll catch up and chat on Zoom before playing a
game or enjoying another activity. Join your friends on Friday night!

Quarantine Live! will keep you on your toes and entertained. You can
watch your favorite bands and entertainment right from the comfort of
your own RV. Tune in and join the party with your friends online Saturday
nights. We’ll all be there to chat, dance and share the experience.
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UPCOMING CONVERGENCES
Please visit www.escapees.com and www.xscapers.com for up-to-date information regarding events. Due to
concerns surrounding COVID-19, event schedules are rapidly changing, and events may be canceled or postponed
after this magazine issue is published.

BALLOON FIESTA CONVERGENCE

XSCAPERS BISHOP CONVERGENCE

OCTOBER 2, 2020–OCTOBER 11, 2020
ALBUQUERQUE, NM

RESCHEDULED FOR SEPTEMBER 19–SEPTEMBER 26
TRI-COUNTY FAIR, 1234 SIERRA ST., BISHOP, CA 93514

We are excited to take a lucky group of Xscapers to the 2020
Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta! If you haven’t been before, it is a
must-see event for any RVer and it holds a special place in our
hearts since it is where the very first Convergence took place five
years ago! There is nothing quite as beautiful as waking up in the
morning and seeing hundreds of hot air balloons fly.

Nestled between the desert and the mountains, Bishop, California,
is an amazing place to be in the spring! Join Xscapers for an exciting
time at the local fairground just a few blocks from Bishop’s vibrant
downtown. As with most Xscapers Convergences, the weekdays will
be free to facilitate those who are working from the road. Events
will take place on the weekends and in the evenings.
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For more information on Xscapers events, visit
www.xscapers.com or find us on Facebook.
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bishop

convergence
sept. 19‒26

LAs Vegas

Halloween
Convergence
oct. 27‒nov 3

2020

2020

escapade

tucson, az
march 21‒26

2021

baja

convergence
Feb. 19‒Mar. 1

2021

July/August 2020

balloon
fiesta
convergence
oct. 2‒11

2020

EVENTS CALENDAR

Join us at one of these rallies or National events!
• Call the voicemail phone number (888-757-7701) + extension number for specific directions to events.
• July/August deadline: May 10. The “Events Calendar” is reserved for chapter, certified BoF groups and National events. All submissions must be in writing.
• E-mail submissions should be sent to editor@escapees.com, or mail submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351.

DATES

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER

02-06

OR

Lakeside, Osprey Point RV Resort, rolling rally, part one

37

8037

06-10

OR

Lincoln City, Wapiti RV Park, rolling rally, part two

37

8037

12-16

ME

Hermon, Pumpkin Patch RV

03

8003

16-20

OR

Lincoln City, Wapiti RV Park

34

8034

17-21

AB

Canada, Nevis, Nevis Community Hall

44

8044

17-21

WA

Cle Elum, Whispering Pines RV Park

05

8005

18-20

MO

Branson, Treasure Lake, casual campout

17

8017

24-28

CA

Quincy, Pioneer RV

24

8024

25-29

CO

Bayfield, Riverside RV Park, fall rally

02

8002

31-September 04

BC

Canada, Merritt, Claybanks RV Park

33

8033

01-06

OH

Mansfield, Richland County Fairground

36

8036

10-12

MI

Holland, Ottawa County Fairground, fall rally

06

8006

10-18

OR

Charleston, Crab-a-Rang

Boomer BoF

boomerbof@
gmail.com

13-17

OR

Florence, Jesse T. Jones Odd Fellows RV Park

34

8034

14-16

AR

Morrilton, Petit Jean State Park

52

8052

15-18

IA

Elkader, Deer Run Resort

49

8049

16-20

IN

Lebanon, Boone County Fairground

51

8051

17-24

UT

Ogden, Northern Utah Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

21-25

WA

Chimacum, Evergreen Coho SKP Park

05

8005

22-24

AR

Eureka Springs, Beaver Lake, casual campout

17

8017

28-October 02

CA

Vacaville, Vineyard RV Park

38

8038

30-October 02

MS

South Haven, EZ Daze RV Park

42

8042

01-04

NC

Linwood, Cross Winds Family Campground

29

8029

01-05

TX

Canton, I-20 RV Park

52

8052

02-11

NM

Albuquerque, International Balloon Fiesta HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873

03-11

NM

Albuquerque, International Balloon Fiesta

Boomer BoF

boomerbof@
gmail.com

04-08

OR

Odell, Hood River Fairground

34

8034

05-09

CA

Red Bluff, Durango RV Resort

24

8024

06-10

SD

Rapid City, Black Hills and Badlands HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873

08-11

TX

Comfort, Old River Road RV Park

11

8011

15-19

OR

Westfir, Casey’s RV Park

37

8037

19-23

AL

Dozier, Cypress Landing

26

8026

19-26

VA

Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

AUGUST 2020

SEPTEMBER 2020
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888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER

20-23

MO

Carthage, Coachlight RV Park, fall rally

17

8017

30-November 06

CA

Death Valley, Furnace Creek, 49ers Encampment

SOLOs C•BoF

8080

09-16

FL

Port St. Joe, Florida’s Forgotten Coast Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

30-December 03

CA

Oroville, Feather Falls Casino KOA

24

8024

30-December 04

CA

Patterson, Kit Fox RV Park

38

8038

CA

Pasadena, Rose Parade HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873

10-24

AZ

Quartzsite, Boomerville Rally

Boomer BoF

boomerbof@
gmail.com

21-24

TX

Burnet, Big Chief RV Resort

11

8011

AZ

Lake Havasu City, Winter Blast Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

NOVEMBER 2020

DECEMBER 2020
27-January 03, 2021

JANUARY 2021

FEBRUARY 2021
11-15

FOR XSCAPERS EVENTS, SEE PAGE 72.

Escapees RVers Boot
Camp will precede the
rally and be held
April 16–18, 2021.

SKP ACRE Rally 2021
APRIL 19–25, 2021

River Vista RV Resort, Dillard, GA 706-746-2722
www.RVMountainVillage.com
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The SKP ACRE planning committee, steering committee and rally team have
selected River Vista RV Resort, Dillard, Georgia, as the rally location for 2021.
The goal of the steering committee is to provide a quality rally at the lowest
possible cost. There will be some catered meals and, as always, a potluck dinner.
The Escapees SmartWeigh team will be available to weigh your RV, and we have
added Escapees RVers Boot Camp prior to SKP ACRE on April 16–18, 2021.
Seminars will be provided on topics that include, for example, tire pressure.
Rally fee and camping fee to be determined.
The SKP ACRE registration process is open now on-line at skpacre.weebly.
com. You can make your campground reservations after May 1, 2020. We are in
the process of creating our new website. Although it is currently under construction, we invite you to visit often as we will be posting updates for this event.
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FOR INFORMATION ON ESCAPEES RVERS BOOT CAMP, VISIT

www.escapees.com/community-calendar/category/rvers-boot-camp/
SMARTWEIGH INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND AT:

www.escapees.com/education/smartweigh/

We invite you to join us April 19–25, 2021.
Feel free to contact us at skpacre@gmail.com.
Steve Masterson #95338, SKP ACRE President
Dianne Wood #113382, Director of Communications and Webmaster
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NEW AND IMPROVED, EASY-ACCESS RV EDUCATION

DELIVERING ALL THE
ELEMENTS OF RVERS’ BOOT
CAMP
AND MUCH MORE.
In online classes led by expert instructors,
students learn about these RV-related topics:
• RV Basic Systems
• Hitch Up
• Tire Safety
• RV Driving
• Propane Safety
• Motorhome Towing
• RV Electricity

• RV Intermediate Systems 1 & 2
• Weight Management
• Personal Safety
• Fire/Life Safety
• Towable RVs
• Water Safety/Maintenance
• Domicile

MORE CLASSES ADDED REGULARLY!

ONLY

$79

ster TODAY!
Regi

Did you know students who completed
RVers Online University may qualify for
a discount on their RV insurance?*
Find out how you can take part in this educational experience.

WWW.RVERSONLINEUNIVERSITY.COM

For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

CHAPTER MAP

Visit www.escapees.com/chapters and click on the chapter of your interest.
You can view details about a chapter, join a chapter and pay chapter dues,
if applicable. Yes! It is that easy. As you travel, we invite you to get to know
Escapees in your area. Call us for details and let’s get together.

Let’s Get Together!
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A WORD FROM
OUR GROUP DIRECTOR

Indicates that an Escapees Head
Out Program event has been planned
at this general location during 2020.
See pages 08–09 for more information.
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JIMMY AND LOCKIE SAILER #130519, Chapter Directors
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We want to take this opportunity to brag about the
ingenuity and creativity of our Escapees chapters and BoFs.
During the months of uncertainty with the Covid-19 crisis
and imposed regulations regarding social gatherings, these
groups have really shined. Being prevented from coming
together for their rallies, dine-ins or even happy hours,
none of this has stopped many of the groups from finding
alternative methods to “come together separately.”

T

here have been sack lunches held online using
media platforms, meetings and even dances.
Music has been shared, laughter and all the
things that you’d expect at a normal Escapees
gathering, but have been done by utilizing technology.

We’ve heard of members taking food and supplies to
other members who may be at an increased risk during
the pandemic. Some make an extra point of checking
with each other to be sure everyone is doing well and
have what they need.
It’s been said so much that sometimes we forget how
true it is: Escapees members are family. If nothing else
proves it, the actions and reactions of each one during
these trying times have done so.
We’re proud of you, proud to know you and proud to
be a part of this wonderful extended group of kinfolk.
We love you all.
E-MAIL CHAPTERDIRECTORS@ESCAPEES.COM TO START A CHAPTER IN YOUR AREA.
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CALLING ALL CHAPTERS
Escapees Regional Groups

Contact the chapters’ voicemail, 888-757-7701 plus extension, for rally and luncheon information. See the map for a chapter near you.
CHAPTER
NUMBER

CHAPTER
NAME

CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

PHONE
NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS
+ EXTENSION #

888-757-7701

1

Golden Gate

Carolyn Cleaves

831-277-6007

ggchapter1@gmail.com

8001

2

Rocky Mtn. High

Linda Gilmore

303-349-8845

president@escapeeschapter2.com

8002

3

Northeast

Cheryl Pease

413-628-4794

cupcake65@verizon.net

8003

5

Evergreen

Steve Allgire

206-949-0186

chapter5president@gmail.com

8005

6

Great Lakes

Mike Foley

616-862-8893

mfoley1505@sbcglobal.net

8006

8

Mexican Connection

Kassandra Dennis

408-603-0600

kassandra@ekdennis.com

8008

9

Oregon Trails

Betty Bush

503-705-9872

bettybush01@yahoo.com

8009

10

Rainbow Chapter

David Horton

563-529-6181

dhorton2@aol.com

8010

11

Alamo Area SKPs

Ken Dixon

210-218-7656

kennethdixon01@att.net

8011

12

North Central

Ron Nelson

507-259-7528

ron.nelson98@gmail.com

8012

14

Lucky Rollers

George Leese

888-757-7701

bigbg62@yahoo.com

8014

16

Georgia Azaleas

Joe Maltese

706-594-9374

escapeeschapter16@gmail.com

8016

17

Ozark Chapter

Alvin Baker

918-740-4263

bakerskp17@gmail.com

8017

18

Maple Leaf

Howard Krakower

613-829-3587

howardkrakower@yahoo.com

8018

21

Arizona Saguaros

Stuart Dutcher

520-403-1062

dutch1062@msn.com

8021

22

Van Islanders

Keith Ellison

250-746-7919

keithandsue@shaw.ca

8022

24

Gold Nugget

Jackie Friday

209-304-2483

fridaymj@att.net

8024

25

Shanty Shakers

Mike Formico

619 884-9069

mformico@cs.com

8025

26

Gulf Posse

Cushman Phillips

770-312-8871

cushman@cbphei.com

8026

29

Carolina Rovers

Craig Rickenbach

803-372-2998

carickenbach@gmail.com

8029

32

Yavapai

Jeanne Nielsen

253-514-3680

beadyrags@yahoo.com

8032

33

BC Okanagan SKPs

Al Wejr

250-545-1359

alweege@gmail.com

8033

Michael Surratt

503-667-0819

mrat1945@frontier.com

8034

Merle Cockayne

440-823-6214

gulleyjumper0208@yahoo.com

8036

37

Rogue Valley Rovers

Valerie Rasmusson

541-951-1972

valrasmussonrvclub37@gmail.com

8037

38

Mother Lode

Sandy Thomason

209-984-5017

sandytom71@yahoo.com

8038

39

Wash-Pan

Bev Allenbaugh

509 925-3297

photogal@fairpoint.net

8039

41

NYSKPS

Marilyn Woodside

908-377-7765

lynhw15@gmail.com

8041

42

KEN/TENN

Ray Rountree

502-664-1080

rayretired44@gmail.com

8042

44

Alberta Roamers

Gary Long

888-757-7701

chapter44rvclub@gmail.com

8044

45

Valley of the Sun

Dale Geary

602-799-5860

azdesertbum5@gmail.com

8045

46

Lincolnland

Marti Aanerud

708-534-1537

martijeen@hotmail.com

8046

47

Nor-Cal Gypsies

Nancy Voyles

530-357-4762

tsrnan@aol.com

8047

49

Badger SKPs

Ken Cerling

608-219-6239

cerlingconstruction@gmail.com

8049

51

Hoosier Neighbor

Vernon Bergi

219-608-1148

bergv52@gmail.com

8051

52

Arkansas Diamonds

Don Tannehill

501-410-8950

tannehilld@sbcglobal.net

8052

53

Treasure St Travelers

Randee Follmer

406-696-5064

rj.cm@live.com

8053

54

Wild West Escapees Neal Haerich

785-735-4969

nhaerich@gmail.com

8054

57

Florida Sun Gators

352-217-5168

lblunde@aol.com

8057

Lynn Lunde

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT A CHAPTER, VISIT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/CHAPTERS.
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Columbia River SKPs
Erie Shores
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SKP DINE-OUTS
It’s time to eat!

Join fellow Escapees for any one of these regional dine-outs. Please confirm the time and location of luncheons before making plans to attend.

ALABAMA

Gulf Shores: 2nd Mon, 10 a.m., Original Oyster House.
701 Gulf Shores Pkwy. Ruth E. Snashall: 408-206-2831,
ruthsnashall@icloud.com. Oct-April

ARIZONA

Apache Junction: 1st and 3rd Wed, 11:00 a.m., Mickey D’s Café,
1408 W. Apache Trail. Please RSVP Norm and Ritchie Eriksen:
480-671-0610, twocanyondwellers@msn.com. Nov-March
Benson: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., San Pedro Golf Course, Ironwood
Grill, 926 N Madison Ave. Chuck Dupuis: 520-360-5695,
cddupuis@gmail.com. Nov-April
Tonopah: Taco Tuesday 6:30 p.m., Tonopah Family Restaurant,
41101 West Indian School Rd. Call or text to confirm, Mike:
602-325-3171, Ajo: 207-743-3378, ajo@thecatdragdinn.org
Wickenburg: Visit the Chapter 32 website or voice mail for date
and location. Dawn Ewell: 303-988-4597, imslide@gmail.com.
Nov 2017-April 2018
Yuma: 2nd Wed, 10 a.m., Foothill’s Eatery and Spirit, 12871 S
Interstate 8 Frontage Rd. David Sears: 936-215-1035 Nov-April

ARKANSAS

Conway: 3rd Mon, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 814 E. Oak St.
Don Tannehill: 501-410- 8950 April-Oct

CALIFORNIA

Clovis: 1st Thurs, 11:15 a.m., Denny’s Restaurant, 710 W Shaw
Ave. 936-612-3216. Wayne Zimmerman: 559-638-1631
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Huntington Beach: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Sonny’s Restaurant, 7148
Edinger Ave. Rick Comaroto: 714-889-8549, rnhcomar@aol.com
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Reno: 1st. Wed, 1 p.m., Gold ’N Silver Inn Restaurant, 790 W 4th
St. Adrian Jones: adrianandrebecca@att.net

NEW MEXICO

Lakewood: Ladies’ breakfast every Tues. Men’s breakfast every
Thurs. Call 575-457-2303, for more information.

NEW YORK

Rochester: 3rd Tues, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral, 450 Jefferson Rd.
Marilyn Woodside: 908-377-7765, lynhw15@gmail.com. July-Nov

OREGON

Medford: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Chadwick’s Pub and Sports Bar, 2300
Biddle Road. Valerie: 541-774-4394, valrasmussonrvclub37@
gmail.com
Sutherlin: 2nd Wed, 9 a.m., breakfast, Abby’s Legendary Pizza,
1011 W Central Ave. Rick De Young: 541-315-2830. Jan-Dec
Gresham: 4th Mon, 1 p.m., Heidi’s Restaurant, 1230 N.E. Cleveland. Michael Surratt: 503-667-0819, mrat1945@frontier.com

TENNESSEE

Crossville: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Vegas Steakhouse. 3152 North
Main St. Ralph Wiggers: 931-787-4157. April-Nov

TEXAS

Livingston: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., La Casita Mexican Restaurant. 215 S
Washington Ave. (Washington Ave is Business 59) We meet in the
back room. David Horton: 563-529-6181, dhorton2@aol.com

UTAH

West Valley City: 3rd Thurs, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 3399 West,
3500 South. Lawrence Pay: 801-599-3518, lnpay@msn.com

Modesto: 1st Wed, 11:30 a.m., The Golden Corral Buffet and Grill,
3737 McHenry Ave. Please call Sandy Thomason, 209-984-5017,
to RSVP and for the latest information.

WASHINGTON

Redding: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Country Waffle, 2300 Athens Ave.
Nancy Voyles: 530-357-4762, tsrnan@aol.com. March-Dec

Tacoma: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Old Country Buffet, 5815 Lakewood
Towne Center. Barb Johnson: 360-908-0699, barbj1752@msn.com

Sacramento: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Perko’s Restaurant, 6215
Sunrise Blvd., Citrus Heights. www.goldnugget24.org

WISCONSIN

San Diego area: 4th Sat, 9 a.m., breakfast, Marie Callender’s,
6950 Alvarado Rd. Meeting follows at 10 a.m., Mike Formico:
619 884-9069, mformico@cs.com
Santa Maria: 2nd Thurs (every month), 11:30 a.m., IHop,
202 Nickolson Ave. Anna Hartman: 805-937-1856
Ventura: 1st Tues (every month), 11 a.m., Main Restaurant
Steakhouse, 3159 E. Main St. Chuck Burton: 805 647-7382

Mount Vernon: 1st Tues, 11 a.m., Royal Star Buffet, 2300 Freeway
Drive. Bud/Lori: 206-953-6433, budkauffman@me.com.

Portage: 1st Wed, 12 p.m., Dino’s Restaurant, 12900 New Pinery
Rd. Helen Hoege: 608-254-2055, khhoege@gmail.com. Oct-April

CANADA

AB (location TBA): 2nd Wed, 12 p.m.. Check Chapter 44 website
locations and times/888-757-7701 x8044. Carol Davis
BC, Kelowna: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m., 88 Grand Buffet, 2339 Hwy. 97
N. Sharon Rajotte: 250-707-0602, rsrajotte@telus.net

COLORADO

BC, Nanaimo: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Smitty’s, In the Southgate
Mall, 117-50 Tenth Street. Linda Henton: lfhenton@gmail.com,
April-Oct. Except June and Sept

FLORIDA

BC, Salmon Arm: 3rd Fri, 11:30 a.m., PJ’s Family Restaurant,
#202 360 Trans-Canada Hwy SW. (in the Centenoka Park Mall).
Please call Maisie Beattie 250-803-9969 to let her know you are
coming. mlynneb146@gmail.com

MISSOURI

BC, Vernon: Last Tues, 12 p.m.. Army, Navy and Airforce Club—
Spitfire Grill, 2500 46th Ave. Kathleen Bone: 250-265-1192,
kathyskp@telus.net

Englewood: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m., Golden Corral. 4000 River Point Pkwy.
(To find us with your GPS, use alt address 3677 S Santa Fe Dr.)
Chuck Derington: 303-842-1519, chuckderington@comcast.net
Clermont: 1st Thurs, 11 a.m., Golden Corral. 1555 Grand Hwy.
Glenna Watson: 352-502-3748, glennaw2@gmail.com. Nov-April
Springfield: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 2020 E. Primrose Place
(off Glenstone). Vernon Eide: 417-209-8650. (Mention Escapees
and proceed to the room in the back of the restaurant.)

NEVADA

Pahrump: 2nd Mon, 11:30 a.m., Mountain Falls Grill, 5001
Clubhouse Dr. George Leese: bigbg62@yahoo.com. Sept-May
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ON, Talbotville: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Wayside Restaurant,
10680 Sunset Rd. Sharon Sandau: 519-862-2152,
sdsandau@teksavvy.com. May-Nov
ON, Barrie: 1st Thurs, 12:30 p.m., Mandarin Restaurant, 28 Fairview Rd. Peta: 705-728-5639, petaarends@gmail.com. May and Oct

Whether you are a full-time RVer, or simply on an extended RV vacation,
using an RV mail service makes it easy to get your mail on the road.

WHERE CAN YOU
RECEIVE MAIL
ON THE ROAD?
Post office via
General Delivery
Friend's or Family's house
Campground Office
Mail Box Store
Always check before having
mail sent to a PO Box or RV park.

ESCAPEES RV CLUB
MAIL SERVICE
IS THE LARGEST MAIL
SERVICE THAT CATERS
SPECIFICALLY
TO RVERS.
Give us a call and we can
help you set up the right
mail-forwarding solution for
your needs today!

936-327-8873

www.escapees.com

BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Escapees Special Interest Groups
Escapees Birds of a Feather (BoF) groups share lifestyle interests. Expand
your talents and share your knowledge. Whether you are a beginner or an
expert, you are welcome.
Alternative Medicine: Newsletter about, but not limited to, herbs,
vitamins, dietary ideas, natural healing, attaining and maintaining
health. I also send BoF Extras and Bits&Pieces. Free e-newsletter.
Send SKP# and e-mail address to thrivebydesignonline@outlook.com.
Please include BoF or Escapees in the subject line. Joyce Langley
#147115. 164 CR 2127, PO Box 302, Burkeville, TX 75932.
Amateur Radio: Newsletter is $5 for three issues. Published January,
May and September. Include name, amateur radio call sign, if licensed,
SKP #, spouse’s name, address, check and e-mail address, to Forrest
Clark, KC9YMH, SKP #110995, 411 Walnut St., PMB #10903, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043.
NEW! AVA America’s Walking Club: AVA is a nationwide network
of walking clubs. Its members arrange walks to local points of interest. We host walks throughout the year, and you’re welcome to
join America’s Walking Clubs’ events. The cost per person per walk
is $3. Membership in America’s Walking Club is not required but
encouraged. Members can earn pins and patches. To join BoF, send
your name, SKP# and address to Susan Alton: avabof@aol.com.
Bikes, Boots ’n Paddles: Casual group (no dues/no newsletter) for
those who like to read about or participate in cycling, walking and hiking
and/or paddling activities. Meet at Escapades and informal gatherings
or simply share experiences online. Share routes, trails, locations,
equipment and photos. Facebook: “SKP Bikes, Boots ’N Paddles BoF.”
Nancy Cullinan: nancullinan@gmail.com.
Boomers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for those who
have a youthful mindset. Members enjoy hiking, beading, biking,
reading, 4-wheel drives or just sitting around the campfire. Monthly
e-newsletter and Facebook group provide opportunities to share the
RVing experience. Impromptu gatherings pop up several times a year.
Send your name and SKP# to: boomerBoF@gmail.com.
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Boondockers: Casual group (no dues) enjoying the dry-camping
lifestyle. Bimonthly newsletter lists rendezvous. (Dry-camp spots not
listed.) Stan/Mikki Vincent, subscription coordinators; Darryl and
Judy Wilson, editors. To join, contact Judy Wilson at wilsonjudwil2@
gmail.com.
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Buffs: Buffs like to think of themselves as the Birds withOut Feathers BoF. This group is for SKP members who enjoy wholesome
social nudism. On our Yahoo! groups website, read reviews of nudist
campgrounds, receive answers to questions, read our newsletter,
locate nudist campgrounds who offer discounts to Buffs, see who
might be camping near you and get involved in discussions. No
cost to join. buffsbof@yahoo.com. Include SKP# and reason for
wanting to join.
Christian Fellowship: The Christian Fellowship BoF is a gathering
of Escapees believers drawing together to form a mobile churchwithout-walls for fellowship, fun, worship, spiritual growth and serving
communities. We pray for and encourage one another without
focusing on denominationalism. Meet at Escapades and Christian
Fellowship BoF rallies. Visit www.cfbof.com. Membership is free. For
rally information, contact Allen Ferguson, at fergizmo@thefergs.com.
Computers: For all computer users—PC, Mac, Linux. Info is exchanged
by e-mail. To subscribe to the general or the PC newsgroup, e-mail:
ComputerBoF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Contact Tom McIlwain,
6003 Main St., Center Valley, PA 18034. To subscribe to the Linux
sub-newsgroup: ComputerBoF-Linux-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
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DOVE (the Doves) • C-BoF: Hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
disasters rarely give us notice when they will happen. The time
volunteers give is crucial. When finances are at crisis levels in many
organizations, the American Red Cross needs all the volunteer time
(and money) we can give. Join the DOVEs and partner with the Red
Cross to fill real needs. We’ll help train and pair you with the right
disaster response activity to provide life-sustaining assistance. For info,
visit: www.dovebof.org or contact Brian at president@doveBoF.org or
Don at membership@dovebof.org (210-268-3931). Yearly dues: $10.
Escapees Elk: You must be a member of a BPO Elks Lodge to join. (The
BoF isn’t a Lodge.) Membership is free. For membership application
or to be directed to an Elks lodge, please email: elkbof@msn.com.
Information on get-togethers sent via email, or visit www.escapees.
com/escapees-elk-bof..
NEW! Escapees Traveling Yogi: All welcome, from dedicated
yogis to those curious about learning yoga. We practice yoga at
Escapades, Convergences and other meetups, share recommendations for yoga teachers, studios, retreats and amazing places to
practice. We support each other in progressing our practices/
healthy lifestyles while we travel. We help those new to yoga. No
dues. Join us on Facebook. Send name, SKP# and interest to
Theresé: tbjulo@yahoo.com Namaste.
Friends of Bill W: This group meets at Escapades and other Escapees gatherings. There are no dues or fees. Find a meeting or stay in
contact with each other while traveling. Contact Noble or Cyd, 238
Rainbow Dr., #13852, Livingston, TX 77399-2038. 404-578-0864.
noblecyd@reagan.com. To join, you need a Facebook account. Search
for Cyd Wise (Livingston, TX) and send a friend request to be added.
Full-time Graduating Class: For those who have graduated from
part-time to full-time RVing. Informal group/no newsletter or officers.
Correspondence is via the Escapees Discussion Forum. Join your class
by visiting the forum at www.rvnetwork.com, select “Graduating to
Full-Time” and year of your class.
Genealogy: SKP Genies. This group is all about friendship and family history. Our quarterly newsletter has BoF news and educational
articles on research techniques and sources. SKP Genies Magic (a
rally/research trip hybrid) held annually. Info and advice are shared
by Yahoo! group. Contact Albert at skpgenies@gmail.com or SKP Genealogy BoF, 142 Rainbow Dr., #4228, Livingston, TX 77399-1042.
Geocache: We provide a link enabling members to connect with other
SKP geocachers, share geocaching information, learn from others
and discover if other SKP geocachers are nearby. The BoF hosts an
annual multi-day rally in Quartzsite, AZ, in late January, featuring
morning seminars and afternoon caching outings. Communication
is via Facebook or e-mail. No dues/fees. To join, contact Wendy: skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com. Include address, names, SKP#, phone#
and geocaching handle.
Hitches and Stitches: No muss, no fuss (no dues), chat about in our
private Facebook group, BoF Stitches and Hitches. Projects include
working with fabrics by hand or machine, clothes, quilts, embroidery
or crafts. We love them all. Share your successes and ask for help for
the oops projects. Contact Charlotte at Charlotte.Grady@outlook.com.
Inward Bound: From all religions to no religion, this group explores
universal spiritual themes. This is a shared leadership gathering where
each is both teacher and student in the spirit of Namaste. Inward
Bound BoF is a spontaneous session at an Escapees event. One person
may simply announce a time and place for gathering. Each session is
unique. Structural considerations are available upon request to help
you get started. Contact Bobb Barnes, at barnesonwheels@gmail.com.
Line Dancers Unite: Join for free to find classes, rallies and special
events. Members contribute info on a city-by-city basis. Available
websites feature line-dance class locations and special events. No
dues or newsletters. To sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on “Groups”

or “Search” and enter “Line Dancers Unite.” In the left column on the
Group homepage, click “Join.” To read posts, click “Group Forum” at
the top of the page. Contact Margo: Margo@TheMaxwellGroup.net.
NEW! Low-Carb Lifestyle: If you’re eating low-carb, join us! We’re
here to support and encourage each other online as well as during
Convergences or our own meetups. Recipes and tips are welcome.
We meet online in our Facebook and RVillage groups. Feel free to
request membership in both. Send your name and SKP# to Julie:
thewanderinggants@gmail.com, Lauren: desertlemon@gmail.com,
Melissa: melissakadorian@gmail.com, or treemama@gmail.com.
Military, Veterans and Gold Star Families: Provides opportunities
for fellowship, food and fun to those still serving, have served or the
families of service members in the United States and Canadian Armed
Forces. No dues, and anyone wishing to join may contact Richard Strait at
EscapeesBOFMilitary&Veterans@gmail.com.
Nomadic Families: Brings RV families together to share info about
our lifestyle. Our mission is to promote exploration and freedom while
still maintaining a sense of community. It’s a place for traveling kids/
teens to make lasting connections with others where they are treated
as equals and encouraged to explore their surroundings, unhindered
by societal standards. Our goals are to have many events each year,
support Escapees/Xscaper family events and encourage our members
to form their own gatherings. Contact: bofnomadicfamilies@gmail.com.
NOMADS: Mission volunteers and individuals who travel with a
purpose. A ministry of the United Methodist Church, specific to RVers who wish to be involved in Christian service. Membership is not
dependent on church affiliation. Regular projects are three weeks,
nationwide. Disaster rebuild projects may be one week or more.
Parking (including water, elec, dump) is furnished. A current projects
list is on NOMADS Website and visible only to its members, but with
nationwide sites. To join visit www.nomadsumc.org or contact Doris
318-613-6599 jakdori@gmail.com
Penwheels: Quarterly newsletter inspires, encourages and assists
writers in all styles of writing, published or not. Join our new group
forum at RVillage.com. Sign up for free. Then click search or groups, and
enter “Penwheels” in the search field. Click “join group” to post. Send
your Escapees membership number to Joanne Alexakis (joalexakis@
earthlink.net) to add your name to the e-mail newsletter list. Contact
Penwheels editor at margo@themaxwellgroup.net.
Pet Lovers: For people who love animals. All pets welcome. Please join
our Facebook group: Stay connected with animal-loving Escapees; get
notices of occasional rallies and socials at Escapade. Juliet Whitfield:
970-729-2946, dogs@tailsfromtheroad.com, www.facebook.com/
groups/EscapeesPetLovers

SOLOs • C-BoF: A group for single Escapees. Must be a current
member. Membership, $10/year. Three newsletters per year, member-hosted gatherings and pre-Escapade rallies. Download member
form: skpsolos.org/about/. Print form, complete and send with check,
payable to Escapees SOLOs, to Escapees SOLOs, 1970 N. Leslie St.
#556, Pahrump, NV. 89060. Roy Kannada: royk1072@gmail.com.
SOWERs (Servants on Wheels): A nondenominational ministry of born-again believers. We combine our love of RVing and
service to our Lord as we volunteer to work with other Christian
ministries throughout the U.S. and Canada. From our listing of
approved ministries, we choose projects and months we work;
www.sowerministry.org.
Stonewall: Welcomes all gays, lesbians, bis, trans and their friends. An
informal group, we gather at Escapades, at Pride events and at Quartzsite, Arizona, in January. Communication is online, so we can meet
each other as travels allow. Free to join/no newsletters, just good times
with great people! Contact Sean Miller, at seansmiller1@gmail.com.
The SKP UTV/ATV: A group of like-minded people who like to ride
their UTV/ATV. If you have a UTV/ATV and like to ride responsibly while
discovering different places to camp and ride, we are the group for you.
Open to all Escapees members in good standing. No dues. Contact
Carl Holttum: carlholttum@gmail.com or carlholttum@yahoo.com
NEW! Whole-Food, Plant-Based (WFPB): This WFPB BoF group
is for those interested in learning about and sharing information,
SCIENCE and recipes for the WFPB way of eating. This group focuses on science-based health reasons for eating a mostly
plant-based diet. No fees or dues. We’ll share information on a
Facebook page, Whole-Food, Plant-Based BOF SKP. Contact Ray
Hatch: ray_h1941@yahoo.com or Lodema Hatch: LO1942@
hotmail.com to join.
Woodcarvers on Wheels: This group meets annually at North Ranch,
in Congress, Arizona, for a week-long workshop of carving, pyrography
and more. We enjoy gathering at Escapade and anywhere else our
paths may cross. Sharing ideas, patterns, hints and articles related
to anything wood. To join, send name, address, SKP# and $5/year to
John Ely, 3213 W. Main, #279, Rapid City, SD 57702. Newsletter
sent 3x a year. woodcarversonwheels@gmail.com.
Worldwide Travelers: We offer information about independent or
RV travel in countries around the world other than North America.
Information is shared through tips and travel reports. Free monthly
e-newsletter. To join, send your name and SKP# to Kathy Howe, at
wwtnews@gmail.com.

C-BoF (Certified BoFs): Check the “Events Calendar” for a listing of group activities. For additional details, call their voice mail: 888-757-7701,
plus extension— (DOVE x8083 and SOLOs x8080). BoF correspondence, questions and magazine listing updates should be sent to BoF Coordinator
Lockie Sailer, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300, faxed to 936-327-4388 or e-mailed to BoF@escapees.com
ALL UPDATES MUST BE IN WRITING (TYPE, FAX OR E-MAIL) AND RECEIVED BY THE 10TH OF ODD-NUMBERED MONTHS. INCLUDE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER.
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SKP Freethinkers: The focus of this BoF is information, support and
community for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and all those who reject
supernatural belief. This BoF serves as a virtual meeting place and
forum for like-minded SKPs. We have a Website with a forum, newsletter and private Facebook page. Media in electronic/membership
is free. Visit www.skpfreethinkers.com or contact Howard Replogle at
howardreplogle@SKPfreethinkers.com.

SKP Wheels of Progress: Politically engaged moderates/progressives committed to constructively addressing public policy at every
level of government. By establishing relationships with like-minded
SKPs, we facilitate personal meetings. We strive to broaden our
understanding of issues, policies and candidates for public office.
We seek ways to strengthen our communities, nation and world
by using our influence to bring about positive change. A closed
Facebook group is used to connect. Free membership. To join, send
SKP# to Larry Butler, at techcfo@yahoo.com.

ESCAPEES

Prospecting and Metal Detecting: Share tips and information. To
join our Yahoo! group SKP-PandMD, contact Ken Parsons by e-mail:
rwsp606@gmail.com. to get roster and yearly newsletter, by e-mail,
$5; mailed, $15 a year. We get together yearly for a week of prospecting and fun. Make checks payable to Peggy Devine, Treasurer,
2121 E Keenan Way, Pahrump, NV 89048. kokopeggi@gmail.com

SKP Photographers: For all photographers, casual to serious. Our
goal is to help members have fun with photography and to improve
their skills through our free online newsletter, meetings at Escapades/
rallies and in-the-field photo outings at interesting locations. To join,
visit: www.skpphotographers.com. Brock Brinkerhoff/Janine Vance,
skpphotographers@gmail.com.

ALABAMA

RAINBOW PLANTATION | 14301 County Rd. 28, Summerdale, AL 36580
251-988-8132, Fax: 251-988-8142, plantation@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowplantation

$

ARIZONA

NORTH RANCH | 30625 Hwy. 89, Congress, AZ 85332
928-427-3657, Fax: 928-685-3695, northranch@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/northranch

$

FLORIDA

SUMTER OAKS RV PARK | 4602 County Rd. 673, Bushnell, FL 33513
352-793-1333, Fax: 352-793-5216, sumteroaks@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/sumteroaks

$

MISSOURI

TURKEY CREEK RV VILLAGE | 1376 US 65 Business S., Hollister, MO 65672
417-335-8004, Fax: 417-335-4644, turkeycreek@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/turkeycreek

$

NEW MEXICO

DREAM CATCHER RV PARK | 4400 E. Pine St., Deming, NM 88030
575-544-4004, Fax: 575-544-0944, dreamcatcher@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/dreamcatcher

TENNESSEE

RACCOON VALLEY | 908 E. Raccoon Valley Rd., Heiskell, TN 37754
865-947-9776, Fax: 865-947-9778, raccoonvalley@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/raccoonvalley

TEXAS

RAINBOW’S END | 140 Escapees Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
936-327-1279, Fax: 936-328-8168, rainbowsend@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowsend
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SKP CO-OPS (ESCAPEES MEMBERS ONLY)

Owned and operated by individual member groups of Escapees.
ARIZONA
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$

130
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20

+ tax

$

23

Incl Elec

$

35

Incl Elec

ROVERS ROOST | 3241 S. Montgomery Rd., Casa Grande, AZ 85193
520-426-3589, Fax: 520-421-0105, rovers_roost@yahoo.com, www.roversroost.com

$

KOFA KO-OP | 3750 E. County 17th St., Yuma, AZ 85365
928-344-0645, 928-344-0900, office@kofako-op.com, www.kofako-op.com

$

JOJOBA HILLS RESORT | 45120 Hwy. 79 S., Aguanga, CA 92536
951-767-9130, office@jojobahills.com, jojobahills.com

$

limited
$

FLORIDA

THE RESORT | 2219 SKP Way, Wauchula, FL 33873
Discounted rates 5/1 – 10/31
863-735-1499, Fax: 863-735-1994, skpresortwauchula@gmail.com, fl-skp-resort.org

$

NEVADA

PAIR-A-DICE | 5150 Oakridge, Unit 2, Pahrump, NV 89048
775-727-7221, Fax: 775-727-3966, skppairadice@gmail.com

21-26

Incl Elec,
WiFi & CTV

20-23

+ Elec

20

$

Incl Elec

NEW MEXICO

THE RANCH | PO Box 109, Lakewood, NM 88254
575-457-2303, Fax: 575-457-2100, skpranch@pvtnetworks.net, skpranch.com

$

OREGON

TIMBER VALLEY | 800 S. State St., Sutherlin, OR 97479
541-459-4465, skptimbr@rosenet.net, www.timbervalleyskp.com

$

TEXAS

LONE STAR CORRAL | 131 Private Rd. 5240, Hondo, TX 78861
830-363-7623, Fax: 830-363-5110, info@lonestarcorral.com, lonestarcorral.com

$

WASHINGTON

EVERGREEN COHO | 2481 Anderson Lake Rd., Chimacum, WA 98325
360-385-6538, Fax: 360-379-5669, ecrskp@escapees.com, www.cohoskp.com

Incl CTV

+ Elec
& tax

110
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& tax

100
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& tax

325
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& tax

-

-

$199
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-

-
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140161
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495575
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$

$

-

125
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20
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$

22
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$

20
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$

27.75

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

$

365

$

Incl CTV

$

The plus symbol (+) is used to indicate “plus electric.”
Additional charges may apply for 50-amp electric, pull-thru and/or additional occupants.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Contact parks for hours of operation and to verify rental fees before arrival.
Receiving mail at Escapees Parks: Route your mail to General Delivery, City, State and Zip Code. Verify zip code by calling: 800-275-8777.
Availability of rental spaces at SKP Co-Ops depends on members putting their lots into a rental pool while they travel. During the popular season,
there may be few spaces left to rent. Call in advance to check the availability of rental sites.
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PARK SIERRA | 45323 Park Sierra Dr., Coarsegold, CA 93614
559-658-8696, Fax: 559-683-2179, parkoffice@parksierra.net, www.parksierra.net
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SAGUARO CO-OP | 600 E. Saguaro Dr., #245, Benson, AZ 85602
520-586-7343, Fax: 520-586-4683, skpsaguaro@gmail.com, www.skpsaguaro.org
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Raccoon Valley: Heiskell, TN
Local songwriters meet every Tuesday night.
Thursday night, local jammers perform.
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op: Aguanga, CA
Join in the fun of many social activities. Enjoy pickleball, tennis,
swimming, hiking, nightly games and Friday happy hour. Deserts
and beaches are only one hour away. Sunset magazine calls
nearby Temecula, "Disneyland for adults."

N
N

EVENTS

N

Pair-A-Dice SKP Co-Op: Pahrump, NV
First-time visitors receive their one-week stay for $75; Make
request at check-in. Call ahead for availability. No reservations.

N

GPS: N36° 8.700'-W115° 58.000'

Park Sierra SKP Co-Op: Coarsegold, CA
Is Yosemite on your bucket list? Stay with us! Park Sierra is
25 miles from the southern entrance to Yosemite. Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Parks are only a day-trip away! The
winter months are mild and the spring wildflowers are glorious.
First-time visitors can enjoy $50 off their first week’s stay! Visit
our website or call for reservations.

N

RoVers Roost SKP Co-Op: Casa Grande, AZ
Max site length is 40'. First-time Escapees visitors will receive
three days free when they pay for one week ($110, plus tax/
elec). Explore many activities from this central location. Activities
update provided at daily social hours. Visit the website or call for
details.
-

297 n/a

N

118

n/a

N

152

n/a

-

N
-

283 n/a

N

N

N

-

N

254 n/a
-

182

n/a

-
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n/a

-

N

206 n/a

-

N

N

130

n/a

N

N

N

175

n/a

N

N

N

Only Escapees members may purchase an SKP Co-Op membership (when one is available), and that membership
entitles them to use a specified lot until they are deceased or sell the membership back to the corporation. Each SKP
Co-Op sets its own rules and is self-governing with a board of directors elected by the members. Members share in
the financial responsibilities of the SKP Co-Op. Operating expenses are shared equally among the membership by way
of an annual maintenance fee. Most SKP Co-Op sites have buildings and other improvements that may add several
thousand dollars to the buy-in price. Most also have a waiting list. Call individual parks for more information.

Lone Star Corral Co-Op: Hondo, TX
First-time Escapees visitors will receive 50% off one week stay,
plus electric. Offer not valid for December or last full week in
February. Your extended stay will allow you to explore the San
Antonio area and Texas Hill Country. The park is only a two- to
three-hour drive from the Gulf Coast and Mexico.
Timber Valley Co-Op: Sutherlin, OR
Join us in Oregon’s banana belt. Large lots; more privacy.
Costco, five chain grocery outlets within 12 miles. Walk to
restaurants, churches; other amenities. Award-winning wineries,
fishing, forest trails and wildlife. Waterfalls, 50 miles; ocean, 70
miles. Stay six nights, get a seventh night free!
Evergreen CoHo: Chimacum, WA
Explore Washington’s Olympic Peninsula from Seattle to
Victoria, B.C. Art, biking, birding, breweries, casinos, cideries,
concerts, distilleries, festivals, fresh local foods, hiking, kayaking,
live music, wineries/wine routes, whale watching. Stay up to 6
months beginning October 1 (depart by May 31). Reserve now at
Evergreen Coho SKP Park, call 360-385-6538.
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N

The Ranch SKP Co-Op: Lakewood, NM
Planning a trip to Carlsbad Caverns or the Guadalupe Mountains
National Park? We’re your place to stay: large sites, reverse
osmosis water. First-timers: $50 wk + elec and tax, 20% off for
returning visitors. Visit website for details and $50 coupon.
The Resort SKP Co-Op: Wauchula, FL
Where shorts are always in season and lifelong friendships
blossom. See our website for our many activities and amenities.
Then visit our active park in quiet south-central Florida.

-

128

Lease Lots at SKP Co-Ops

N

Saguaro SKP Co-Op: Benson, AZ
First-time visitors receive their week at a 50% discount, plus
elec./tax. Visit www.SKPSaguaro.org and click “Special Offers” for
details.

Marketplace
Financial StrategieS
For eScapeeS

Your retirement will likely last 20 years.
Will you have 20 years worth of money?

SERVICE
STRENGTH
& STABILITY

• LICeNSeD financial consultants
• Free no-obligation consultation
• Thousands of options
• Offices located at Rainbow’s End
HeatHer Brown, SKp #116551

SINCE 1902

Multigenerational wealth Strategies
800-260-1615
COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

FNBlivingston.com

100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351
hbrown@mgenwealth.com

www.mgenwealth.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities
America Advisors, Inc. Branch 575471: 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Tax and insurance services offered
through Multigenerational Wealth Strategies, LLC, which is
not affiliated with Securities America Companies. Legal services offered through Loring & Associates, PLLC, which is not
affiliated with Securities America Companies.

936-327-1234 | 800-324-9279

Professionally

Guided RV
Vacations

800-952-8496
FantasyRVTours.com

Call for a FREE

RV Travel Guide

Magazine

Alaska • Mexico • Canada • USA • Overseas
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FIRST STATE BANK SKP BADGES

“When you need to Escape, just bring us along!”
Free Deposit Accounts • Online and Mobile Banking
Remote Deposit • Online Bill Pay
E-Statements • 24 hour Telebanking
Located 10 miles from Escapees RV Club
National Headquarters in Livingston, Texas
• ATM at Escapees Rainbows End •
4 Branches to Serve You
Livingston Main & West • Shepherd • Onalaska

Equal Housing
Lender

www.fsblivingston.bank
936-327-5211 or 800-364-5211
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& ENGRAVING
Badge designs
starting at just $5
• Custom badge dangles
• Standard pin backs or optional magnetic clasps
• A wide selection of badge color options
• Special options for enamel pins

For special orders or custom engraving
jobs, call 936-327-8873 or visit the
Website for more information.

www.escapees.com/store

Advertisers Index

WELCOME THESE NEW
COMMERCIAL MEMBERS

OUR ADVERTISERS PROVIDE

RV-related services that you can use!
Adventure Caravans......................................................................CM# 35.................................05
ARPC, LLC.............................................................................................CM# 748..............................35
Battle Born Batteries...................................................................CM# 912...............................27

MISSION RV PARK CM #958

909-796-7570

WORLD OF OUTLAWS CM #959

707-795-7223

INNOVATION TIRE-TIRE MINDER/TPMS CM #960

803-867-5969

GREEN DOOR DISTILLING CO. CM #962

269-205-3398

BOONDOCKING POWER CM #963

214-532-1311

Central Florida RV Center.........................................................CM# 740..............................47
Classified Ads...........................................................................................................................................86
Day’s End Journal and Directory...............................................................................................33
DFW RV Roof.......................................................................................CM# 931...............................47
DISH for My RV........................................................................................................................................21
Fantasy RV Tours.............................................................................CM# 830..............................84
First National Bank.........................................................................CM# 126...............................84
First State Bank...............................................................................CM# 45.................................84
Giraffe G4 .............................................................................................CM# 660.............................39
Marketplace..............................................................................................................................................84
Miller Insurance.................................................................................CM# 285..............................47
Multigenerational Wealth Strategies...............................CM# 13..................................84
Passport America Club.....................................................................................................................19
PPL Motor Homes...............................................................................................................................27

Advertising Opportunities with Escapees RV Club
Join the unique advertising opportunities provided by
Escapees RV Club. Place your product/service before a
large, dynamic and well-established RV community with
regular advertising.
Visit www.escapees.com/advertise, call 936-327-8873
or e-mail commercialmembership@escapees.com for
more information.

PROTENG® Distribution Inc.....................................................CM# 956......................Cover
RVillage.........................................................................................................................................................84
RV Air.............................................................................................................................................................59
RV Comfort Systems, LLC ........................................................CM# 806.............................35
RV Driving School............................................................................CM# 3....................................84
RV Insurance Benefits..................................................................CM# 926..............................29
RV Roofing Solutions..........................................................................................................................59
RV Solar Electric...............................................................................CM# 28.................................39
RV Trader............................................................................................................................................Cover
RVTravel.com.......................................................................................CM# 932.............................84

OUR NEWEST DISCOUNT PARKS

RVer’s Ultimate Survival Guide book...........................................................................................26
SkyMed....................................................................................................CM# 85.................................29
The RVers TV Show...............................................................................................................................23
Transfer Flow......................................................................................CM# 908..............................25

WILDHAVEN SONOMA

Workamper, Inc..................................................................................CM# 14..................................35

Advertising
Escapees Badges and Engraving...............................................................................................84
Escapees CARE, Inc.............................................................................................................................22

GRANDVIEW CAMP & RV PARK

Escapees Discount Parks...............................................................................................................85

1002 N MITCHELL AVE
HARDIN, MT 59034-1223
406-671-0121
grandviewcamp.com
15% discount year-round.

Escapees Discount Tire....................................................................................................................39
Escapees Mail Service.......................................................................................................................79
Escapees Membership Application..................................................................... Back Cover
Escapees Veterans Discount Program................................................................................59
Escapees RVers Boondocking Policy.......................................................................................58

Have you found an RV park that would be a
candidate for the Discount Parks program?

Provide the park name and address by e-mail to the advertising
department at advertising@escapees.com, or call 936-327-8873.
Remember to always contact a park prior to arrival to ensure availability.

Escapees RVers Boot Camp.........................................................................................................32
Escapees RVers Good Neighbor Policy.................................................................................88
Escapees RVOU......................................................................................................................................75
Escapees SmartWeigh Program...............................................................................................26
Xscapers.....................................................................................................................................................70
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Escapees Commercial Members...............................................................................................85
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2411 ALEXANDER VALLEY RD
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448-8001
707-283-7773
www.wildhavensonoma.com
15% off of weekly stay rates.

Classified Ads

SELL
IT OR BUY IT!
• Noncommercial classified ads: $20 minimum/base rate: up to 6 lines includes special title. Lines 7–12: $4 per line plus base rate. Over 13 lines:
$20 per line plus 7–12 and base rate. Six lines including photo: $50 ($4 per additional line. Over 12 lines: Additional fees apply.)
• Commercial classifieds: $20 per line, 5-line minimum, 5 percent discount for 6 issues or more.
(To estimate length of ad lines, 35 characters and spaces equal one line.)
• To send ad copy: Mail your typed submission and payment to Escapees Magazine, Attn: Classified Ads, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, or send it, with a credit card number, to 936-327-4388 (fax) or e-mail advertising@escapees.com.
• Copy deadlines: (Subject to space availability) J/F-Nov. 10 • M/A-Jan. 10 • M/J-March 10 • J/A-May 10 • S/O-July 10 • N/D-Sept. 10
HELP WANTED

LUNATEC®: Self-cleaning washcloths and odor-free dishcloths are
amazing. They have less bacteria, no smell and offer convenience.
Ideal for RVs and homes. Live healthier. 858-653-0401.www.lunatecgear.com
LUNATEC®: Aquabot® turns water bottles into misters and high-pressure sprayers. Cool you and your pets, hydrate and clean gear. www.
lunatecgear.com

Seasonal Work Opportunity: 2020 Sugar beet harvest in scenic
Idaho! Looking to earn some extra cash for the holidays or winter
travel? Come to Southern Idaho and work the harvest campaign for
The Amalgamated Sugar Company, LLC. Harvest begins in late September and concludes by early November. Jobs include piler operators,
sample takers, weigh masters, and equipment operators. Camping
with full hookups provided. Must pass physical and drug screen.
Competitive pay with overtime. harvestemployment@amalsugar.com

HOME BASE
Linda Stevens—REALTOR-C21 AzWest
North Ranch • LindasellsAz@msn.com

Magazine

CALL ME FOR LISTINGS or CALL ME TO LIST
Linda Stevens 928-232-9060
SKP 30347 • www.CongressMoves.com
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Nakefits: Lightweight, waterproof sole protectors
that conform to your feet and stay on for hours
to protect your soles from dirty, rough or slippery
surfaces. With Nakefit, you can enjoy hanging in
your backyard, a walk on the beach, rock climbing, pool days and the great outdoors without the
risk of germs, grime, slipping or hot surfaces.
Certified hypoallergenic, Nakefits can be easily
removed without any pinching, peeling or irritation of the skin. nakefit.us/collections
PediPocket: Finally, a throw blanket that does it all! PediPocket is
six feet of plush fleece with a spacious foot pocket to keep you warm
from head to toe. Made to be used indoors or outdoors and is wrinkle
free, machine washable and dryer friendly. The plush velvety fleece is
warm enough for cold winter nights as well as cool summer evenings.
pedipocketblanket.com
Zincuta Ointment: This specialty skin cream brings relief and heals
skin afflictions (chafes, burns, sunburns, abrasions, raw sores, insect
bites, psoriasis, eczema, poison ivy, etc.). It is concocted in Brooklyn,
New York, with the highest standards and is made with the finest,
purest, natural ingredients. www.zincuta.com

RIGS FOR SALE

ARIZONA RV HOMES.COM: New custom homes, from $300K
with F-HU RV parking inside a 22'x52' garage, and additional F-HU
outside guest pad. Boating, off-roading and casinos nearby. Only
two hours from Las Vegas. Great home base or snowbird retreat.
Phase 3 coming soon! 928-768-2900 or arizonarvhomes.com.
Ron Bernstein, Broker/Developer.
TX—Sargent: Two full-hookup RV lots for rent. Each lot is 50'x100'.
One mile from the gulf and one-half mile from marina and boat launch.
Daily, weekly or monthly rates. 979-429-1759.

PRODUCTS

FOR THE BEST IN RV SANITATION: Blue Streak Automatic Chemical Dispenser. www.bluestreakchem.com
Lucyd Loud 2020 Bluetooth Sunglasses: Lucyd Loud glasses
help you navigate hands-free to making calls, navigation and more!
Discover the smartest glasses for the
price. Lucyd Loud comes with a seven-day, risk-free trial, so no worries if
it’s not for you. Lucyd also offers free
U.S. shipping with fast FedEx shipping
available to the rest of the world. Starting at $29.99. amazon.com
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2004 Freightliner Century Series ST1200: Tractor, single axle,
48" sleeper, 232K original miles, full automatic (Allison HD4560P),
CAT C13, 380 hp., dual turbos, 1450 ft. lb. torque, CB, AM/FM/CD,
air brakes, adj. air seats, Max Brake Electric brake controller, Air Safe
air hitch Class VIII 30K lb. with ball, 2 ea. 140 gal. saddle tanks, LED
light upgrades, custom hd bolt-on car rack, 2 hd drive-on alum. ramps
with mounts and locks, full width rear mud flap, bolt on toolbox, 75'
3/8" air hose, new air tools, 1/2" and 3/4" socket sets, 2 hydl. jacks,
many extras. 2000 Jeep Sahara is optional. Excellent condition, very
unique, easy and fun to drive! $45,000 OBO. Location: Morgan Hill,
California (35 mi so. of San Jose). Call or text Brian (505) 228-1520

Final Journeys

FINAL JOURNEYS

Farewell to our Escapees Friends
The Escapees RV Club expresses sincere condolences to
the families and friends of deceased members.
Olesen, William “Bill” #37931-February 14, 2020: (Rita, 69
Stonehenge Rd, Londonderry, NH 03053-2413) Bill and I have been
members of Escapees since 1995. Bill died in Chandler, Arizona,
following a fall in our RV resulting in multiple complications. Bill was a
U.S. Navy veteran, and before retiring to RV full-time at age 55, he was
employed as a defense engineer for Sanders Associates. In addition
to RVing, Bill and I also loved motorcycling, and we traveled all 50
states, 49 on a motorcycle in order to be with many beloved RVing
friends. I would like to mention SkyMed was great in transporting Bill
and me, and our RV back home to New Hampshire.
Vicker, Robert #87978-March 9, 2020: (Lucy Vicker, 8800 S.
55th Ct., Oak Lawn, IL 60453-1249) Bob was a member of Chapter
46 for several years and loved camping with his chapter friends. He
died suddenly at Rainbow Plantation in Summerdale, Alabama. He
especially enjoyed camping there in the winter for the past 15 years.
His travels include most U.S. states with the exception of Hawaii, as
well as coast to coast in Canada. His fine character and ready smile
made him many friends. I will continue my membership in Escapees.

Raimondi, Nancy #50059-March 20, 2020: (Larry Chiuppi, 210
Rainbow Dr, #11043, Livingston, TX 77399-2010) We’ve spent the
past 22 years as lifetime Escapees and full-time RVers. Nancy will be
remembered as an artist, fly fisherwoman, hiker, climber, naturalist,
adventurer and lover of all things in nature. She had the inspiration
to abandon the “sticks and bricks” lifestyle in 1998 at age 43, and
begin a new life on the road. She dreamed it, and we lived it. In
March, after being told she didn’t have any more treatment option,
we planned one last road trip to the Big Bend area of Texas, but the
universe had other plans, and she was admitted to the hospital the
day before we were to leave, and a week later she was gone. We had
many adventures over the years traveling in Canada, Mexico and
most of the U. S. No regrets, my love, we had a good run. I plan to
continue life on the road, albeit in a slightly different fashion once
the pandemic is over.

Dare to have lived the life you have
dreamed for yourself. Go forward
and make your dreams come true.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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We appreciate notification of the deceased by caring friends; however, please obtain permission from a spouse or family member before submitting
a notice for publication. Send notices to: Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, Texas 77351
OR E-MAIL DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Preserve the privilege of overnight parking.
Follow the code and encourage others to follow it, too!

Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVERS GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your
privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of
conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.
If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate
conduct not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!
Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers “Good Neighbor” policy.
Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.
Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/benefits/rv-advocacy

SOMETHING THIS GOOD
SHOULD BE SHARED...
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Adventure, Education and Support Services

Association Specials

• Mail Forwarding Service with scanning option (domicilecompliant addresses in Texas, Florida and South Dakota)
• Strong RV advocacy coalition (protecting RVers’ rights)
• Escapees Maps (plan your trip online)
• Escapees Job Board (looking for work or looking for hire)
• Escapees magazine (digital versions and archives online, too!)
• Escapade (annual Escapees club rally with education and social
opportunities)
• RVers Boot Camp (fundamental RV training)
• SmartWeigh (accurate and detailed RV-weighing service)
• Member News (biweekly updates on events, benefits, and articles)
• RVers Online University (reliable, online RV education)
• RVNetwork.com (discussion forum for all RV-related topics)
• HOPs (unique land, sea and air adventures with Escapees)
• Chapters and BoF groups (fun ways to meet other RVers)
• Online “Articles and Blogs” section (2000-plus articles)
• Hangouts (meet up with other Escapees for fun, active experiences)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Escapees Roadside Assistance
Product discounts on tires, batteries, and more
RV insurance (full-time RV specialists)
Financial and legal services
Service discounts
Opportunities for additional savings through partnerships with
other RV clubs and organizations
• CARE (rest, recover and recuperate)

A Comprehensive RV Park System
• Rainbow Parks—friendly, clean and fun. Reservations available.
• An extensive network of parks across North America, offering
Escapees members 15-50% off overnight rates
• Overnight parking options offered by Escapees members
• Home-base options, plus short- and long-term parking/leases

www.escapees.com

ONLY

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION | INFORMATION REQUEST

Mail this form to Escapees RV Club • 100 Rainbow Drive • Livingston, TX 77351 • 936-327-8873 • or visit www.escapees.com

$399*5
TODAY!
JOIN

I’m simply requesting an information kit and FREE copy of Escapees magazine.
Payment information not required.
New Members
I am enclosing my annual membership fee of $39.95 (Canada and Mexico, add $10). All payments in U.S. currency.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________ (Your address will not be sold.)
Last				First			Partner

Permanent mail address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
			

Street					

City			

State		

Zip

My e-mail address: ________________________________________________________________ Contact phone #: _______________________________
I prefer the digital Escapees magazine and would like to opt out of the printed copy.
Include my address in the members-only membership directory:
Please contact me about my local chapter:

Yes

No		

Yes

Yes

No

No
Subscribe me to Club News e-mails:

Yes

No

How did you hear about Escapees? ________________________________________________________________________
Type of RV:

Motorhome

Check #: __________ Credit:

Fifth-wheel
Visa

M/C

Travel trailer

Other _____________________________________________

Discover Card #__________ __________ __________ __________ Exp _______/_______

* With the exception of
the veterans’ discount,
this special rate cannot be
combined with other offers.

100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
888-SKP-CLUB • www.escapees.com
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